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TfllTRl)DUCTIJfl. 
AT REQUEST OF THE ACADEMIC CO~PUTING CENTRE OF AMSTERDAM CSARAl 
THE MATHEMATICAL CENTRE STARTED IN 1973 THE ADAPTATION OF ITS 
C'1LLECTI'ltl 'JF tiU"IERICAL PR:JCEDURES PJR USE WITH THE CD CYBER 70 
SYSTEM. THE RESULTI~G NUMERICAL LIBRARY IS CALLED "NUMAL" 
C "NUM" ERICAL PROCEDURES Ifll "AL" G1L 60 l. 
THE DJCU'1a'TATI!Jtl APl>EARED IN 1974 I"'I A LOOSE LEAF MANUAL. 
IT WAS REVISED AND UPDATED IN 1975, 1977 AND 1979, 
lfll THI~ PERIOD THE LIBRARY GREW T'l A COLLECTION OF ABOUT 
430 RiJUT1tlES IN All DIFFERENT FIELDS OF NUMERICAL "1ATHEMATICS. 
ALT.HJIJGH \IO ATTE'1PTS HAVE BEEN 11ADE TO CREATE A COLLECTION 
THAT GIVES A C'JMDLETE nVERVIEW 'lF ALL NUl1ERTCAL ORIJCEDURES AVAlLABLE, 
MOST AREAS OF tlUMERICAL MATHEMATICS ARE COVERED AND MOST 
PROGRAMS FIJR WHICH A 'IEED WAS FELT HAVE BEEN Il'IPLEMENTED. 
THE AIM OF 
HlGH LEVEL 
NUMERICAL 
NUMAL WAJ TO PRJVIDE ALGOL 60 PROGRAMMERS WITH A 
NUMERICAL LIBRARY WHICH CONTAINS A SET OF VALIDATED 
PRQCEDURES TnGETHER WITH SUPPORTING DOCUME"'ITATION. 
THE LIBRARY HA! BEEN CONSTRUCTED IN A MUDULAR WAYt MOST ROUTINES 
REFER TJ AND RELY ON OTHER ROUTINES THAT PERFORM A WELL-DEFINED 
SUB-TASK. THE M~RE EXPERIENCED USER CAN AVAIL HIMSELF OF THESE MORE 
ELEMENTARY ROUTINE$ IN THf ~AME WAY AS THE AUTHORS OF THE LIBRARY DO. 
THE N'JVICE, lT lS BETTER TO USE THE MORE COMPREHENSIVE PROCEDURES 
WHICH PERFORM COMPLETE MATHEMATICAL COMPUTATIONS. 
I~ 1976 AND 1977 THE NU~ERICAL MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT ORGANIZED 
A SEMltlAR m NU'1EKICAL SOFTWARE. !N THIS SEMINAR THE USE OF SOME 
ALGOL PROCEDURES Iii THE NUMAL LIBRARY WAS EXPLAINED IN DETAIL 
AND THEIR ALGORITHMIC BACKGROUND WAS CLARIFIED. 
AL~O, THE NllMERICAL LIBRARIES IMSL C FORTRAN), NAG (ALGOL 60 
FORTRAN) MID NU'IAL <ALGOL 60) WERE COMPARED. THE PROCEEDINGS 
THIS SEMii~AR APPEA~ED (IN DUTCH) IN THE MC-SYLLABUS SERIES 
THE MATHEMATICAL CENTRE AS: 
Atl 0 
COLL'JlU!UM NUMER!EKE PROGRAM"1ATUUR1 DEEL 1 
J.C.P.BUS ED., MCS 29.1, 
"1A THE'1A TISCH CEllTRU M, A MS TERO AM, 197 61 
CULLQqUIUM ~UMERIEKE PROGRAMMATUUR1 DEEL 2 
H.J.J.TE RIELE ED., MCS 29.21 
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THE LANGllAGE ALGOL 60 MID THE MODULAR STRUCTURE 
Two IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS OF NUMAL ARE I ITS MODULAR STRUCTURE 
A~D THE CONSISTENT USE OF STANDARD ALGOL 60 <IN THE SENSE OF THE 
REVI~ED REPORT ON ALGOL 60, REF.I 
INPUT AflD OUTPUT RO!JTHIES1 NOT !lEHlG DEF !NED IN STANDARD ALGOL 60, 
HAVE NUT BEEN USED IN THE LIBRARY sauRCE TEXTS. THEY ONLY APPEAR IN 
THE DOC!JMEiHATION WHERE EXAMPLES OF USE OF THE UBRARY ROUTINES 
AKE Gl V E~l • 
!>IMCE DOIJ9LE PRECI$ION IS ALSO NOT DEFINED IN ALGOL 60, A SMALL NIJMBER 
OF DlJUBLE PP.ECIS!Utl ARITHf>IETIC RrJUTINE5 COULD NOT BE CODED IN ALGOL 60 
AND , HEi·ICE, A FEW (81 D'.JU8LE PRECISION MODllLES WERE CODED 1N 
ASSEMBLY LAtlG!JAGE, 
EXCEPT FOR THIS SMALL llUMBER iJF DOUBLE PREC!S!IJN ARITHMETIC ROUTINES 
ALL THE SOURCE TEXTS ARE WRITTEN IN ALGOL 60 AND 1HENCE1 THEY ARE IN 
PRlNC~PLE ~HDEnE~DEHT 1F THE COMPUTER/CJMPILER USED <REF.), 
IN ITS PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATIJN ON THE CDC-CYBER SYSTEM MOST 
ELEMENTARY ROUTINES IN THE MODULAR STRUCTUPE OF THE LI~RARY ( I.E. THE MATRlX AND VECTOR 1PERATIONS I WERE RE-CODED BY HAND 
IN ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE. THIS HAS ACCELERATED THE OPERATION OF MOST 
LI~EAR ALGEBRA R:JUTHIES BY A FACT1f' 2.5. mus, ONE OF THE MAJOR 
DI~ADVAMTAGE~ •JF THE IJSE OF ALGOL 60, THE RELATIVELY LnNG EXECUTION 
TIMES ( WHICH FIRST WERE A0 PR1XIMATELY 4 TIMES LONGER THAN FOR AN 
EQllIVALENT FORTRAii PROGRAM l WAS CIRCUMVENTED HJ A LARGE EXTENT. 
THIS REFINEMENT WAS POSSIBLE BECAUSE OF THE CONSISTENT APPLICATION 
OF THE MODULARITY PRINCIPLE. 
REF$. P.NAUR (ED. l 
REVI~ED ~EPORT JN THE ALGORITHMIC LANGUAGE ALGOL 60 
A/S REGNECENTRALE!l, C!JPENHAGE"h 1964. 
P.W.HEMKER 
CRITERIA FOR TRANSPORTABLE ALGOL LIBRARIES. 
rn: PORTABILITY OF NUMERICAL !)OFT.,ARE ("I.COWELL ED.I 
LECTURE t\JTES IN C!JM?.SC. 57,$PR!NGER VERLAG, 1977. 
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JKGA~lZA"!":'.11! QF THE LIBRARY. 
EACH ROUTI~E IN THE LIBRARY IS IDENTIFIED BY A NAME ANO A CODE NUMBER. THE CODE N!IMBER CAN BE USED HI A"l ALGOL 6ll PROGRAM WHEN REFERENCE lS '1ADE TO A PRE-CO~PILED PROCEDURE IN THE OBJECT CODE LIBRARY, ALL PROCEDURES IN tl!J'1AL ARE CLASSil=IED ACCnRDING TJ SUBJECT. THE SUBJECT') ARE IDE'IT!FIED BY A SECTIOll ~HIMBER, 
THE MANUAL !S URDErED BY THESE SECTION NUMBERS. 
IN ORDER TO FIND A PARTICULAR PROCEDURE, THERE IS A SYSTEMATIC INDEX 
PI WHICH ALL PRIJCEDURES I· THEIR NAMES AND THEIR CODE NUMBERS l ARE RECORDED MID CLA'.'S:F::.EO BY THEIR $ECTIJM NUMBER (I.E. BY SIJBJECT ), 
FOR CR8~S REFERENCING THERE IS A"l INDEX BY CODE NUMBER, 
HAS REFERE'ICES TO C'R1CEDURE NAME AND 3ECTION NUMBER, AND 
T:S ALSO A K;.tlC TtlDEX IN WHICH KEYW'lRD~ ANO PRJCEDURE NAMES 
BEEN lJRD:::Rf;D ALPHABETICALLY. 




IN 1979 THE INTEREST AT THE '1ATHE~ATICAL CENTRE IN THE CREATJ~N OF GENERAL NUMERICAL SOFTWARE IN ALGJL 60 DECREASED AND THE DRAFTING-CQMMITTEE OECIDED TO CONCLUDE THE NUMAL-PROJECT WITH THE PU8LICATIJll OF A Fl'lAL REVISION OF THE LIBRARY IN BOOK FORM. IN ITS llRE'.;ENT F:JRll THE LI8RARY NUl~AL CA~l BE SEEN AS A DESCRIPTION OF fHE STATE-OF~THE-ART OF NUMERICAL ALGOL 60 ?ROGRA~MlNG AT THE MATHEMATICAL CENT~E AT THE END OF THE 1970-S. 
WE THHIK THAT IT COnTAitl!i A VALUMLE COLLECTION UF ROUT INES IN A LANGUAGE T!i~.T ~TILL CAN OE!:CRI8E NUMERICAL PROCEDURES BETTER THAN MAr!Y JTHER PR·JGRA'1'tING LM1GUAGE'.; CURREMTLY IN USE. 
GENERAL !'IF JR"IATilJ'I CJA"IUARY 198f)l PA GE 4 
J i1PE RFECT J.Jt!S AND RESPDt!SI BI LITY. 
ALTHUUGH THE NUMER!CAL MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT OF THE MATHEMATICAL 
CEMTKE AS!:UMES THE RESPONSIBILITY FQR IMPERFECTI'JNS BOTH rN PROGPAMS 
AND IN DOCUMEllTATION, NEITHER THE MATHEMATICAL CENTRE NOR THE 
AUTH'JRS/C'J'ITRIBUTflP.S ACCEPT RES 0 HISI!3ILITY FIJR THE C'JNSEQUENCES 
OF $11CH !"1PERFECTI'JNS. 
ALTH1UGH MUCH EFFURT HAS BEEN SPENT TJ KEEP THE NUMBER OF ERRORS Tn 
A MINIMU~, IT IS PUSSIBLE THAT SOME MINOR ERRCRS STILL REMAIN, 
THEREFJRE THE NU~E~ICAL MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT WILL KEEP A LIST 
OF ALL ERRJPS IN THE DOCUHENTATI1N AND/1R THE ?R"GRAMS THAT BECOME 
KNOW~l AFTER PUBLICATiiJN AND THIS LIST "IILL BE MADE AVAILABLE 
Uh.HI REJIJE'.::T. 
NUMAL IM !=UP.TRAN. 
A TRANSLATION OF 
A MINI-C'J~PUT~R 
H.T.LAU IN THE 
HIJMTREAL1 CANADA. 
tl'IMAL INTO A FORTRAN VERSION SUITABLE FOR IJSE ON 
::s CARRlED OIJT IJNDER THE SIJPERVISION OF P.WYNN BY 
SCHQOL OF C~MPUTER SCIENCE, MC-GILL UNIVERSITY• 
l=URTHER RESEARCH ON THE FORTRAN ~ERSION IS AL~O BEING CARRIED OUT 
AT il~AS (I~ST1TU!1 DE INVESTIGACIQNES EN MATE"ATlCAS APPLICADAS Y 
EN SYSTEMASl1 IJNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL AUTONOMA DE MEXICO. 
OR!G.1.N. OF THE PROGRA'IS. 
THE MAJ1R aAPT rJF THE LIBRARY CONSISTS JF PROCEDURES THAT HA~E BEEN 
DEVELOPEn AT THE MATHEMATICAL CENTRE. HOWEVER, SOME PROCEDURES ARE 
ADAPTED VEPSI1NS JF PROCEDURES PUBLISHED IN THE OPEN LITERATURE. 
IN PARTICULAR A NUMBE~ OF PROGRAMS ARE DERIVED FROM PROCEDURES 
PUBLISHED BY A. BJOERCK, R. flUL!RSCH, J,R. BUNCH, G.H. GOLUB, 
L. KAllFMAt\1 B. LINDBEP.G, 13,N, PARLETT, C. REINSCH AND J. STOER. 
GENERAL INFORMATION CJAlllJARY 1980) 
LI<:T JF CCJ!ITRIB!JT'.JRS AND AIJTH\JRS IJF ?ROCEDURES lN NUMAL • 
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CLASSIFIED ACCORO!MG TO SUBJECT, THJ S INDEX CONTAINS THE NAMES OF THE PROCEDURES AND THE CORRESPONDING CODE NUMBER$. THE DOCUMENTATION OF THE PR~EDURES I~ PRESENTED I~ VOLUMES 1 THROUGH 7 AND IS ARRANGED ACCORDING T:J SECTluN rl1Jf1BERS • HENCE REFEREMCE lS IMMEDIATE. 
IN ADDITiiJN TO THE CODE NUMBER AND THE NAME OF EACH PROCEDURE THE MONTH OF F!RST APPEARANCE OF THE FINAL DOCUMENTATION IS LISTED. 
D!RECTIONS TD OBTAIN • PIECE OF DOCUMENTATION 
I'l 'IACHINE READABLE FORM (ONLY FOP U$E WITH THE CDC CYOER 70 SYSTEM). 
IN '.JRDER T J JBTA!ll A PIECE OF DOCUMENTATION IN MACHINE READABLE FORM ONE SHOULD AVAIL OF THE NUMAL D~CUMENTATION FILE. THIS FILE MIGHT BE AVAILASLE AT YOUR COr1PllTER CENTER EITHER ON A MAGNETIC TAPE OP AS A PE fi.MANEMT F :::LE. 
THE DOCUMENTATION FILE CONSISTS OF AN EVEN NUMBEP OF RECORDS (LEVEL 01 EACH SECTION OF THE NUHAL DOCUMENTATION CAN BE FOUND IN TWO SUCCESIVE RECORD£ ON THIS FILE, THE FIRST RECORD CONSISTS OF THE DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCED'JRE (Sl In THAT SECTION, THE SECOND RECORD CONTAINS THE SJURCE TEXT($). 
FOR EACH SECTION OF THE NUMAL DOCUMENTATION THE RECORD NUMBER OF THE FlRST OF THE TWU RECQPDS CAN BE FOUND IN THE LAST CDLU"1N OF THE SYSTEMATICAL INDEX. 
EXAMPLE : 
AT THE SARA CUMPUTER CENTER (AMSTERDAM), THE DOCUMENTATION FILE IS AVAILABLE AS THE SECJND FILE ON TAPE VSN=S8328I. 
TO OBTAIN THE ')ESCR!PTION AND THE SOURCE TEXT OF THE 
"MULTlSTEP" ( SECTIJN 5.2.1.1.1.1 , RECORD NUMBER 151 ) 
DOCUMENTAT!ON FILE, THE FOLLOWING CtJNTRUL CARDS CAN LABEL, TAPE1 R1 L=MUMAL1ID=MC1D=PE, VSN• S8328I. 
S1<!PF1TAPE11'17. SKIP THE FlRST FILE CJN TAPE SKIPF1TAPE1150. SKIP 15C RECORDS 




FOR USE ~ITH THE CD CYBER ~YSTEM1 THE OBJECT CODE OF THE PROCEDURES IS AVAILABLE AND IS CONTAINED IN THE LIBRARY FILE "NUMAL3"• THIS LIBRARY FILE CAN BE USED WHEN PROGRAMS COMPILED UNDER ALGOL3 ARE LOADED. 
FOR USE 1F A LIBRARY FILE SEE E.G. CDC SCOPE REF. MANUAL, OR THE CDC I"ITERCOM RE F. MANUAL, CHAPTER 31 XEQ COMMAND. 
CHAPTER 61 

INDEX PROCEDURE CODE HNT/YR RECORD 
NUMBER 
1, ELEHENTARY PROCEDURES 
1.REAL VECT AND KAT OPERATIONS 
1.INITIALIZATION 
INIUEC * 31010 APR/74 INlllAT * 31011 APR/74 INIKATD * 31012 APR/74 INISYHD 31013 APR/74 
INISYllROll 31014 APR/74 
2.DUPLICA TION 
DUPUEC * 31030 APR/74 3 DUPVECROll 
* 
31031 APR/74 3 
DUPROll\IEC * 31032 APR/74 3 DUPIJECCOL * 31033 APR/74 3 DUPCOLVEC * 31034 APR/74 3 DUPKAT 
* 




31020 APR/74 5 
HUI.ROii * 31021 APR/74 5 HULCOL * 31022 APR/74 5 COl.CST * 31131 APR/74 5 ROllCST * 31132 APR/74 5 4.SCALAR PRODUCTS 
1, IJECTOR VECTOR PRODUCTS 
UECUEC 
* 
34010 DEC/75 7 
KATVEC * 34011 DEC/75 7 TAHIJEC * 34012 DEC/75 7 
llATHAT * 34013 DEC/75 7 TAltltAT 
* 
34014 DEC/75 7 
llATTAH * 34015 DEC/75 7 SEOVEC * 34016 DEC/75 7 SCAPRD1 * 34017 DEC/75 7 SYllllA TVEC 34018 DEC/75 7 
2+KATRIX VECTOR PRODUCTS 
FUl.MTVEC * 31500 DEC/75 15 FlllTAHUEC 
* 
31501 DEC/75 15 
FULSYllllA TVEC 31502 DEC/75 15 
RE SVEC 
* 
31503 DEC/75 15 
SYltRESVEC 31504 DEC/75 15 
3.llATRIX llATRIX PRODUCTS 
HSHVECHAT * 31070 JAN/76 269 HSHCOLllAT 
* 
31071 JAN/76 269 
HSHROllllA T 
* 
31072 JAN/76 269 
HSHVECTAH * 31073 JAN/76 269 HSHCOLTAH * 31074 JAN/76 269 HSHROWTAH * 31075 JAN/76 269 5.ELIHINATION 
ELKUEC * 34020 APR/74 9 ELllCOL 
* 
34023 APR/74 9 
ELHROll 
* 
34024 APR/74 9 
ELHUECCOL * 34021 APR/74 9 ELllCOl.VEC * 34022 APR/74 9 ELHIJECROll * 34026 APR/74 9 ELllROllVEC * 34027 APR/74 9 ELllCOLROll * 34029 APR/74 9 1. 1. 5, ELllROllCOL * 34028 APR/74 9 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE llNT/YR RECORD 
HUMBER 
1. 1. 5. llAXELllROW 
* 




34030 APR/74 11 
ICHCOL 
* 
34031 APR/74 11 
ICHRllll 
* 
34032 APR/74 11 
ICllROllCOL 
* 
34033 APR/74 11 
ICllSEOIJEC 
* 
34034 APR/74 11 
ICHSEQ 
* 




34040 APR/74 13 
RD TROii 
* 




31061 DCT/75 241 
INFNR"RDll 
* 
31062 DCT/75 241 
INFNRllCDI. 
* 
31063 DCT/75 241 
IllFNRll1A T 
* 
31064 DCT/75 241 
DNENRllVEC 
* 
31065 DCT/75 241 
DNENRllROll 
* 
31066 DCT/75 241 
DNENRllCOL 
* 
31067 DCT/75 241 
ONEHRllltA T 
* 
31068 DCT/75 241 
llBSllAXMT 
* 
31069 DCT/75 241 
9.SCALIHG 
REASCI. 34183 APR/74 17 




CDllCOLCST 34352 MY/74 21 
CDllROllCST 34353 nAY/74 21 
4 ,SCALAR PRODUCTS 
CDllMTllEC 34354 ltl\Y/74 23 
HSHCONCDL 34355 ltl\Y/74 23 
HSllCDllPRD 34356 MY/74 23 
5.El.IllINATION 
EUCDllVECCDL 34376 MY/74 25 
ELHCDllCDL 34377 llAY/74 25 
ELMCDllRDllllEC 34378 llAY/74 25 
6, INTERCllAHGIHG 
?.ROTATION 
ROTCDllCDL 34357 JAN/76 287 
ROTCDllROll 34358 JAN/76 287 
CllSll2 34611 JAN/76 287 
8.NOMS 
CllllEllCNRll 34359 DEC/75 31 
9.SCALIHG 
CDllSCL 34193 DEC/75 29 
SCLCOll 34360 DEC/75 29 
3.CDllPLEX ARITllltETIC 
1'.llOllADIC OPERATIDHS 
COMBS 34340 MY/74 35 
~QRT 34343 llAY/74 35 
CARPOI. 34344 MY/74 35 
2.DYADIC DPERATIDHS 
Clllllllll. 34341 llAY/74 37 
1. 3. 2. COHDill 34342 HAY/74 37 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE HIH/YR RECORD 
NUMBER 
1. 4.LONG INTEGER ARITHMETIC 
LNGINTADD 31200 OCT/74 201 
LNGINTSUBTRACT 31201 OCT/74 201 
LN6IllTKUL T 31202 OCT/74 201 
LNGINTDIVIDE 31203 OCT/74 201 
LNGINTPOllER 31204 OCT/74 201 
5.LONG REAL ARITHMETIC 
1.ELEll. ARITHHETIC OPERATIONS 
DP ADD * 31101 llRC/77 271 DP SUB i 31102 HRC/77 271 
DP KUL * 31103 HRC/77 271 DP DIV * 31104 llRC/77 271 DP POii 31109 llRC/77 271 
LHG ADD * 31105 llRC/77 271 
LNG SUB * 31106 HRC/77 271 LNG KUL * 31107 HRC/77 271 LNG DIV * 31108 HRC/77 271 LNG POW 31110 llRC/77 271 
2, SCALAR PRODUCTS 
LNGVECVEC * 34410 JAN/76 285 LNGHATIJEC * 34411 JAN/76 285 LNGTAllVEC * 34412 JAN/76 285 LNGHATHAT * 34413 JAN/76 285 LNGTAHllAT * 34414 JAN/76 285 LNGllATTAll * 34415 JAN/76 285 LNGSEOVEC * 34416 JAN/76 285 LN6SCAPRD1 * 34417 JAN/76 285 LNGSYllKATVEC 34418 JAN/76 285 
LNGFULllATVEC * 31505 JAN/76 285 LNGFUL TAHVEC 
* 
31506 JAN/76 285 
LNGFULSYllHA TVEC 31507 JAN/76 285 
LNGRESVEC * 31508 JAN/76 285 LNGSYHRESVEC 31509 JAN/76 285 
3 .CONVERSION 
LNGREATODECI 31100 HRC/77 289 
2.ALGEBRAIC EVALUATIONS 
1.EVAL. OF A FINITE SERIES 
2.EVAL, OF POL YNOllIALS 
1.EVAL, OF GENERAL POLYNOllIALS 
1.POLYNOllIALS IN GRUNERT FORK 
POL 31040 OCT/75 245 
TAYPOL 31241 OCT/75 245 
NORDERPOL 31242 OCT/75 245 
DERPOL 31243 OCT/75 245 
2.POLYNOHIALS IN NEWTON FORK 
2.EVAL. OF ORTHOGOH, POLYNDllIALS 
1,GENERAL DRTHOGON, POLYNOllIALS 
ORT POL 31044 NOIJ/78 293 
ORTPOLSYH 31048 NOV/78 293 
ALL ORT POL 31045 NOV/78 293 
ALLORTPOLSYH 31049 NOV/78 293 
SUllORTPOL 31047 NOV/78 293 
SUllORTPOLSYll 31058 NOV/78 293 
2.CHEBYCHEV POL YHOHIALS 
2. 2. 2. 2. CHEPOLSUll 31046 DEC/78 229 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE MllT/YR RECORD 
NU KB ER 
2. 2. 2. 2. ODDCHEPOLSUH 31059 DEC/78 229 
CHEPOL 31042 DEC/78 229 
ALLCHEPOL 31043 DEC/78 229 
3.EIJAL, OF TRIGONOH, POLYNOHIALS 
1.EIJAL, OF FOURIER SERIES 
SINSER 31090 OCT/74 203 
COSSER 31091 OCT/74 203 
FOUSER 31092 OCT/74 203 
FOUSER1 31093 OCT/74 203 
FOUSER2 31094 OCT/74 203 
CO/tFOUSER 31095 OCT/74 203 
COllFOUSER1 31096 OCT/74 203 
COllFOUSER2 31097 OCT/74 203 
3,EIJAL, OF CONTINUED FRACTIONS 
JFRAC 35083 HAY/74 41 
4+0PERATIOHS ON POLYNOHIALS 
1, TRANSF, OF REPRESENTATION 
POL CHS 31051 DEC/78 43 
CHSPOL 31052 DEC/78 43 
POLSHTCHS 31053 DEC/78 43 
SHTCHSPOL 31054 DEC/78 43 
GRllNEll 31055 DEC/78 43 
llEllGRN 31050 DEC/78 43 
LINTFllPOL 31250 DEC/78 43 
2,0P, OH GENERAL POLYllOllIALS 
3,0P, ON ORTHOGONAL POLYllOllIALS 
INTCHS 31248 OCT/74 205 
5.FAST FOURIER TRAHSFORll 
3, LINEAR ALGEBRA 
1, LINEAR SYSTEllS 
1.FULL llATRICES 
1,SOUARE NON-SINGiJLAR llATRICES 
1.REAL HATRICES 
1 .GENERAL llATRICES 
1. PREPARATORY PROCEDURES 
DEC 34300 MAY/74 45 
GSSELH 34231 HAY/74 45 
ONENRllINV 34240 llAY/74 45 
ERBELH 34241 KAY/74 45 
GSSERB 34242 llAY/74 45 
GSSNRI 34252 llAY/74 45 
2.CALCULA TIOH OF DETERllIHAIH 
DETERll 34303 HAY/74 47 
3,SOLUTIOH OF LINEAR Etl\IATIONS 
SOL 34051 HAY/74 49 
DECSOL 34301 HAY/74 49 
SOL EL II 34061 HAY/74 49 
GSSSOL 34232 llAY/74 49 
GSSSOLERB 34243 llAY/74 49 
4+11ATRIX INVERSION 
INV 34053 llAY/74 51 
DECIHIJ 34302 HAY/74 51 
IN\11 34235 HAY/74 51 
GSSINV 34236 KAY/74 51 
3, 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 4. GSSIHIJERB 34244 HAY/74 51 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE Hill/YR RECORD 
HUHBER 
3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 5.ITERATIVELY IllPROVED SOLUTION 
ITISOL 34250 llAY/74 53 
GSSITISOL 34251 llAY/74 53 
ITISOLERB 34253 MAY/74 53 
GSSITISOLERB 34254 llAY/74 53 
2.SYllllETRIC POS DEF MATRICES 
1. PREPARATORY PROCEDURES 
CHLDEC2 34310 llAY/74 55 
CHLDEC1 34311 HAY/74 55 
2.CALCULATION OF DETERMINANT 
CHLDETERll2 34312 llAY/74 57 
CHLDETERH1 34313 HAY/74 57 
3.SOLUTION OF LINEAR EllUATIONS 
CHLSOL2 34390 llAY/74 59 
CHLSOU 34391 llAY/74 59 
CHLDECSOL2 34392 llAY/74 59 
CHLDECSOL1 34393 HAY/74 59 
4.HATRIX INVERSION 
CHLINV2 34400 llAY/74 61 
CHLINVI 34401 HAY/74 61 
CHLDECINIJ2 34402 HAY/74 61 
CHLDECINV1 34403 Hl\Y/74 61 
3.GENERAL SYllllETRIC llATRICES 
1, PREPARATORY PROCEDURES 
DECSYH2 34291 DEC/78 303 
2 .CALCULATION OF DETERllINANT 
DETERKSYll2 34294 DEC/78 305 
3.SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
SOLSYH2 34292 DEC/78 307 
DECSOLSYll2 34293 DEC/78 307 
2.COllPLEX HATRICES 
2.FULL RANK OVERDETERll SYSTEMS 
I .REAL MATRICES 
1. PREPARATORY PROCEDURES 
LSOORTDEC 34134 HAY/74 63 
LSODGLINV 34132 HAY/74 63 
2 .LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION 
LSOSOI. 34131 llAY/74 65 
LSOORTDECSOL 34135 llAY/74 65 
3, INVERSE MATRIX OF NORMAL EON. 
LSllINV 34136 OCT/74 207 
4.LEAST SllRS WITH LIN. CONSTR, 
LSODECOllP 34137 DEC/78 309 
LSOREFSOL 34138 DEC/78 309 
2.COllPLEX MATRICES 
3, OTHER PROBLEllS 
I .REAL MATRICES 
1.SOLUTION OVERDETERllillED SYST 
SOl.SVDDVR 34280 HAY/74 67 
SOLOVR 34281 HAY/74 67 
2, SOLUTION UNDERDETERli SYSTEllS 
SOLSVDUND 34282 HAY/74 69 
SOLUND 34283 llAY/74 69 
3.SOLUTION HOllOGENEOUS EllUATION 
1. 1. 1. 3. 1. 3. HOHSOLSVD 34284 MAY/74 71 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE llNT/YR RECORD 
NUllBER 
3. 1. 1. 3. 1. 3. HOltSOI. 34285 llAY/74 71 
4.PSEUDO-IHVERSION 
PSDINIJS\ID 34286 llAY/74 73 








DECBHD 34320 JUH/74 75 
2.CALCULATIOH OF DETERnIHAHT 
DETERnBHD 34321 JUN/74 77 
3.SOl.UTIDH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
SDLl~ND 34071 .AIH/74 79 
DECSOLBND 34322 JUH/74 79 
2, TRIDIA&OIW. llATRICES 
1.PREPMATO!Y PROCEDURES 
DECTRI 34423 JUN/74 81 
DECTRIPIIJ 34426 JUN/74 81 
2.CllLCULATIDH Of DETERlllHAHT 
3.SOLUTIDH Of LINEAR ElllJ(ITIDHS 
SOL TRI 34424 JUN/74 83 
DECSOLTRI 34425 JUN/74 83 
SDLTRIPIIJ 34427 JUN/74 83 
DECSOLTRIPllJ 34428 JUN/74 83 
3.Bl.OC-TRIDIA6DHAI.. llATRICES 
2.SYllllETRIC POS DEF llATRICES 
1.BAHD llATRICES 
1.PREPARATDRY PROCEDURES 
CHLDECBHD 34330 JUN/74 85 
2.CALCULATIOH OF DETERllINAHT 
CHLDETERllBND 34331 JUN/74 87 
3.SOLUTIDll Of LINEAR EllllATIDNS 
CHLSOLBND 34332 JUN/74 89 
Cll.DECSOLBND 34333 JUN/74 89 
2, TRIDIA&OHAl llATRICES 
1.PREPMATllRY PROCEDURES 
DECSYllTRI 34420 JUN/74 91 
2.CALCULATIDll DF DETERnIHAHT 
3.SOLUTIDll OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
SOLSYllTRI 34421 JUN/74 93 
DECSOLSYnTRI 34422 JUN/74 93 
3.BLOC-TRIDIAGOIW. llATRICES 
2.COllPLEX llATRICES 
2. ITERATIVE llETlllDS 
1.REAL llATRICES 
Cl»IJ GRAD 34220 JUH/74 95 
2.COllPLEX llATRICES 




3, 2. 1. 1. 1. EOILBR 34173 JUNl74 97 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE llNT/YR RECORD 
NUllBER 
3, 2. .1. 1. 1. BAKLBR 34174 JUN/74 97 
2,COllPLEX llATRICES 
EQILBRCDll 34361 JUll/74 99 
BAKLBRCOll 34362 JIJN/74 99 
2, TRANSF TO HESSENBER& FORH 
1.REAL llllTRICES 
1.SYltHETRIC llllTRICES 
TFllSYHTRI2 34140 JUN/74 101 
BAKSYllTRI2 34141 JUN/74 101 
TFHPREUEC 34142 JUN/74 101 
TFllSYllTRI 1 34143 JIJN/74 101 
BAKSYllTRI 1 34144 JUN/74 101 
2.ASYllllETRIC ltATRICES 
TFllREAHES 34170 JUN/74 103 
BAKREAHES1 34171 JUN/74 103 
BAKREAllES2 34172 JUN/74 103 
2.COHPLEX llATRICES 
1.llERllITIAN llATRICES 
HSlllRllTRI 34363 JUN/74 105 
HSIHllTRllJllL 34364 JUN/74 105 
llflKllRllTRI 34365 JUN/74 105 
2.NOIHIERllITIAH llATRICES 
llSllCOltHES 34366 JIJN/74 107 
BAKCOllHES 34367 JUN/74 107 
2.0THER TRAHSFORllATillHS 
1, TRANSF TO BIDIAGOIW.. FOR/I 
1.REAL llATRICES 
llSllREABID 34260 JUN/74 109 
PSTTFHllAT 34261 JUN/74 109 
PRETFHllAT 34262 JUN/74 109 
2.COllPl..EX llATRICES 
3. TI£ <ORDINARY> EIGENIJ PROIUll 
1.REAL llATRICES 
1.SYllllETRIC llATRICES 
1, TRIDIAGONAL llATRICES 
Wll.SYllTRI 34151 JIJL/74 111 
IJECSYllTRI 34152 JUL/74 111 
ORIIJllLSYHTRI 34160 .U.174 111 
ORISYllTRI 34161 JUl./74 111 
2.FUl.l llATRICES 
EI61JALSYll2 34153 Jll.174 113 
EIGSYll2 34154 JUU74 113 
EI61JAl.SYll1 34155 JUL/74 113 
EI6SYll1 34156 JUL/74 113 
QRIWll.SYll2 34162 Jll.174 113 
ORISYll 34163 JUL/74 113 
ORIWll.SYll1 34164 JUL/74 113 
3. ITERATIVE lllPROIJEllEHT 
1.AUXILIARY PROCEDURES 
llERliESORT 36405 NOIJ/76 297 
IJECPERll 36404 NOIJ/76 297 
ROllPERll 36403 NOIJ/76 297 
2.0RTH060HALISATION 
ORT HOG 36402 NOIJ/76 299 
3. 3. 1. 1. 3. 3, IllPROIJEllEHT AND ERRORBOUHDS 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE KNT/YR RECORD 
NUMBER 
3. 3. t. 1. 3. 3. SYllEIGINP 36401 NQIJ/76 301 
2.ASYKllETRIC llATRICES 
1.HATRICES IN HESSENBERG FORM 
REAVALllRI 34180 JUL/74 115 
REAVECHES 34181 JUL/74 115 
REAllRI 34186 JUL/74 115 
COKVALDRI 34190 JUL/74 115 
COHVECHES 34191 JUL/74 115 
2.FULL MATRICES 
REAEIGVAL 34182 JUL/74 117 
REAEIG1 34184 JUL/74 117 
REAEIG3 34187 JUL/74 117 
COllEIGVAL 34192 JUL/74 117 
COKEIG1 34194 JUL/74 117 
2.COHPLEX MATRICES 
1.HERllITIAN MATRICES 
EIGVALHRM 34368 JUL/74 119 
EIGHRH 34369 JUL/74 119 
ORIVALHRK 34370 JUL/74 119 
DRIHRH 34371 JUL/74 119 
2.NOH-HERHITIAN MATRICES 
1.HATRICES IN HESSENBERG FORK 
VALllRICOH 34372 JUL/74 121 
ORICOK 34373 JUL/74 121 
2.FUlL MATRICES 
EI6VALCOll 34374 JUL/74 123 
EIGCOH 34375 JUL/74 123 




OZ I VAL 34600 JAN/76 267 
llZI 34601 JAN/76 267 
HSHDECKUL 34602 JAN/76 267 
HESTGL3 34603 JAN/76 267 
HESTGL2 34604 JAN/76 267 
HSH2COL 34605 JAN/76 267 
HSH3COL 34606 JAN/76 267 
HSH2ROll3 34607 JAN/76 267 
HSK2RDll2 34608 JAN/76 267 
HSH3ROW3 34609 JAN/76 267 
HSH3ROll2 34610 JAN/76 267 
5.SINGULAA VALUES 
1.REAL MATRICES 
! .BIDIAGONAL MATRICES 
DRISNGVALBID 34270 JUL/74 125 
ORISNG\IALDECBID 34271 JUL/74 125 
2.FULL HllTRICES 
ORISNG\IAL 34272 JUL/74 127 
ORISNGVALDEC 34273 JUL/74 127 
2.COHPLEX MATRICES 
6. ZEROS OF POL YNOHIALS 
1. ZEROS OF GENERAL REAL POL YNOli, 
ZERPOL 34501 DEC/78 311 
3. 6. 1. BOUNDS 34502 DEC/78 311 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE MNT/YR RECORD 
NUHBER 
!. 6. 2, ZEROS OF ORTHOGONAL f'OL YNOlt, 
ALLZERORTPOL 31362 DEC/78 211 
LUPZERORTPOL 31363 DEC/78 211 
SELZERORTPOL 31364 DEC/78 211 
ALLJACZER 31370 DEC/78 211 
ALLLAGZER 31371 DEC/78 211 
3, ZEROS OF COltPLEX POL YNOHIALS 
COHKllD 34345 JUL/74 129 
I.ANALYTIC EVALUATIONS 
1.EVAL. OF AN INFINITE SERIES 
EULER 32010 JUL/74 131 
SUMPOSSERIES 32020 JUL/74 131 
2.GUADRA TURE 
1,0NE-DillENSIONAL OUADRATURE 
OADRAT 32070 JUL/74 133 
INTEGRAL 32051 JUL/74 135 
2.HULTIDIHENSIONAL QUADRATURE 
TRI CUB 32075 OCT/75 257 
3.GAUSSIAH QUADRATURE 
1. GENERAL llEIGHTS 
RE CC OF 31254 NOV/78 313 
GSSllTS 31253 NOV/78 313 
GSSllTSSYll 31252 NOV/78 313 
2.SPECIAL WEIGHTS 
GSSJACllGHTS 31425 NOV/76 291 
GSSLAGllGHTS 31427 NOV/76 291 
3,NUllERICAL DIFFERENTIATION 
I .FUNCTIONS OF ONE VARIABLE 
2.FUNCTIONS OF MORE VARIABLES 
1,CALC. WITH DIFFERENCE FORMULAS 
JACOBNNF 34437 OCT/74 213 
JACOBNllF 34438 OCT/74 213 
JACOBNBNDF 34439 OCT/74 213 
i.ANALYTICAL PROBLEMS 
! .ANALYTICAL EGUATIONS 
! .NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS 
1.A SINGLE EQUATION 
1.NO DERIVATIVE AVAILABLE 
ZERO IN 34150 OCT/7S 215 
ZEROINRAT 34436 OCT/75 215 
2.DERIVATIVE AVAILABLE 
ZEROINDER 34453 OCT/75 233 
2.A SYSTEH OF EQUATIONS 
I.AUXILIARY PROCEDURES 
2.JACOBIAN MATRIX NOT AVAILABLE 
OUANEWBND 34430 OCT/74 217 
llUANEWBNDI 34431 OCT/74 217 
3,JACOBIAH MATRIX AVAILABLE 
3.POLYllOHIAL EGUATIONS 
SEE ALSO SECTION 3.6 
2.UllCOllSTRllINED OPTIMIZATION 
I .FUNCTIONS OF ONE VARIABLE 
1. DERIVATIVE NOT AVAILABLE 
HIN IN 34433 DEC/78 235 
1. 2. 1. 2.DERIVATIVE AVAILABLE 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE llllT/YR RECORD 
NUMBER 
5, 1. 2. i. 2. iHNINDER 34435 OCT/75 237 
2.FUNCTIONS Of llORE VARIABLES 
1.AUXILIARY PROCEDURES 
LINEKIN 34210 DEC/75 139 
RilKIUPD 34211 DEC/75 139 
DAVUPD 34212 DEC/75 139 
FLEUPD 34213 DEC/75 139 
2.110 DERIVATIVES AVAILABLE 
PRAXIS 34432 OCT/75 239 
3,GRADIEHT AVAILABLE 
RNK11HN 34214 DEC/75 19 
FLEHIN 34215 DEC/75 19 
4.GRADIENT & JACOBIAN AVAILABLE 
3.0VERDETERIHNED NONLINEAR SYST, 
1.LEAST SQUARES SOLUTIONS 
SEE ALSO SECTION 7. 
1.AUXILIARY PROCEDURES 
2,JACOBIAN MATRIX NOT AVAILABLE 
SEE ALSO SECTION 5.1.2.2.2. 
3,JACOBIAN HATRIX AVAILABLE 
KAROUARDT 34440 DEC/75 219 
GSSNEUTON 34441 DEC/75 219 
2.FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS 
! .DIFFERENTIAL EGUATIOllS 
1, INITIAL VALUE PROBLEllS 
1, FIRST ORDER ORDINARY D.E, 
I. NO DERIVATIVES RHS AVAILABLE 
RK1 33010 AUG/74 141 
RKE 33033 DEC/75 143 
RMA 33016 AUG/74 145 
RK4NA 33017 AUG/74 147 
RK5NA 33018 AUG/74 149 
tiULTISTEF' 33080 AUG/74 151 
DIFFSYS 33180 AUG/74 153 
ARK 33061 DEC/75 155 
EFRK 33070 AUG/74 157 
2.JACOBIAN KATRIX AVAILABLE 
EFSIRK 33160 AUG/74 159 
EFERK 33120 AUG/74 161 
LillIGER1VS 33132 OCT/74 221 
LINIGER2 33131 AUG/74 165 
IllPEX 33135 OCT/75 231 
GllS 33191 OCT/74 223 
SEE ALSO PROC. HULTISTEP !5.2.1.1.1.U 
3.SEVERAL DERIVATIVES AVAILABLE 
llODIFIED Tl\YLOR 33040 AUG/74 167 
EXPONENTIALLY FITTED TAYLOR 33050 AUG/74 169 
2.SECOND ORDER ORDil!ARY D.E, 
1.llO DERIVATIVES RHS AVAILABLE 
RK2 33012 AUG/74 171 
RK2N 33013 AUG/74 173 
RK3 33014 AUG/74 175 
RK3N 33015 AUG/74 177 
2.SEVERAL DERIV, RHS AVAILABLE 
5. 2. 1. 1. 3, INITIAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEH 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE ltHT/YR RECORD 
NUllBER 
;. 2. 1. 1. 3. ARKllAT 33066 N0\1176 295 
2, BOUllDARY \IALllE PROBl.EllS 
1, TllO POINT B,\l,P, 
1.SHOOTIN6 llETllODS 
SEE Al.SO SECTION 5,2,1,3,1 
2.LINEAR GLOBAL llETHODS 
1.SECOND ORDER TPB\IP 
1.SELF ADJOINT TPB\IP 
FE" L"6 svn 33300 J{IN/76 261 
FEn L"6 33301 JAN/76 261 
FEii L"6 SPHER 33308 DEC/79 261 
2.SKEll ADJOINT TPBYP 
FEii LAG SKEll 33302 JAN/76 263 
2.FOURTH IRDER TPll\IP 
1. SELF ADJOINT TPB\IP 
FEii IER" SYll 33303 J(IN/76 265 
2.SKEll AD.JOINT TPll\IP 
3.NOIHINEAR GLOBAL llETHODS 




2.SPECIAL LINEAR SYSTEllS 
RICHARDSOH 33170 OCT/74 225 
ELllllNA TION 33171 OCT/74 225 
SEE Al.SO SECTION 3.1, 2 
3.SPECIAL NON-LINEAR SYSTEllS 
2.PARABOLIC & HYPERBOLIC B,\l,P,S 
3.HIR.Tl-DillENSilllW. B,\l,P, 
4,0IJER-DETERllINED PROBLEllS 
3.PARAllETER ESTINATlllH IN D.E. 
1.P.E. IN INITIAL llALllE PROBLEllS 
PE IDE 34444 OCT/75 259 
2, INTEGRAL EllUA TI OHS 
3. INTE&RO- DIFFERENTIAL EDS 
4.DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
5.COIMILUTION EQUATIONS 




30006 JAN/76 273 
E 
* 




30001 JAN/76 275 
ARREB 
* 
30002 J(IN/76 275 
DllARF • 30003 JAN/76 275 GIANT 
* 
30004 JAN/76 275 
I NT CAP 
* 
30005 J{IN/76 275 
OIJERFLOll 
* 
30009 JNl/76 275 
UNDERFLOll 
* 
30008 J(IN!76 275 
3,RANDOH NUllBERS 
RANDOii 30010 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
SETRAHDOll 30011 NOT YET AllAILABLE 
4.B.EnEHTARY FUNCTIONS 
1, CIRCULAR FUNCTIONS 
~. 4, 1. TAN 35120 SEP/74 179 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE ltNT/YR RECORD 
NUllBER 
6. 4, 1. ARCS IN 35121 SEP/74 179 
ARCCOS 35122 SEP/74 179 
2.HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS 
SINH 35111 SEP/74 181 
COSH 35112 SEP/74 181 
TANH 35113 SEP/74 181 
ARCSINH 35114 SEP/74 181 
ARCCOSH 35115 SEP/74 181 
ARCTANH 35116 SEP/74 181 
3.LOGARITlllllC FUNCTION 
LOG ONE PLUS X 35130 DEC/78 315 
5.EXPONENTIAL INTEGRALf ETC. 
1.EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL 
EI 35080 SEP/74 183 
EI ALPHA 35081 SEP/74 183 
ENX 35086 SEP/74 183 
NONEXP ENX 35087 SEP/74 183 
2.SINE AND COSINE INTEGRAL 
SINCOSINT 35084 SEP/74 185 
SINCOSFG 35085 SEP/74 185 
6.GAIUIA FUNCTION• ETC, 
GAIUIA 35061 SEP/74 187 
RECIP 6AllllA 35060 SEP/74 187 
LOG 6AIU1A 35062 SEP/74 187 
INCOllGAH 35030 SEP/74 187 
INCBETA 35050 SEP/74 187 
IBPPLUSN 35051 SEP/74 187 
IBllPLUSN 35052 SEP/74 187 
IXOFIX 35053 SEP/74 187 
IXPFIX 35054 SEP/74 187 
Flll!IARD 35055 SEP/74 187 
BACKVARD 35056 SEP/74 187 
7 .ERROR FUNCTION1 ETC. 
ERRIJIFUNCTION 35021 OCT/74 227 
NONEXPERFC 35022 OCT/74 227 
INVERSE ERROR FUNCTION 35023 OCT/74 227 
FRESNEL 35027 OCT/74 227 
FG 35028 OCT/74 227 
8 ,LEGENDRE FUNCTIONS 
9.BEssa FUNCTIONS OF INT, ORDER 
1.BESSEL FUNCTIONS J AND Y 
BESS JO 35160 DEC/78 253 
BESS J1 35161 DEC/78 253 
BESS J 35162 DEC/78 253 
BESS Y01 35163 DEC/78 253 
BESS Y 35164 DEC/78 253 
BESS POO 35165 DEC/78 253 
BESS Plll 35166 DEC/78 253 
2 .BESSEL FUNCTIONS I AND K 
BESS IO 35170 DEC/78 255 
BESS 11 35171 DEC/78 255 
BESS I 351n DEC/78 255 
BESS K01 35173 DEC/78 255 
BESS K 35174 DEC/78 255 
6. 9. ~· NONEXP BESS I 0 35175 DEC/78 255 
IMDEX PROCEDURE CODE HNT/YR RECORD 
NUllBER 
6. 9, 2. NONEXP BESS I1 35176 DEC/78 255 
llONEXP BESS I 35177 DEC/78 255 
llONEXP BESS K01 35178 DEC/78 255 
NONEXP BESS K 35179 DEC/70 255 
3. KEL vrn FUNCTIONS 
10,BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF REAL ORDER 
1.BESSEL FUNCTIONS J AND Y 
BESS JAPLUSN 35180 DEC/78 249 
BESS YAOl 35181 DEC/78 249 
BESS YAPLUSN 35182 DEC/78 249 
BESS PllA01 35183 DEC/78 249 
BESS ZEROS 35184 DEC/78 249 
START 35185 DEC/78 249 
2, BESSEL FUNCTIONS I AND K 
BESS IAPLUSN 35190 DEC/78 251 
BESS KAO! 35191 DEC/78 251 
BESS KAPLUSN 35192 DEC/78 251 
NOHEXP DESS IAPLUSN 35193 DEC/78 251 
llONEXP BESS KA01 35194 DEC/78 251 
NOHEXP BESS KAPLUSN 35195 DEC/78 251 
3.SPHERICflL BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
SPHER BESS J 35150 DEC/78 247 
SPHER DESS Y 35151 DEC/78 247 
SPHER BESS I 35152 DEC/78 247 
SPHER BESS K 35153 DEC/78 247 
NONEXP SPHER BESS I 35154 DEC/78 247 
NONEXP SPHER BESS K 35155 DEC/78 247 
4.AIRY FUNCTIONS 
AIRY 35140 OCT/75 243 
AIRYZEROS 35145 OCT/75 243 
7, IllTERPOLATIOll & APPROXIHATION 
1.REAL DATA IN ONE DIHENSION 
1, IHTERPOLATIOtl. WITH 
1. POL YNOIHAf.S 
1. GENERAL POLYNOMIALS 





3, TRIGONOKETRIC SERIES 
1.FOURIER SERIES 




2.APPROXIilATIOH IN 2-NORK1 WITH 
1. GENERAf. FUllCTI OHS 
SEE ALSO SECTION 5.1.3.1 
2.POLYNOMIALS 
!.GENERAL POLYMOHIALS 
2 .ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
3.SPLINES 
1. GENERAL SPLINES 
7. 1. 2. 3. 2.llATURAL SPLINES 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE llNT/YR RECORD 
llUllBER 
7, 1. 2. 4, TRIGONOltETRIC SERIES 
5.RATIONAL FUNCTIONS 
6.EXPONEllTIAL FUNCTIONS 
3,{IPPROXIHATION IN INF-NORlhWITH 
1.GENERAL FUNCTIONS 
2.POL YNOllIALS 
t .GENERAL POLYNOMIALS 
IHI 36020 NOV/7B 197 
SNDREllEZ 36021 NOV/78 197 
llINHAXPOL 36022 NOV/78 197 
2.0RTHOGONAL POL YNOllIALS 
3, TRIGONOllETRIC SERIES 
4, RATIONAL FUNCTIONS 
4.APPROXIllATIOll IN 1-NORllr WITH 
1.GENERAL FUNCTIONS 
2.POL YNOllIALS 
2.REAL DATA IN llORE DillENSIOllS 
3 .REAL FUNCTIONS IN 1 DI HENS ION 
1.POL YNOllIALS 
8, NUMBER THEORY 
VERSION: 791231 
OBSOLETE PROCEDURES 
PROCEDURE CODE WITHDRAWAL EXPIRATION REPLACED BY 
DET 34050 730901 750701 DEC!3.1.1.1, 1.1.1) rDETERll(3, 1.1.1.1.1.2l 
LSODEC 34130 730901 750701 LSOORTDEC(3.1.1.2.1,1 l 
ERF 35020 740501 750701 ERRORFUNCTION(6, 7l 
RKlN 33011 740501 750701 RKE <:i.2.1.1.1.1 l 
LINIGERl 33130 740915 750701 LINIGER11JS(5,2 .1.1.1, 2l 
ABSllAXIJEC 31060 750101 760101 INFNRlllJEC<l , 1, 8) 
llAXllAT 34230 750101 760101 ABSKAXllA m .1. 8 > 
BESSELJ 35100 750101 750701 BESS J <6.9,ll 
BESSELY 35101 750101 750701 BESS Y !6.9.ll 
BESSELI 35102 750101 750701 BESS I (6,9,2> 
BESSELK 35103 750101 750701 BESS K (6,9.2) 
KO 35040 750101 750701 BESS K01 (6,9.2) 
NONEXPBESSELI 35104 750101 750701 NONEXP BESS I (6,9,2> 
NONEXPBESSELK 35105 750101 750701 NONEXP BESS K (6,9.2> 
NONEXPKO 35038 750101 750701 NONEXP BESS K01 (6, 9 ,2) 
YA 35075 750101 750701 BESS YA01 !6.10+1l 
YAPLUSN 35076 750101 750701 BESS YAPLUSN (6,10.ll 
BESSEL PO 35077 750101 750701 BESS PQA01 !6.1o.t> 
KA 35071 750101 750701 BESS KA01 (6,10.2) 
KAPLUSN 35072 750101 750701 BESS KAPLUSN !6.10.2> 
NONEXPKA 35073 750101 750701 NONEXP BESS KA01!6.10.2l 
NDllEXPl\AfLUSN 35074 750101 750701 NONEXP BESS KAPLUSN !6.10.2l 
SYllDEC2 34700 790701 791231 DECSYH2 (3,1,1.1.1.3.ll 
SYHDEC1 34701 790701 791231 DECSYK2 (3,1,1.1,1,3,1) 
SYllDETERll2 34702 790701 791231 DETERllSYH2 <3.1.1.1.1.3.2l 
SYHDETERHl 34703 790701 791231 DETERllSYH2 !3+1.1.1.1.3.2) 
SYllSOL2 34704 790701 791231 SOLSYH2 13,1,1.1.1,3,3) 
SYHSOL1 34705 790701 791231 SOLSYK2 (3,1.1,1.1,3,3) 
SYHDECSOL2 34706 790701 791231 DECSOLSYll2 <3,1,1.1.t.3.3> 
SYHDECSDL1 34707. 790701 791231 DECSOLSYK2 !3.1,1.1.t.3.3l 
SYllINV2 34708 790701 791231 
SYllINIJ1 34709 790701 791231 
SYKDECINIJ2 34710 790701 791231 
SYHDECINV1 34711 790701 791231 
POLZERDS 34500 790701 791231 ZERPOL (3,6. ll 
IJERSIDll: 791231 
OBSOLETE PROCEDURES 
PROCEDURE CODE WITHDRAWAL EXPIRllTION REPLACED BY 
RNKSYK20 34100 730901 740401 
SDLSYK20 34101 730901 731201 
RNKSOLSYH20 34102 730901 731201 
INIJSYH20 34103 730901 740401 
RNKINIJSYH20 34104 730901 740401 
SOLSYllHOH20 34105 730901 740401 
RNKSYH10 34110 730901 740401 
SDLSYH10 34111 730901 740401 
RNKSDLSYll10 34112 730901 . 740401 
IlllJSYtllO 34113 730901 740401 
RNKINIJSYll10 34114 730901 740401 
DETSOL 34052 730901 740401 DECSOU3.1.1.1.1.1.3l rDETERK, 
DETIHV 34054 730901 731201 DECINV!3.1.1.1.1.1.4l rDETERll, 
RNKEUI 340l.0 730901 740401 GSSELH!3.1.1.1.1.1.1 l 
RNKSOLEUI 34062 730901 740401 GSSSDU3.1.1.1.1.1.3l 
SOLHOll 34063 730901 740401 SINGULAR VALUE PROCEDURES (3,5) 
IN\JELH 34064 730901 740401 GSSIN\1!3.1.1.1.1.1,4) 
DETBND 34070 730901 740401 DECBND!3.1.2.1,1, 1.1.1l,DETERllBND(3,1.2.1.1.1.1.2l 
DETSDLBND 34072 730901 740401 DECSOLBND(3, 1.2.1.1.1.1.3) rDETERKBND. 
DETSYll2 34080 730901 740401 Cll.DEC2(3, 1.1.1.1, 2.1>1CHLDETER112!3.1.1.1.1.2 ,2) 
SOLSYll2 34081 730901 740401 CHLSOL2(3,1.1,1.1.2.3l 
DETSOLSYll2 34082 730901 740401 CHLDECSDL2!3.1.1.1.1.2.3l rCHLDETERH2. 
IHVSYll2 34083 730901 740401 CHLIN\1213.1.1.1.1.2.4> 
DETIHIJSYll2 34084 730901 740401 CHLDECIN\1213.1.1.1.1.2.4> 1CHLDETERll2, 
DETSYH1 34090 730901 740401 CHLDEC113.1, 1.1.1.2.1l 1CHLDETERIU 13.1, 1.1, 1.2.2> 
SOLSYll1 34091 730901 740401 CHLSOL113.1.1.1.1.2.3> 
DETSOLSYHi 34092 730901 740401 CHLDECSOL1(3,1, 1.1,1,2.3> 1CHLDETER111. 
IN\JSYll1 34093 730901 740401 CHLIHV113.1.1.1.1.2,4) 
DETIN\JSY111 34094 730901 740401 CHLDECINIJl (3, 1, 1.1.1.2.4> 1CHLDETERH1, 
DETSYHDND 34120 . 730901 740401 CHLDECBND<3. t .2.1.1.2.1.1l1CHLDETERHBND. 
SOLSYHBND 34121 730901 740401 CHLSOLBND!3.1.2.1.1.2.1.3l 
DETSOLSYHBND 34122 730901 740401 CHLDECSDLBND!3.1.2.1, 1.2, 1.3l 1 CHLDETERHBND. 
LSQDECSDL 34133 730901 740401 LSODRTDECSDU3, 1, 1. 2 .1. 2 l 
HDDIFIED RUNGE KUTT A 33060 740501 740601 ARK<S.2.1.1.1.ll 
VERSION: 791231 
INDEX p, y r:'J DE NUMBER OEr:EMBER 1979 PAGE l 
C Clf'l E '.; ECTI Ofl PRiJC EDUR E MNT /YR 
31.JOul 6. z. MBASE 
* 
JAN/ 76 
3Uv02 6. 2. ARP.E B 
* 
.J AN/76 
3(100 3 6. 2. DWARF 
* 
JAN/76 
30004 6. 2. GIANT 
* 
JAN/76 
3U005 6. z. INTC AP 
* 
J AN I 76 
3iiv06 6. .... PI 
* 
JAN/76 
30007 6. l. E * JA"1/76 
3U008 6. z. UNDERFLOW 
* 
J AN/76 
30009 6. Zo OVERFLOW 
* 
J AN/76 
30010 6. 3. RANDOM 
30011 6. 3. S ETR AN DOl1 
31010 lo .... l· IMIVEC 
* 
APR/74 
31011 ' 1. 1. rnIMAT 
* 
APR/74 .... 
3lfll2 l. . l. INI MATO 
* 
APR/74 
-· 31(;13 l. ,;. . 1. INISYMD APR/74 
3lvl4 lo . , 
-· 
1 • !~! ISY'1RUW APR/74 
310 2(J .... lo 3. MUL VEC 
* 
APR/74 
31021 i. l. 3. MULR0\4 
* 
APR/74 
31022 i. l. 3, MULCDL 
* 
APR/74 
31030 le .... z. DUPVEC * APR/74 
31031 1. l. 2. DUP VECRD'.~ 
* 
APR/74 
31032 l. i. 2. DUPROWVEC 
* 
APR/74 
31() 3 3 l. l. z. DUPVECCOL 
* 
APR/74 
31034 l. lo 2. DUPCOLVEC * APR /74 
31035 l. 1. 2. DUPMAT * APR/74 
3l{J4Q 2. 2. 1. l. P!1 L OCT/75 
310 42 2. 2. 2. 2. CHE POL DEC 178 
31043 2. z. 2. 2. ALLCHEML DEC/78 
310 44 2. 2. z. 1. LlRTPDL NOV/78 
31(!45 2. 2. 2. l. ALL ORT POL NOV/ 78 
31046 z. 2. 2. 2. CHE POL SUM DEC 178 
31047 2. 2. 2. 1. SUMORTPOL NOV/78 
31 (14 8 2. z. 2. l. DRTPOLSYM NOV/78 
31049 2. 2. z. l. ALL ORT?fJL $ Y"I NOV/78 
31050 2. 4. 1. NEWGRN DEC /78 
31051 z. 4. l. POL CHS DEC/78 
31052 z. 4. 1. CHS POL DEC/ 78 
31(15 3 2. 4. l· POLSHTCHS DEC /78 
31054 z. 4. 1. SHTC HSPOL DEC /7 8 
31055 2. 4. l. GRNl'IE\~ DEC/78 
31058 z. 2. 2. 1. SIJMORTPrJLSYM NOV /78 
31059 z. z. 2. z. QDDCHEPOLSUM DEC /78 
311')60 OBS'JLETE PRJCEDURE ABSMAXVEC 
31061 l. i. 8. lNFNRMVEC 
* 
OCT /75 
31062 1. i. 8. INF NRMROW 
* 
OCT /75 
31063 1. 1. 8. INFNRMCOL 
* 
OCT/75 
31064 l. 1. 8. INFNRMMAT 
* 
OCT /75 
31065 lo l. 8. ONENR'1VEC 
* 
OCT 175 
31066 .. . lo 8 • tlNENRMRIJW 
* 
OCT 175 
31067 i. ... . a • ONENR'1COL 
* 
DCT/75 
31.li6 8 :i.. i. 8. ::JNE NR '1MA T 
* 
OCT /75 
IM!' EX BY CUDE NUMBCR DECEMBER 1979 PAGE 2 
CODE SECT ION PROCEDURE MNT/YR 
31069 , 1. 8, ABSMAXMAT * OCT 175 .... 
3 "'"' 7l' i. 
< 4. 3. HSHVECMAT 
* 
JAN /76 .... 
31071 1. l. 4. 3. H$HCOLl"AT * JAN/76 31072 ... . l. 4. 3 • HSHROWMA T * JAN/76 
31073 , ... . l. 4 • 3. HSHVECT AM * J AN/76 
31074 i. ' 4. 3. HSHCOLTAl1 * JAN/ 76 .I.. 31075 . l • 4. 3. HSHRO\HAM * JAN/76 .I. • 31090 2. 2. 3. lo SINS ER OCT/74 
31091 2. 2. 3o 1. CO'.>SER OCT/74 
3lU92 z. 2. 3. 1. l=QUSER OCT /74 
31093 2. 2. 3. 1. FOUS ERl OCT /74 
31094 2. 2 • 3. l. FJUSE R2 llCT /74 
31095 2. 2. 3. 1. C OMF OIJSER OCT /7 4 
31096 2. 2. 3. l. C0'1FOUSER1 OCT 174 
31097 2. 2. 3. 1. COMFOUSER2 OCT /74 
3l.l00 i. 5. 3. LiiGREAHJDECI 11AR/77 
31101 i. 5. l. DP ADD * MAR 177 31102 ' 5. l . DP SUB * MAR/77 ... 3.i.103 l. 5. l. DP MUL * "IAR/77 
31104 J. • 5, 1. DP Dll/ 
* 
MAR 177 
31105 l. 5. l. LNG ADD * MAR /77 
31106 i. 5. lo LNG SUB * MAR/77 3.l.l 07 i. 5. i. LNG MIJ L * MAR/ 77 3111)8 • 5, l. LNG DlV 
* 
MAR /77 .... 
31109 1. 5. l. DP POW MAR/77 
3J.ll!) lo 5. i. LNG P(JW MAR/77 
31131 1. l. 3. COLCS'f * APR/74 31132 i. le 3. ROWCST * APR/74 
31200 lo 4. LNGINTADD OCT/74 
31201 ' 4. L"lGINTSUBTRACT OCT 174 .... 
31202 1. 4. LNGINTMULT OCT /74 
31203 i. 4. LNGlNTDI VIDE !JCT /74 
31204 l. 4. LNGINTPOWER OCT 174 
3l24l 2. ., ~· l. l. TAY POL !JCT/75 
31242 2 • ., '·. l. 1. NORD ER POL OCT 175 
31243 2. 2. 1. l. DER POL OCT 175 
31248 2. 4. 3. INTCHS OCT 174 
3l.25fl 2. 4, 1. LINTF MPOL DEC/ 78 
31252 4. 2. 3. l. GSSWTSSYM NOV/78 
31253 4. 2. 3. 1. GSSWTS "40V/78 
31254 4. 2. 3. 1. RECCOF NOV/ 78 
31362 3. 6. 2. ALLZERORTPOL DEC /78 
31363 3. 6. 2. LUPZ ERORTPOL DEC /7 8 
31364 3. 6. 2. SE L ZE RORT PQL DEC/78 
31370 3. 6. 2. ALLJ AC ZER DEC 178 
31371 3. 6. l· ALLLAGZER DEC 178 
31425 4. 2. 3. 2. GSSJACWGHTS NOV/76 
31427 4. 2. 3. 2. GSSLAGWGHTS ~OV/76 
31500 lo 1. 4. 2. FULMATVEC * DEC/75 31501 1. lo 4. 2. FUL TAMVEC * DEC 175 31502 i. i. 4. 2. FULSYMMATVEC DEC/75 
ltl DEX BY C JUE NU~B l'OR DECEMBER 1979 PAGE 3 
CIJ[IE SECTI'J'I t>RIJCEDURE MNT/YR 
315(13 1. 1. 4, 2. RE SVEC * DEC /75 
31504 1. 1. 4. 2. SYMRESVEC DEC /75 
3,1.5~)5 i. 5. 2. LNGFULMATVEC 
* 
JAN/76 
31506 l. 5. 2. LNGFllLTAMVEC 
* 
J AN/76 
3.i.507 lo 5. 2. LNGFULSVMMATVEC JAN/76 
31508 i. 5. 2. LNGRESVE C * JAN/ 76 
31509 • 5 • z • LNGSY'lRESVEC J AN/76 .;.. . 
321Hl1 4. i. EULER JUL 174 
3 20 2() 4. 
-· 
SUMMSSERIES JUL/74 
3 2(}5l 4. 2. 1. HITE GRAL JUL/74 
321'.)71} 4. z. l. QADRAT JUL/74 
32075 4 • ., ,_. 2. TRICUB OCT /7 5 
33010 5. 2. 1 • 1. ... 1. RKl AUG/74 
33011 OBSJLETE PROCEDURE RK lN 
33l1l2 5. 2. 1. l. 2. 1. RK2 AUG/74 
3 3(113 5. 2. 1. l. 2. 1. RK2N AUG/74 
33014 5. 2. 1. lo 2. l. RK3 AUG/74 
33015 5. 2. 1. 1. 2. 1. RK3N AUG/74 
3 3Cll 6 5. 2. i. i. i. i. RK4A AUG/74 
3 31Jl 7 5. 2. l. l. 1. l. RK4NA AlJG/74 
33!)18 5. 2 • .I.. l. i • i. RK5NA AUG/74 
3 30 3 3 5 • ., ,_. l. 1. 1. 1. RKE DEC /75 
33040 5. 2. l. .I.. i. 3 • M1DIF!ED TAYLOR AUG/74 
3305(l 5. 2. 1 • 1. l. 3. EXPONENTIALLY FITTED TAYLOR AUG/74 
33(160 OBS'JLETF PR'JC EDUR E M!'lDIF IED RIJNGE KUTT A 
33061 5. 2. l. l. l. 1. ARK DEC 175 
33066 5. 2. l • 1. 3. ARKMAT NOV/76 
33070 5. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1. E FRK AUG/74 
33080 s. z. 1. 1. l • 1. MULTlSTEP AUG/74 
33120 5. 2. 1. l • l· 2. EFERK AUG/74 
3313(; 0 '3 Sr1LETE PR'JC EDUR E LINIGERl 
33131 5. 2. lo l. l. 2. LUIIG ER2 AUG /74 
33132 s. 2. l.. 1. 1. 2. LINIGERlVS OCT 174 
33135 5. 2. i. l. 1. z. IMPEX ncT 115 
33160 s. 2. 1. 1. lo 2. EF:iIRK AUG/74 
33l 7v 5, z. le 2. 2. 1. 2. RICHARDSON nc T 174 
33171 5 • 2. 1 0 2. 2. l. z. ELI MIN AT ION OCT/74 
33180 .5 0 2. 1. i. 1. l. DIFFSYS AUG/74 
33191 '5 0 2. l. l. lo 2 0 GM$ OCT 174 
33300 5. z. l 0 2. i. 2. 1. 1. F Et1 LAG SY'1 JAN/76 
33301 5. 2. l. z. l. z. l. 1. FEM LAG JAN/ 76 
333(12 5. 2. i. z. lo 2. 1. z. FP1 LAG SKEW JAN/ 76 
33303 5, 2. l. 2. l. 2. 2. i. FEM H ERM SYM JAN/76 
33308 5. 2. 1. 2o 1. 2. l· i. FE'1 LAG SPHE R DEC/79 
33314 s. Zo 1. 2. l. 3. NON LIN FE '1 LAG SKEW DEC/79 
34(•11.1 l. i. 4. ].. VEC VEC • DEC 175 34011 l. l. 4. ].. MA TI/EC 
* 
DEC 175 
34(112 lo lo 4. l. UMVEC • DEC/75 34(113 i. 1. 4o 1. MAT MAT 
* 
DEC 175 
3 4(l l 4 l. l. 4. l. TAMMAT 
* 
DEC/75 
34015 i. :.. . 4. l. MATT AM 
* 
DEC/75 
341)16 le lo 4. i. SEQVEC 
* 
DEC/75 
IN'lEX 9Y C'JDE MIJMBr::R DECEMBER 1q79 PAGE 4 
C 'JD E SECTION P R 'J C E!)U R E MNT/YR 
3401 7 l. l. 4. 1. SCAPRDl * DEC/75 
34018 lo 
-· 
4o lo SYM"lATVEC DEC/75 
34020 .I. • . 5 • EL'1VEC 
* 
APR/74 ... . 
34021 lo l. 5. E LMVECCnL 
* 
APR/74 
3 40 2 2 l. 1. 5. ELMCDL VEC 
* 
APR/74 
34023 i. .:. . 5 • EU1COL 
* 
APR/74 
341'24 1. l. 5. ELM ROW 
* 
APR/ 74 
34U25 i. i. 5. MAXEL'1RIJW 
* 
APR /74 
3 40 26 l. l. 5 • ELM VE CROW 
* 
APR/74 
34!l27 i. ' 5. ELM ROWVE C * AP R/74 .:. . 34•)28 i. l. 5. ELMROIKOL * APR/74 3 40 29 l. 1. 5. ELMCIJLR:JW 
* 
APR/74 
34030 l. 1. 6. ICHVEC 
* 
APR/74 
34031 i. .. 6. ICHCOL 
* 
APR/74 
34032 lo l. 6, IC H Rn·~ 
* 
APR /74 
341J 3 3 le 1. 6. lCHROWCOL 
* 
A?R/74 
34034 l. . 6 • ICHSEQVEC 
* 
APR/74 .. . 
34(135 l. . ,., . lCHSEr.l * APR/74 .. . 340 40 i. i. 7. ROTCOL * APR/74 34v41 l· l. 7. ROTR"J\~ * APR/74 34050 OBSOLETE PROC r:DIJRE DET 
341'·51 3. " 1. l. 1 • 1 • 3. S•JL MAY /74 .. 
34052 OBSOLETE PR'lCE DIJRE DETSOL 
34053 3. 1. 1. l. 1. 1. 4, I~V MAY/74 
34054 OBS1JLETE PROCEDURE DETINV 
340 6(1 JBSuLETE PRJCEOURE RNKELM 
34061 3. l. l • 1. l. 1. 3. !.OLELM MAY/74 
34062 09SJLETE PR JC EDUR E RNKSOLELM 
3406 3 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE SOLHOM 
341)64 1)13 SJL ETE PR1CE DURE INVELM 
341)70 OBSOLETF PRQCEDllRE DETB"lD 
34(171 3. l. 2. 1. 1 • 1. 1 • 3. SfJLBND JUN/74 
34072 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE DETSOLBND 
34080 •]13 SC.I LE TE PP]CE DURE DETSYM2 
34081 IJBS JLETE pp1JC EDUR E SOLSY'12 
34082 DBS1JLETE PROCEDURE DETSOLSYM2 
3408 3 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE INVS YM 2 
34fJ84 Q BSfJLETE PR 'JCE OUP. E DETINVSYM2 
34()90 DBS rJLETE PROCEDURE DETSY"ll 
34(!9 l IJBSJLETE PR!'JCE DURE SOLSYMl 
34092 0!3SOLETE PROCEDURE DETSOLSYMl 
34093 JBS'lLETE PR1JCEDURE INVSYMl 
34"94 OBSOLETE PR'JCEDURE OETlNVSYMl 
341U0 >Jl3SULETE PPOCE DURE R"IKS Y'120 
34101 U 13 SO LE TE PRJCE our. E SOL SYM20 
34102 OBS JLETE PRc.JC EOURE RNKSOLSYM20 
3410 3 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE INVS Y'120 
34104 1JBS'JLETE PP'.JCE DURE RMKINVSYM20 
34105 OBSIJLETE PR•JC EDUP. E SOLSYMHOM20 
34110 013S 'JL E TE PR 1CEDUR E RNKSY"llO 
34111 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE SOLSYMlO 
lNf'IEX av CJflE NUMBER DECEMBER 1979 PAGE 5 
C OOE SEC TI :Jtl PRLJC EDUR E MNT/YR 
34112 r'JBSULETE l'R'.JCEDURE RMfl S'JLSYMlO 
34113 OBSOLETE PROCE['URE INVSYMlO 
34114 '.JBS'JL ETE PR'1CEDURE RNKINVSYMlO 
34120 OBSJLETE PRrJCEDUP.E DE~YMBND 
34121 JBSJLETE f'~'lC !;DURE SOLSY'1BND 
34122 OBSOLETE PROCCDURE DETSOLSYMBND 
34130 i.JB S JL ETE P R'1CE DIJRE LSQDEC 
34131 3. 1. 1. 2. 1. 2. LS')SOL ':1AY /74 34132 3. 1. 1. 2. 1. 1. LS ''JOG LHlV MAY /74 34133 OB SllL ETE PRJCE DUP.E LSOO EC S!JL 
34134 3. 1. l. 2. 1. 1. L S!JORT DEC MAY/74 34135 3. 1. 1. 2. 1. 2. LSQORTDECS OL MAY /74 34136 3. 1. 1. 2. 1. 3. LSQINV OCT 174 34137 3. 1. l. 2. 1. 4. LSQDECDMP DEC /78 3413 8 3. 1. 1. 2. 1. 4. L SQREFSOL DEC /78 34140 3. 2. 1. 2. 1. 1. TFMSYMTRI2 IUN/74 34141 3. 2. 1. 2. 1. 1. BAKSY'1TRI2 JUN /74 34142 3. 2. l. 2. l. 1. TFMPREVEC JUN/ 74 34143 3, 2. l. 2. i. i. Tf MSY "lTR I1 JUN/74 34144 3. 2. 1. 2. l. le BAJ<SYMTRll JUN/74 3415(i 5. l. 1. 1. 1. ZERO IN OCT 175 34l5l 3. 3. . l. 1. VALSY'1TRI JUL/74 J.. 34152 3. 3. l. 1. 1. VECSYMTRI JUL /74 34153 3. 3. i. i. 2. ElGVALSY'12 JUL/74 34154 3. 3. 1. 1. 2. E IGSYM2 JUL/74 34155 3. 3. 1. l. 2. EIGVALSYMl JUL/74 34156 3. 3. l. 1. 2. EIGSYMl J UL/74 34160 3. 3. lo l. le QRIVALSYMTRI 
.JUL/74 34161 3. 3. 1. l. l. QRISYMTRI JULI 74 342.62 3. 3. l. i. 2. QRIVALSYM2 JUL 174 34163 3. 3. l • l. 2. QRBY'1 JUL/74 34164 3. 3. i. i. 2. QRIVALSYMl JUL/74 341 70 3. 2. l. 2. 1. 2. TFMREAHE$ JUN/74 34171 3. 2. l. 2. l.. 2. BAKREAHESl JUN/74 34172 3. 2. l. 2. 1. 2. BAKPEAHES2 JUN/74 34173 3. 2. i. 1. i. E tlILBR JUN/74 341 74 3. 2. l. i. 1. RAKLBR JUN/ 74 34180 3. 3. l • 2. i. REAVALr.lRI JUL/74 34181 3. 3. 1. 2. l. REAVECHES JUL/74 34182 3. 3. i. 2. 2. RE AE IGVAL JUL/74 3 418 3 l. 1. 9. REASCL APR/74 34184 3. 3. l. 2. 2. REAEIGl JUL/74 34186 3. 3. l. 2. l. RE AQRI JUL/74 3418 7 3. 3. 1. 2. 2. l<.EAEIG 3 JUL /74 34190 3. 3. l. 2. 1. CDMVALQRI J UL/ 74 34191 3. 3. 1. 2. 1. COMVECHES JUL/74 34!92 3. 3. 1. 2. 2. C DMEIGVAL JUL/74 34193 i. 2. 9, C!JMSCL DEC /75 34194 3. 3. l. 2. 2. COMEIGl JlJL/74 342(Jli 5. " .. l. 2 • 3. DAMl>ED ~EWTON 
34202 5, l. 1. 2. 3. NE\.IRA P 
l "1[1 EX BY C JOF. ~IJ"1F![ P flECE'lflER 1979 PAGE 6 
CODE '.:ECTID'l PR'Jr.E DURE "INT/YR 
3 4 2 03 5. 1. 2. 2. 4. NE 1Hl'Jtl'1IN 
3 4 21 () 5. 1. 2. 2. 1. LPIEMIN DEC/ 75 
342U.. '5. • 2. 2. l· R"IKlUPD OEC 175 
-· 34212 5. : . 2. 2. l. DAl/UPD DEC 175 
34213 5. 2. 2. i. FLEUi>D OEC /75 
3 4214 5. :. 2o 2. 3. RNKlMIN OEC 175 
34215 5. " 2. 2. 3 • FLEM IN DEC/ 7 5 .. . 
3422\1 3. ., 2. l. CotlJ GRAD J U"l/74 
34230 JBSJLETE f>R'JC f'.DURE MAX"IAT 
34231 3. 1. lo 1. 1. 1. i. GSSELM MAY 174 
34232 3. ' l. • l. • 1. lo 3 •. GSSSQL MAY /74 
-. 
34235 3. ... . 1. i • 1. l. 4, INVl MAY /74 
34236 3. .. i. 1. 1. i. 4 • GSS!NV MAY 174 
34240 3. , . . l. 1. 1 • 1. l. ONENRMINV MAY/74 
34241 3. l. l. 1. 1. !o 1. ERBEL'1 11.AY/74 
34242 3o .i.. i • 1. 1. 1. 1. GSSERB MAY /74 
34243 3. l. le 1. l. l. 3. GSSSOLERB MAY/74 
34244 3. l. l. 1. lo 1. 4. GSSINVERB MAY/74 
34250 3. . i • l. lo l. 5. I TI SOL MAY/74 ... . 
34251 3. l. l. l. l. 1. 5. GSSlTISDL "iAY /74 
3425 2 3. i. lo 1. 1. 1. lo GSSNR! MAY /74 
3425 3 3. l. 1 • l • 1. 1. 5. ITlSOLER!3 MAY/74 
34254 3. i. 1. 1. i. l. 5. GSSITISOLE~B MAY/74 
3426() 3. 2. 2. l. 1. HSHREABID JUN/74 
34261 3. 2. i' • l. 1. PSTTFMMAT JU"l/74 
34262 3. 2. 2. l. 1. PRETFMMAT JUN/74 
3427(' 3. 5. l. 1. l)RISNGVAL!HD JUL/74 
34271 3. 5. 1. 1. QRISNGVALDECBIO JUL 174 
34272 3. 5. l • 2. QRlSNGVAL J UL/74 34273 3. 5. 1 •. 2. ORIS"IGVALDEC JUL/74 
3428{'; 3. l. l. 3. 1. i. SOLSVOOVR MAY/74 
34281 3. ' l. 3. l • 1. S 'JL OVR MAY 174 ... . 
34282 3. i. lo 3, 1. 2. SOL SVDUND "IAY /74 
34283 3. l. l. 3. 1. 2. S OLUND MAY /74 
34284 3. " l. 3. 1. 3 • H1"1SOLSVD MAY/74 ... . 
3428 5 3. l. .i. • 3. l • 3. HOM SOL M.AY/74 
34286 3. .... :i.. 3. l. 4, PSDINVSVO MAY /74 
34267 3, 1. l. 3. 1. 4. PSOINV MAY/74 
34291 3. •\ l. 1. 1. 3 • 1. D ECSYM2 0 EC /78 ... . 
34292 3. 1. 1. i. 1. 3. 3. SOLSYM2 DEC 178 
34293 3, 1. l. 1. 1. 3. 3. DECSOLSYl12 DEC/78 
3429 4 3. l. l. i. lo 3. 2. DETERMSYM2 DEC/ 78 
34300 3, l. l. 1. 1. lo 1. OEC '1A Y/74 
343()1 3. i. l. 1. 1. 1. 3. DECSOL MAY/74 
343~)2 3. lo l. 1. 1. lo 4. DEC INV MAY /74 
3430 3 3. l. l. 1. l.. l. 2. DETERM MA Y/74 
3431\J 3. l. i. .l.. l. 2. i. CHLDEC2 MAY /74 
34311 3. :i.. l. l. 1. 2. i. CHLDEC 1 MAY /74 
34312 3. l. lo 1. l. 2. 2. CHLDETERM2 11A Y /7 4 
34313 3. l. l. l. l. 2. 2. CHLDETERMl MAY/74 
34320 3. . 2. l. l . 1. 1. l. DEC BND JUN/74 .,;,. . 
IN DEX BY CODE ~lit MB EP DECEMBER 1979 PAGE 7 
CODE SECTION PROCEDURE MNT/YR 
34321 3. . 2. 1. 1. 1 • 1. 2. DETERMBND JUNl74 .... 
34322 3. l· 2. 1. 1. l· i. 3. DECS'.ll BND J UN/74 
34330 3. i. 2. 1. l. 2. 1. 1. CHLDECBND JUN/74 
3433l 3. ' 2. i. 1. 2 • 1. 2. CHLDETERMBND JUN/74 .. 
34332 3. 1. 2. 1. lo 2. l. 3. CHLSOLB"ID JUN174 
34333 3. .... 2. i. 1. 2. l· 3. C HLDE C S'JL BND JUlll/74 
34340 i. 3. 1. COM AB~ MAY/74 
34341 l. 3. 2 •. C 'J"IMU L MAY /74 
34342 l. 3. 2. COMO IV MAY/74 
34343 l • 3 • i. C0"1 SQ P.T M/lY/74 34344 :i.. 3. 1. CAR POL MAY /74 
34345 3. 6. 3. C 0'1KWD JUL /74 
343?2 1. 2. 3 • COMCDLCST MAYl74 
34353 i. z. 3. COMROWCST '1AY/74 
3435 4 1. 2. 4. C OMMATVEC MAY /74 
34355 1. 2. 4. HSHC OMC'JL "IAY/74 
34356 i. 2. 4. HSHCOl1PRD MAY /74 
34357 :i.. 2. 7, ROTCOMCOL J AN/76 
34358 i. 2. 7. ROTC OMROW JAN/76 
34359 i. 2. 8. CO'IEUCNR.M DEC/75 
34360 i. 2. 9. SCLCDM DEC/75 
34361 3. 2. l· l· 2. E QILBli:C'.H1 JUN/74 
3436 2 3. 2. 1. 1. 2. BAKLBRCOM JUN/ 74 
34363 3. 2. i. 2. 2. J.. HSHHRMTRI JUN/74 
34364 3. z. i. 2. 2. l. HSHHR"lTRIVAL JUN/74 
34365 3. 2. i. 2. 2. 1. BAKHRMTRI JUN/74 
34366 3. 2o 1 0 2. 2. 2. HSHCOMHE S JUN/74 
34367 3. 2. lo 2. 2. 2. !lAKCr:JMHES JUN/74 
34368 3. 3. z. 1. E IGVALHRM JUL/74 
34369 3o 3. 2 0 l. EIGHRM JUL/74 
34370 3. 3o 2~ 1. QRIVALHRM JUL/74 
34371 3. 3. 2. i. QR.IHRM JULI 74 
34372 3. 3. 2. 2. 1. VAL OR IC OM JUL /74 
34373 3. 3. 2 0 2. i. QRICOM J UL/74 
34374 3. 3. 2. 2. 2. E IGVALC OM JU L/74 
34375 3. 3. 2. 2. 2. E IGC OM JUL/74 
34376 l. ? ,_ . 5, ELMCOMVECCOL MAY/74 
34377 . 2. 5 • ELMCIJMCOL MAY/74 ... 0 
34378 lo 2. 5. ELMCOMROWVEC MAY/74 
34390 3. l. i. 1. i. 2. 3. CHLSOL2 MAY 174 
34391 3o l. l. 1 • l. 2. 3. C HL SOLl MAY/74 
34392 3 • .I.. l. l. 1. 2. 3 • CHLDECSIJL2 11 AY /74 
34393 3o l. 1. 1. 1. 2. 3. CHLDECSOLl MAY /74 
3 4 4'lli 3. l. i. 1. i. z. 4. CHLINV2 MAY/74 
34401 3. " 1. i. l. 2. 4 • CHLINVl MAY /74 ... . 
34402 3. i. lo le lo 2. 4. CHLOECINVZ '4.AY/74 
3440 3 3. l. l. l. 1. 2. 4. CHLDECINVl MAY /74 
344l0 l· 5. 2. LNGVEC VEC 
* 
JAN/76 
34411 l 0 5. z. LNGMATVEC 
* 
JAN/76 
34412 lo 5. z. LMGT AMVEC 
* 
JAN/76 
34413 i. 5. 2. LNGMATMAT 
* 
JAN/76 
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34414 i. 5. 2. LMGTAMMAT 
"' 
JA"4176 
34415 l. 5. 2. LNGMATTAM 
* 
J AN/76 
34416 l. 5. 2. LNGSE'lVEC * JAN/76 
34417 i. 5e 2. LNGSCAPRDl * JAN/76 
34418 i. 5. 2. LNGSYM11ATVEC J AN.176 
34420 3. l. 2. l. l. 2. 2. l. DECSYMTRI JUN/74 
34421 3. le 2. l. 1. 2. 2. 3. SOLSYMTRI JUN/74 
34422 3. l. 2. l. l. 2. 2. 3. DECSOLSYMTRI JUN/74 
34423 3. l· 2. l. l. le z. 1. DECTR.I JUN/74 
34424 3. l. 2. lo 1. i. 2. 3. SOL TRI JUN/74 
34425 3e i. 2. le l. 1. 2.: 3. DEC SIJL TRI J UN/74 
34426 3. le 2. l. le l. 2. i. DECTR!PIV JUN/74 
34427 3e l. 2. l. l. le 2. 3. SOLTRIPIV ,IUN/74 
34428 3. . 2e le i. i • 2. 3. DECSOLTRIPIV JUN/74 ... . 
34430 s. i. lo 2. 2. QUANEWBND OCT /74 
34431 5. l. lo 2. 2. QUANEWBND 1 OCT/74 
34432 'j e i. 2e 2. 2. PRAXIS OCT 115 
34433 5. l. 2. l. l. MININ DEC/78 
34435 s. i. 2. l. 2. MIN IN DER OCT/75 
34436 5. l. l. le le ZEROINRAT OCT 175 
34437 4e 3. 2 e 1. JACOBNNF OCT/74 
34438 4. 3. 2. le JACOBMMF OCT/74 
34439 4o 3. 2. 1. JACOBtlBNOF !JCT/ 74 
3444(; 5. l. 3. 1 e 3. MARQUARDT DEC 175 
34441 5. i. 3. i. 3. GSSNE\H'l~t DEC/75 
34444 5. 2. lo 3. l. PE IDE OCT/75 
34453 5. l. 1. le 2. ZE ROlNDER OCT /75 
34500 OBSOLETE PRQCEDURE POLZER OS 
34501 3. 6e le ZERPOL DEC/78 
34502 3. 6e 1. BOIJNDS DEC/78 
34600 3. 4. 1 ~ 2. QZIVAL JAN/76 
34601 3. 4e le 2. QZI JAN/ 76 
34602 3. 4. i. 2e HSH DECMUL J ANl76 
34603 3e 4. le 2. HESTGL3 JAN/76 
34604 3. 4. le 2. HESTGL2 JAN/76 
34605 3e 4e le 2. HSH2CQL JAN/ 76 
34606 3. 4. l. 2. HSH 3C OL JAN/76 
34607 3. 4. le 2. HSH2ROW3 JAN/76 
3460 8 3. 4e i. 2e HSH2ROW2 J AN/76 
34609 3. 4. 1. 2. HSH 3R'lW3 JAN/76 
34610 3. 4. lo 2. HSH3ROW2 JAN/76 
34611 l· 2. 1. CHSH2 JA"f/76 
34700 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE SYMDEC2 
34701 OBSDL ETE PROCEDURE SYMDECl 
34702 OBSOLETE P~OCEDllP.E SYMDETERM2 
3471)3 ~BSULETE ?RJCE DURE S YM DE TE RM l 
34704 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE SYMSOL2 
3471)5 !lBS•JLETE "Rr:JCE DURE SYMSOLl 
34706 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE SYMDECSOL2 
34707 OBSOLETE PR(}CEDURE SYM DE CS IJL 1 
34708 IJBSOLETE PROCEDURE SYMINV2 
PJDEX BY C'lDE 'lU'1 BER DECE'1BE!:'! H79 PAGE 9 
C'lOE SECT:o~~ PR'JCE DIJRE MNT/YR 
34709 18$JLETE PR lCE DIJRE SYMINVl 
34710 f"JIJSOLETE PR fJC ED!JR E ::.YMDECINV2 
34711 JBSJLETE PR::JCEDIJRE SYMDEC INVl 
350 20 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE ERF 
3 5(i2l 6. 7. ERRORl=UNCT ION OCT 174 
35022 6. 7. NOi'IEXPERFC OCT/74 
35023 6. 7. INVERSE Ei<ROR FUNCTIOM OCT /74 
35027 6. 7. FRESN'EL OCT/74 
35028 6. 7. FG OCT 174 
35030 6. 6. INC OMGAM SEP/74 
35038 OBSJLETE PRO CE DU RE NOllEX?KO 
35'140 J B .)!JLE TE PQOCEOURE KO 
3 50 50 6. 6. INC BETA SEP/74 
35051 6. 6. IB PPL USN SEP 174 
35052 6. 6. l BQJ>L USN SEP/ 74 
35053 6. 6. IX1FIX SEP/74 
35(154 6. 6. IXPF!I( S EP/74 
3 51) 5 5 6. 6. FORWARD SEP/74 
35056 6. 6. BACKWARD SE PI 74 
3506U 6. 6. REC IP GA'1MA SEP/74 
35%1 6. 6. GAMMA SEP /74 
35062 6. 6. 1.IJG GAMMA SEP/74 
35071 OBSJLETE PROCEDURE KA 
3 5(' 7 2 :JBSJLETE PR'JCEDIJRE KAPLUSN 
35073 OBSOLETE PR ac E Dl.IR E NONEXPKA 
35(174 'JBSJLETE P!FJCr:DURE NONE X PK A PLUS N 
350 75 OBS1LETE PROCEDURE YA 
35"76 !JB SJLETE PROCEDURE YAPLUSN 
35077 OB$11LETE PR,JCEDURE BESSEL PO 
35()8(l 6. 5. l. EI SEP/74 
35 081 6. 5. 1. EI ALPHA SEP 174 
35083 z. 3. JFRAC MAY/74 
35084 6. 5. 2. SltlCOSINT SEP/74 
35'18 5 6. 5. 2. SINCOSFG SEP/74 
35(•86 6. 5. l. P.I X SE?/74 
'35"'87 6. 5. 1. NON EXP ENX SEP/74 
35100 OB~l.JLETE PRi.JCE DURE BESSELJ 
3511)1 OBSOLETE PR'JCE DURE BESSEL Y 
35102 19S~1LETE PRJCEDURE BESSEL I 
35103 OBSLJL ETE PRfJCEDURE BESS ELK 
3511}4 00 SUL FTE PR'JCE DURE WJNEXPBE SSELl 
35105 OBSOLETE PR'JCEDURE NONE XP BE SSE L K 
35111 6. 4. z. SINH SEP/74 
35112 6. 4. 2. C OSH SEP /74 
35113 6. 4. z. TANH SEP/74 
35114 6. 4. 2. ARCSTNH SEP/74 
35115 6. 4. 2. ARCCOSH s EP /74 
35H6 6. 4. 2. ARC TANH SEP/74 
351 Z() 6. 4. 1. TAN SEP/ 74 
35121 6. 4. i. ARCS!N SEP /74 
35122 6. 4. 1. ARC COS SEP /74 
!MD EX BY CJnE 1i1Jt1RER Of CEMBER 1979 PAGE l (J 
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3513(1 6. 4. 3, LIJG ONE PLUS x DEC 178 
35140 6.10. 4. AIRY OCT 175 
35145 6 .10 • 4. AIRYZEROS OCT 175 
3515U 6.10. 3. SPHER BESS J DEC/78 
35151 6. ld. 3. S PHER BESS y DEC 178 
3515 2 6 .10. 3. SPHER BESS I DEC /78 
3 5153 6.10. 3. SPHE R BESS K DEC /7 8 
35154 6 .11.i. 3. N Otl EXP S PH ER BESS DEC/ 78 
35155 6. l•J. 3. NOtlEX? SPHER BE SS ll DEC 178 
35160 6. 9, l. BESS JI) n EC 17 B 
35161 6. 9, l. BESS Jl DEC/78 
35162 6. 9. 1. flESS J DEC/78 
3516 3 6. 9. 1. BESS YOl DEC /7 8 
35164 6. 9. 1 • BES '5 y DEC/78 
35165 6. 9. lo BESS '.>QI) DE C/78 
35166 6. 9. lo BE:;S PQl DEC 178 
35170 6. o, 2 • BESS ro DEC/78 
35171 6. 9. 2. BESS Il DEC/78 
35172 6. 9. 2. BESS I DEC/78 
35173 6. 9. 2. BESS KOl DEC 178 
35174 6, 9, 2. BESS K DEC/7 8 
351 75 6. 9, z. NONE X P BES~ IO DEC I 78 
35176 6. 9, z. NON EXP BESS !1 DEC /78 
35177 6. 9. ?. • NON EXP BESS I 0EC178 
35178 6. 9. 2. NONEX? BE SS KOl DEC/78 
351 79 6. o, 2. NONEXP BESS K DH/78 
35180 6. J,r) • l. BESS ,JAPLUSN DEC 178 
35181 6.10. 1. B E5S YAO 1 D EC/7 8 
35182 6 .10. lo BE ~S YA PLUS N DEC/78 
3518 3 6.J.IJ. l. BESS PQA 01 DEC /78 
35184 6. l(). 1~ BESS ZEROS DEC 17 8 
3 518 5 6 ... o. 1. 'HART DEC/78 
35190 6. lv. 2. BE SS IAPLUSN DEC /78 
35191 6.11). 2. BESS KAOl I) EC /78 
35192 6,J.iJ, 2. BESS KAPLUSN DEC /7 8 
35193 6 .10 • 2. NONEXP BESS IAPLUSN DEC/78 
35194 6. lJ. 2. NONEXP BESS KAOl DEC /78 
35195 6.10. z. NOtlEXP BES'i KAPLUSN DEC /78 
3 6010 7. 1. 1. 1. lo NEWTOtt ~OV/78 
36020 7. 1. 3. ;>. 1. INI NOV 178 
36021 7. l.. 3. 2. 1. SNDREMEZ NOV/78 
36022 7. l. 3. 2. 1. MINMAXPOL NOV/78 
36401 3. 3. 1. 1. 3. 3. SYME IGINP NOV/76 
3641')2 3. 3. 1. 1. 3. z. ORTHOG NOV 176 
36403 3. 3. i. lo 3. 1. ROWPERM NOV/76 
36404 3. 3. l • 1. 3. 1. VECPE RM NOV/76 
3641)5 3. 3. 1. 1. 3. 1. MERGES ORT NOV/76 
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Iii THI$ KEY W'JRD :rn CONTEXT lt<WICl INDEX PR'JCE DURE NAMES AND 
KEY WORDS HAVE BEEM 'lRDERED ALPHABETICALLY. 
THE KW IC lUDEX lS BASED IJPOll PROGRA'1 ABSTRACTS SUCH AS r 
321'170 #QADRAT (#QUADRATURE) CiJMPUTES THE #DEFINITE #HlTEGRAL OF A 
#FUllCTinN OF OtlE '!ARIABLE OVER A !OINITE INTERVAL. 
THE ABSTRACT CuMPR!SES THE CODE NUMBER AND A SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PROGRAM !ITS NAME, WHAT IT DUES, A~D HOW IT DOES IT). THE "IMPORTANT" 
WORD~ <PrECEDED BV A# IM THE ABOVE EXAMPLE! ARE USED AS KEY WORDS IN 
THE KWIC lllDEX, THE FlR$T APPEARANCE !JF OUR ABriVE EXA1'1PLE ABSTRACT IN 
THE KWIC !NiEX ISt 
1ADRAT C'J'1?UTES THE , DEFIHlTE INTEGRAL OF A FllNCTION OF ONE 
VARIABLE OVER A Fitl!TE :NTERVAL. 32070 133 
IF THIS PROGRAM (OADRATl IS QF INTEREST, YOU CAN LOCATE IT BY '1EAl\IS 
OF ITS CJDE tlU'1BEP. (3207CJ). 
IN CASE AN ENTP.Y !'.I TllE K\~lC INDEX lS NllT COMPLETELY READABLE (l,E, 
TRUNCATED AT AN END OF THE LINE), YOU CAN FIND A COMPLETE LISTING 
( BY C!JDE rtUl'lBER l Jf ALL THE ABSTRACTS FOLLOWING THE KWIC INDEX. 
51NCE ALL PR~CEDURE NAMES HAVE BEEN INSERTED AS KEYWORDS, THE 
KWIC INDEX CAN ALSO BE USED TO TRACE A PROCEDURE BY ITS NAME. 

kwicindex Pase 1 
THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX AND 1- HORII• AN UPPERJlOUND FOR THE ERROR IN THE INVERSE liATRIX IS ALSO GIVEN. .. ............... 34244 51 
ONENRllCOL CALCULATES THE 1- HORII OF A COLUllN VECTOR. .. .... '""" .. """ .......... """""'""""""" ....... 31067 241 
ONENRKKAT CALCULATES THE 1- NORM OF A MATRIX. • ......................... itttlttitttlltlllt+IHlllllHlitlfllHHittl31068 241 
OllENRHROll CALCULATES THE 1- HORII OF A ROW VECTOR. .. ............................... ,.,,. ............................ 31066 241 
OHENRMVEC CALCULATES THE 1- NORM OF A VECTOR, ,,,,,, .. ,,, .... , •• , ... ,, ....................... ,,,,,,, .... ,,,, .. ,,,,,,J1065 241 
POSITION AND CALCULATES THE 1- NORK OF THE INVERSE ll(ITRIX. .. .......................................................... 34252 45 
ONENRllINV CALCULATES THE 1- NORI! OF THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX WHOSE TRIANGULARLY DECOllPOSED FORK IS DELIVERED BY GSSEL .. 34240 45 
GSSJACllGHTS COllPUTES THE ABSCISSAE AND WEIGHTS FOR GAUSS- JACOBI !lUADR(ITlJRE, .... , ................ , .. , .............. 31425 291 
GSSLAGllGHTS COllPUTES THE ABSCISSAE AND WEIGHTS FOR GAUSS- LAGRANGE llUADRATURE. .. .... , ................ , .. , .......... 31427 291 
ABSllAXllAT CALCULATES THE MODULUS OF THE LARGEST ELEMENT OF A llATRIX AND DELIVERS THE INDICE, .31069 241 
ERATIVE llETHODr llHICH IS AN ACCELERATION OF RICHARDSOWS METHOD. • .... , .... ., ...... , ...... , ., ...... , .................... 33171 225 
ISTEP llETHOD ADAllS-HOULTONr ADAHS-BASHFORTH OR GEAR'S METHOD; THE ORDER OF ACCURACY IS AUTOH/ITICr UP TO 5TH ORDERi THIS .. 33080 151 
EUICOllCOL ADDS A COMPLEX NUllBER TIMES A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR TO A COllPLEX COLUllN VECTOR, ........... 34377 25 
EUICOllVECCOL ADDS A COMPLEX NUMBER TIHES A COMPLEX COLUllH VECTOR TO A COMPLEX VECTOR, .. , .. , .. , .... , .... 34376 25 
ELllCOHROWVEC ADDS A COHPLEX NUMBER TIHES A COMPLEX VECTOR TO A COllPLEX ROii VECTOO, .... , ...... , ,. ,. .... , 34378 25 
ELHCOL ADDS A CONSTANT TillES A COLUMN VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, ...... , .... , .... , ...... , ......... 34023 9 
ELHROWCOL ADDS A CONSTANT TillES A COLUHN VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, """"' ........................... 34028 9 
ELHVECCOL ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A COLUMN VECTOR TO A VECTOR. .. '""'""""" ...................... 34021 9 
ELHCOLROW ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO A COLUllN VECTOR, ......... """"'""' ............. 34029 9 
ELllROll ADDS A CONSTANT TIHES A ROW VECTOR TO A ROii VECTOR, ""'"" .............................. 34024 9 
HAXELHROW ADDS A CONSTANT TIHES A ROW VECTOR TO A ROii VECTORr HAXELHROll:=THE SUBSCRIPT OF t'lll ELEltENT .. 34025 9 
ELHVECROW ADDS A CONSTANT TillES A ROW VECTOR TO A VECTOR. .. .. , .. , ............ , ...................... 34026 9 
ELHCOLVEC ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A VECTOR TO /\ COLUllH VECTOR, .......... '"""" ..................... 34022 9 
ELHROWVEC ADDS A CONSTAllT TIMES A VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR. , .. , ....................................... 34027 9 
ELHIJEC ADDS A CONSTANT TUIES A VECTOR TO A VECTOR. .. ................. """""" ................ 34020 9 
LNGADD ADDS TllO DOUBLE PRECISION NUMBERS. .. .................... , ....... , .... , ......... , .......... 31105 271 
DPADD ADDS TWO SINGLE PRECISION NUllBERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION SUi!, .... , ...... , ........ , .. , ...... 31101 271 
AIRY EVALUATES THE AIRY FUNCTIONS Alm AND BI!Zl AND THEIR DERIVATIVES. .. ................ 35140 243 
AIRY EVALUATES THE AIRY FUNCTIONS AI<Zl AND BI<Zl AND THEIR DERIVATIVES. , ........... , ........................ 35140 24J 
ND ASSOCIATED VALUES OF THE AIRY FUNCTIONS AI<Zl AND BI<Zl AND THEIR DERIVATIVES. .. .... , .. , ...... , ............. , ...... 35145 24J 
AIRYZEROS COMPUTES THE ZEROS AND ASSOCIATED VALUES OF THE AIRY FUNCTIONS Alm AND BI!Zl 1111 .. 35145 243 
VALUATES THE AIRY FUNCTIONS AI<Zl AND BHZl AND THEIR DERIVATIVES. , """""""""""""""""' ................ 35140 243 
ALLCHEPOL EVALUATES All CHEBYSHE\I POLYNOllIALS UP TO A CERTAIN DEGREE, , .. , .... , ............ 31043 229 
ALLJACZER CALCULATES THE ZEROS OF A JACOBIAN POLYNOllIAL, ........ ""'""'"'" ........... J1370 211 
ALLLAGZER CALCULATES THE ZEROS OF A LAGUERRE POL YllOlllAL, .. , .................. , .... • ....... 31371 211 
ALLORTPOL EVALUATES THE VALUE OF All ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS UP TO A GIVEN DEGREEr GIVEN A S .. 31045 293 
ALLORTPOLSYll EVALUATES THE VALUE OF ALL ORTHOGONAL POLYNOllIALS UP TO A GIVEN DEGREE, GIVEN .. 31049 293 
ALLZERORTPOL CALCULATES All ZEROS OF AN ORTHOGONAL POLYNOllIAL. , .............. , .... ,., ..... 31362 211 
ERF"ORllS THE SUMMATION OF AN ALTERNATING INFINITE SERIES, ....... """'""""'"" """'"" ........................ J2010 131 
EFERK SOLVES AN AUTONOllOUS SYSTEM OF !ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS < INITIAL VALUE PROBLEll l BY llEAHS. ,33171 225 
LINIGER2 SOLVES AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUllTIONS < INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH l BY llEANS .. 3J171 225 
LINIGERlVS SOLVES AN AUTONOHOUS SYSTEll OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEll l BY ltEAllS .. 33171 225 
NDS CALCULATES THE ERROR IN APPROXIMATED ZEROS OF A POLYNOHIAL WITH REAL COEFFICIENTS, .. , ............................. 34502 311 
ENTS OF THE POL YNOHIAL THAT APPROXIMATES A FUNCTION, GIVEN FOR DISCRETE ARGUHENTS, SUCH THAT THE INFINITY llORll Of THE E .. 36022 197 
ARCCOS COMPUTES THE ARCCOSINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X, , ................ , ,. ...... , ........... 35122 179 
ARCCOSH COMPUTES THE INVERSE HYPERBOLIC COSINE FOR A REAL ARGUllENT X. , ............ , .. , ,. .. 35115 181 
ARCCOS COHPUTES THE ARCCOSINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X, , ................. , ................ , .... ., ................ 35122 179 
DER RUNGE-KUTTA METHODi THE ARC LENGTH IS INTRODUCED AS AN INTEGRATION VARIABLE; THE INTEGRATION IS TERHINATED AS SOON .. 33018 149 
ARCS IN COllPUTES THE ARCSINE FOR A REAL ARGUHENT X. .. ................................... ., .35121 179 
ARCSIH COHPUTES THE ARCSINE FOR A REAL ARGUllEHT X. .. ...... , ........ , ...... , .. , .... , ........................... 35121 179 
ARCSINH COMPUTES THE INVERSE HYPERBOLIC SINE FOR A REAL ARGUllENT X. .. ........ • .... , ....... 35114 181 
ARCTANH COMPUTES THE INVERSE HYPERBOLIC TANGENT FOR A REAL ARGUllENT X. .. .... , ............. 35116 181 
ARREII DELIVERS THE ARITHMETIC ERROR BOUND OF THE COllPUTOR. .. ................................................. 30002 275 
SE DELIVERS THE BASE OF THE ARITHMETIC OF THE COllPUTOR. .. ...... ,,., ....... """"'""'"""" ....... , .............. 30001 275 
ARKMAT SOLVES A SYSTEll OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTillL EQUATIONS < INITIAL BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEll. ,33066 295 
ARK SOLVES A SYSTEM OF lST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EllUflTIONS < INITIAL VALUE PROBLEll l BY MEANS , .33061 155 
kwicindex 
ARREll DELIVERS THE ARIIllllEHC ERROR BOUND OF THE Cll!ll'UTOR. • .............. ., ........ , .... .,30002 27 
EFSIRK SOLVES AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEll OF lST ORDER DIFFEREllTIAl EllUATIOliS ( IllIHl\l \JAl.UE l'R!JBLEll J BY l!El!NS OF •• 33160 15 
GMS SOLVES AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENmL EGUllTIOilS ! INITIAL VlilUE PROBLEM l BY DIS Of, ,33191 22 
EFERK SOLVES All AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER i.IIfFE!lENHAl El11Jl\HONS ! INIHAL VALUE PROBLEM l llY l!El!MS !JF .,3J120 16 
LINIGER2 SOLVES AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM {]F 1ST OR!l£R DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( mm AL VALUE PRO!llEK ) DY liEAllS OF •• 33131 14 
LINIGER1VS SOLVES !Ill AUTONOMOUS SYSTEll Of 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EOOATIONS ( INITIAL \IALUE PROlllEll l BY 11£1\HS OF .. 33132 22 
N SET OF INTEGERS I IT IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR liillllAXPOL. ................... , .. , "'"" .......... , .. ,. .. .,, ...... 36020 19· 
F A_REFERENCE SETi IT IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR llIH!illXPOL. ......... , ..... ,,. .... , ................................. 3!>021 19 
FG IS AH AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE CO!il'UT/\TIOI! IJf FRESNEL rnTEGRALS, , .. , ..................... ., .. 35028 22 
HSHDECHUL IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COKPUTATION OF GENERALIZED EillEHW1LUES, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,34602 26 
HESTGL3 IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTAHOll OF GEHERAlIZEll EIGENIJAf.llES, ., , .... , .. , ..... , .... ,.34603 26 
HESTGL2 IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED EISEll\IALIJES. .. ..................... 34004 2i> 
HSH2COL IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES. .. ., ... , .. , .. ., ........ 34605 26 
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ONOliOUS SYSTEH OF lST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM l BY MEANS OF AN EXPONENTIALLY FITTED1 3RD 0 .. 33120 161 
ONONOUS SYSTEM OF lST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM l BY MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FIT .. 33131 165 
ONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM l BY MEANS OF All IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FIT, .33132 221 
OLIJES A SYSTEll OF 1ST ORDER DIFFEREl!TIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM l BY MEANS OF A STABILIZED RUNGE-KUTTA METH0 .. 33061 155 
OLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS < INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM l BY MEANS OF A VARIABLE ORDER MULTISTEP MET .. 33080 151 
OLVES A SYSTEll OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL IJALUE PROBLEM l BY MEANS OF A VARIABLE ORDER TAYLOR llETHOD .. 33050 169 
ONOHOUS SYSTEM OF lST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM l BY MEANS OF THE IMPLICIT MIDPOINT RULE WIT, ,33135 231 
ERS Ill A SYSTEM OF1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS; THE UNKNOWN VARIABLES MAY APPEAR NON-LillEARLY BOTH IN THE DIFFERENT .. 34444 259 
A FOURTH ORDER SELF-ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION WITH DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS BY A RITZ- GALERKIN METHOD. , .... ,33303 265 
A SECOND ORDER SELF-ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION WITH SPHERICAL COORDINATES BY A RITZ-GALERKIN KETHOD. .. .... , ........ 33308 261 
PROBLEM FOR t\ SECDND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION WITH SPHERICAL COORDINATES BY A RITZ-GALERKIN METHOD AND NEWTON !TERA. ,33314 317 
DIFFSYS SOLVES A SYSTEll Of 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM li BY E .. 331BO 153 
kwicinde:x Pase 8 
lNGDII/ DIVIDES TWO DOUBLE PRECISION NUlll:lERS, , , , ,., .... , , .. , ,., ....... , , ...... , .. , • , , .... , , , , , , , , .31108 2 
DPDill DIVIDES TllO SINGLE PRECISION NUllBERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION QUOTIENT, , ...... , ...... , ...... , 31104 2 
VECTOR CHANGE LINEARLY, BY DOUBLE LENGTH ARIT tt&tttttt&ttttttttttttttttHtttHtttttttttt&tttt1tt•ttHHtttett~tH•~••34416 2 
R PRODUCT OF TYO \IECTORS BY DOUBLE LENTGll ARITllllETIC. """""""'""'"'"""""'""""'"""'""'"""""34410 2 
VECTOR AND fl ROii VECTOR BY DOUBLE PRECISIOH ARITHllEHC, ........... , .... , .... ., .... , .... , ,. ., ., ., , ., .... ,. , .......... , 34411 2 
CTOR AllD A COLUllN \/ECTOR BY DOUBLE PRECISION llRITllllETIC, "'""'"" ...... , ........ ,., '"" ....... , .......... ,., ...... 34412 2 
CTOR AND A COLUllN VECTOR BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC, .. , ............ , .. , .................. , ...... "., .... , .... , .... 34413 2 
CT OF TllO COlUllN VECTORS BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHllETIC. .. ......... ., .. , ., , .. , .. , ., .. ,. .. , .. , .. , .. , ...... ,. ........... 344!4 2 
ODUCT OF TWO ROii \/ECTORS BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITllHETIC. .. .......................... , .. ,. , .......... , ............ ., ... 34415 2 
TH VECTORS ARE COllSTAllT1 BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHllETIC, '''"'""''"'"''""'''''''''"''"''''"''''"''"'''"'''34417 2 
LNGFUUIATUEC CALCULATES BY BOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC THE PRODUCT A * B1 WHERE A IS A GIVEN MATRIX AND B IS A VECTOR,, ,31505 2 
GFULSYHllATVEC CALCULATES BY DOUBLE PRECISION llRITllllETIC TllE PRODUCT A 3 B• WHERE A IS A SYHKETRIC HATRIX1 llHOSE UPPERTR •• 31507 2 
LNGFIJl..TAlllJEC CALCULATES BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC THE PRODUCT A' t ll1 WHERE A' IS THE TRANSPOSED OF THE MATRIX A .,31506 2 
LllGRESllEC CALCULATES BY DllUllLE PRECISIOll ARITHllETIC THE RESIDUAL VECTOR A * B + x * c. WHERE A IS A GIVEN MAnm. B •• 31508 2 
LNGSYltRESIJEC CALCULATES BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC THE RESIDUAL VECTOR A * B t X a c, WHERE A IS A SYHHETRIC ~ATRI .. 31509 2 
NGLE PRECISION NUHDERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION DIFFERENCE, , , .. , , .. ., ........ , , , .... , , , , .. , , , ... , ........ , , , , , • , , , ., , , , , , 31102 2 
DOUBLE PRECISION POWER Of A DOUBLE PRECISION NUMBER. • ••••••• t • ' I t t •••• t • I • ' ' •• I ••• I I It I I •• I ' • i • t I I •••• I ••• t •• I •••••••• 31110 2 
LNGADD ADDS nm DOUBLE PREc1s10N NUMBERS. • .... , , .... , ......... , ........................... , •• , •••••••••••• 3110s 2 
LMGSUB SUBTRACTS TWO DOUBLE PRECISION NUMBERS. I ••••• I •• I ............ '~ ••••• I I. tt ' .......... I •• I .... I tt I I .. I .. t .31106 2 
LNGllUL llULTIPLIES TllD DOUBLE PRECISION NUllBERS. " .... , .. , .. ,,, .. ,, ....... , .. , .. ,, ... ,, .. , .. ,,, .. ,.,, .. ,, .. , .. , .. 31107 2 
LNGDIV DIVIDES nm DOUBLE PREc1s10N NUMBERS. • .............. it .................. , ........ ! ... , ...... , ......... Juoa 2 
LNSREllTODECI CONVERTS A DOUBLE PRECISION NUMBER TO I1S DECillAL REPRESENTATION, ...... , .... ., , .. , .. , .. , .. , ., , ., ., ... 31100 2 
LNGPOll COllPUTES THE DOUBLE PRECISION POWER OF A DOUBLE PRECISION NUMBER. .. ........................... , " ...... 31110 2 
DPPOll COllPUTES THE DOUBLE PRECISION POWER OF A SillGLE PRECISION NUMBER, , .. , .... , .. , .. " .......... , .... , ...... 31109 2 
NGLE PRECISION NUl1BERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION PRODUCT. • • t ••• t H t I ....... 11- ...... ' .. t ..... t I .... I. t •• I ..... t. 00' ... t. H .31103 2 
llGLE PRECISION NUllBERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION QUOTIENT, ...... , , .. , , , .. , , .. , .. , , .. , , , , ........ , , , , , , ........ , .. , , .. , , , , .31104 2 
NGLE PRECISION NUMBERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION SUK. • t •••• t ...... I .... t' t .. t .. ' ...... I. I I I. tt. t. 'It. I tt I I I •• tt I. t I I It & • I- .31101 2 
Dl'ADD ADDS TllO SINGLE PRECISION HllHBERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION SUH, , ...... , ................ 31101 2 
DPDIU DillIDES TllO SINGLE PRECISION NUllBERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION QUOTIENT. .. .... , ......... 31104 2 
Dl'llUl llULTIPllES TlllJ SINGLE PRECISION NUMBERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION PRODUCT, .. , ...... , .... 31103 2 
DPPOll COllPUTES THE DOUBLE PRECISION POWER OF A SINGLE PRECISION NUllBER, ................... 31109 2 
DPSUB SUBTRACTS TllO SINGLE PRECISIDN NUllBERS TD A DOUBLE PRECISION DIFFERENCE, , ........... 31102 2 
DIJPCOLVEC COPIES A VECTOR INTO A COLUMN VECTOR. .. """" .................. """""" ... 31034 
DllPllAT COPIES A llATRIX INTO ANOTHER MATRIX, ......... , .. , .. , ...................... , ........ 31035 
DUPROllVEC COPIES A I/ECTOR INTO A ROW VECTOR, "'"'" ........................ "" .. , ....... 31032 
Dlll'llECCOL COPIES A COLU!lll IJECTOR nno A I/ECTOR. .. ......................................... 31033 
DUPl/EC COPIES A VECTOR INTO ANOTHER I/ECTOR. """"" ..................................... 31030 
EIGllALCOll CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A Cll!IPlEX MATRIX. .., ........ """""" ............. """' ""'"" .... ,.34374 
ULATES THE EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENIJllLUES OF A COlll'LEX MATRIX, .. , ............ , .... , ........ ., ........ , ............... , .. 34375 ! 
ES THE EIGENVECTORS llND THE EIGENVALUES OF A COllPLEX UPPER- HESSEllBERG llATRIX, " ............... , ........ , .... " .. , .... 34373 1 
VIUlRICOll CALCULATES THE EIGENIJALUES OF A COllPLEX UPPER- HESSENBERG llllTRIX llITH A REAL SUBDIAGONAL. ............ , .. ,34372 I 
COHEIGIJAL CALCULllTES THE EIGENVALUES OF A MATRIX, ""'"""" .. """""'"'"'"'" .. """'""' "'""""" .. 34192 1 
REAEIGllAL CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A HATRIX1 l'RO\IIDED THAT ALL EIGENllALUES ARE REAL, ........... , ...... , .. , .... 34182 1 
ULATES THE EIGElllJECTORS Alm EIGElll/ilLUES OF A MATRIX1 PROVIDED THAT THEY ARE All REAL. ........ , .... , .......... , ........ 34184 1 
ULATES THE EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF A !1ATRIX1 PROVIDED THAT THEY ARE ALL REAL. .. ., ..................... , ....... 34187 1 
ULATES THE REAL AND COllPLEX EIGElllJALUES llF A REAL UPPER- HESSENBERG MATRIX BY llEANS OF BOUDLE QR ITERATION. , ...... , ... 34190 1 
REAVALllRI CALCULATES THE EIGENIJALUES OF A REAL IJPPER- HESSENBERG llATRIX1 PROVIDED THAT All EIGENIJALUES ARE REAL1 BY , .34180 I 
llRIUALSYll2 CALCULI\ TES THE EIGENllALUES OF A SYMllETRIC llATRIX BY llEllNS OF llR ITERATION, , ., , ...................... , .... 34162 1 
llRIVftlSYll1 CALCULATES THE EIGENVALIJES OF A SYllllETRIC MATRIX BY MEANS OF llR ITERATION, '""'"'" ,.,, .. , ........ , .... 34164 ! 
CALCULATES All ! OR SOllE l EIGEllllALUES OF A SYHHETRIC MATRIX USING LINEAR INTERPOLATION OF A FUNCTION DERIVED FROll A S •• 34153 1 
CALCULllTES All I OR SOllE l EIGENIJALUES OF A SYllllETRIC llATRIX USING LINEAR INTERPOLATION OF A FUNCTION DERIVED FROM A S, .34155 1 
S Alli OR SOllE CONSECUTIVE• EIGEll\IALUES OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAl llATRIX BY llEANS OF LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STUR, .34151 1 
ORI\IALSYllTRI CALCULATES THE EIGENIJALUES OF A SYllllETRIC TRIDIAGONAL llATRIX BY llEANS OF OR ITERATION, , ...... , ........... 34160 I 
COllVECllES CALCULATES THE EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING TO A GIVEN CIJHPLEX EIGEN\11\LUE OF A REAL UPPER- HESSENBERG MATRIX , ,34191 1 
REAVECllES CALCULATES AN EIGENIJECTOR CORRESPONDING TO 11 GIVEN REAL EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER- HESSENBERG MATRIX BY , .34181 1 
HORKALIZES REAL AND COMPLEX EIGENVECTORS. t ••• &t 1e•••1 &1•••t1ttt1 t • •• •••, 1 • •• • •• 111t•••1111 •••• • •• • •• • 11t1e1111•1t11 •• .34193 
kwicindex Pase 9 
EIGCDll CALCULATES THE EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX MATRIX. .. ................ , .................. , .. ,34375 123 
REAEIG1 CALCULATES THE EIGENVECTORS AHD EIGENVALUES OF A HATRIX1 PROllIDED THAT THEY flRE ALL REAL. .. .............. 34184 117 
REAEIG3 CALCULATES THE EIGENVECTORS AND EIGEMllALUES OF A MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THEY ARE ALL REAL. .. .......... • ... 34187 117 
ORICDll CALCULATES THE EIGENVECTORS AND THE EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX UPPER- HESSENBERG MATRIX. .. ................ ,34373 121 
CALCULATES EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS BY HEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION. .. , .. , ................................... , ..... 34154 113 
CALCULATES EIGENl/ALUES AND EIGENVECTORS BY HEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION. .. ............................................. 34156 113 
ENERALIZED EIGENVALUES AHD EIGENVECTORS BY HEANS OF OZ-ITERATION. .. ......................... , ........................ 34601 267 
Ul.ATES THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A COMPLEX HERllITIAN MATRIX, ......... "'"""""""""""" ........... 34369 119 
Ill.ATES THE EIGENllALUES AND EIGENllECTORS OF A CDl1PLEX HERMITIAN MATRIX. .. ........ ., """"""'" .................... 34371 119 
UUITES THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A HATRIX. .. ............................................................... 34194 117 
ULATES ALL EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL UPPER- HESSENBERG HATRIX1 PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGEllVALUES ARE REALI BY .. 34186 115 
ULATES ALL EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A SYHllETRIC llATRIX BY HEANS OF QR ITERATION. , ............ , ................ 34163 113 
VECSYllTRI CALCULATES EIGENVECTORS OF A SYllllETRIC TRIDIAGONAL llATRIX BY llEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION, ............. 34152 111 
llLATES THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A SYllllETRIC TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX BY HEANS OF OR ITERflTION, .................. 34161 111 
EIGllRll CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A COMPLEX HERllITIAN llATRIX. .. ....... 34369 119 
EIGSYll1 CALCULATES EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS BY HEANS OF IllVERSE ITERATION, ........... ,34156 113 
EIGSYll2 CALCULATES EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS BY MEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION, ............ 34154 113 
EIGVALCDll CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A COHPLEX llATRIX. .. .............................. ,34374 123 
EIGIJALHRll CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX HERMITIAN llATRIX. • ""'"'""" ........ 34368 119 
EIGllALSYHl CALCULATES ALL ( OR SOHE > EIGENVALUES OF A SYHllETRIC MATRIX USING LINEAR INTERP .. 34155 113 
EI6VALSYK2 CALCULATES ALL ( OR SOllE l EIGENVALUES OF A SYHHETRIC llATRIX USING LINEAR INTERP .. 34153 113 
THE KODULUS OF THE LARGEST ELEHENT OF A llATRIX AND DELIVERS THE INDICES OF THE HAXIHAL ELEHENT, .................. , ... 31069 241 
ELIMINATION SOLVES A SYSTEll OF LINEAR EQUATIONS llITH POSITIVE REAL EIGENVALUES ( ELLIPTIC B. ,33171 225 
OSITil/E REAL EIGENVALUES < ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PRDBLEll l BY HEANS OF A NDH-ST(ITJONARY 2ND ORDER ITERATIVE llETHOD, 33170 225 
DSITillE REAL EIGENVALUES < ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEH l BY HEANS OF A NON-STATIONARY 2HD ORDER ITERATIIJE llETHODr .. 33171 225 
ELllCOL ADDS A CONSTANT TillES A COLUllN VECTOR TO A COLUllN VECTOR. • ......................... 34023 9 
ELltCOLROll ADDS A CONSTANT TIHES A ROii VECTOR TO A COLUllN VECTOR. .. ........................ 34029 9 
ELllCOLVEC ADDS A COllSTANT TillES A VECTOR TO A COLUllN I/ECTOR. .. ........................... ,34022 9 
ELllCDllCOL ADDS A COMPLEX NUHBER TinES A COHPLEX COLUllN VECTOR TO A COMPLEX COLUllN VECTOR, • 34377 25 
ELllCDllROlll/EC ADDS A COllPLEX NUllBER TIHES A COllPLEX I/ECTOR TO A COKPLEX ROii VECTOR. • , •• , • , ,34379 25 
ELllCDlll/ECCOL ADDS A COKPLEX NUllBER TillES A COllPLEX COLUllN VECTOR TO A COMPLEX VECTOR, ..... 34376 25 
ELllRllll ADDS A CONSTANT TIHES A ROii VECTOR TO A ROii i/ECTOR, ................................ 34024 9 
ELllROllCOL ADDS A CONSTANT TillES A COLUllN VECTOR TO A ROii VECTOR, ........... • .... • .. • .. • ... 34028 9 
ELllROllllEC ADDS A CONST ANT TillES A VECTOR TO A ROii VECTOR, ............. , .... , .............. 34027 9 
ELlll/EC ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A VECTOR TO A VECTOR. .. ...................................... 34020 9 
ELllllECCOL ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A COLUMN I/ECTOR TO A VECTOR, "'""""" ................. 34021 9 
ELlllJECROll ADDS A CONSTANT TIHES A ROii VECTOR TO A VECTOR, ................................. 34026 9 
EHX COMPUTES A SEQUENCE OF EXPONENTIAL INTEGRALS E<NrXl = THE INTEGRAL FROK 1 TO INFINITY 0 .. 35086 183 
E OF EXPONENTIAL INTEGRALS E<N1Xl = THE INTEGRAL FROll 1 TO INFINITY DF EXP!-X * T>/ l**N BT. • ........................ 35086 183 
EQILBRCOll EQUILIBRATES A COKPLEX llATRIX, .... ., .. , ........ , .. , .. , .......... , .............. ,34361 99 
EQILBR EQUILIBRATES A llATRIX BY llEANS OF A DIAGONAL SillILARITY TRANSFORHATION. .. .......... 34173 97 
liLE 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY llEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA llETHOD, • """""""""'"""'"" ....... 33010 141 
6LE 2ND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION ( INITIAL llALUE PROBLEll > BY MEANS OF {I 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD. .. .......... 33012 171 
liLE 2ND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION < INITIAL VALUE PRDBLEH l BY ltEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTT{I llETHODi THIS HETHOD , .33014 175 
SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••u••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••34232 49 
ETERHINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , • , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , .34281 67 
ETERltIHED SYSTEtt OF LINEAR EQUATIONS. • •••••••••••••••••••••••• t •••••••• t •••••• t •• t ••••••••• t •••••••••••• I. t •••• I •• I • • 34283 69 
SYMllETRIC SYSTEll OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY CHDLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT llETHODi THE COEFFICIENT llATRIX SHOULD llE 611/EN COLUllNllI .. 34393 59 
SYMllETRIC SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT llETHODi THE COEFFICIENT llATRIX SHOULD BE GIVEN IN THE U .. 34392 59 
SOLi/ES A SYSTEll OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY GAUSSIAN ELillINATION llITH PARTIAL PIVOTING IF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS IN BAN .. 34322 79 
SYllHETRIC SYSTEll OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY SYMllETRIC DECOHPOSITION, '"'"' ..... """""""""""""" ............. 34293 307 
SOLi/ES II SYSTEll OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT llATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC1 OR CHLDECSOL1. .. .... , .. 34391 59 
SOLVES A SYSTEll OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX HAS BEEN DECONPOSED llY CHLDEC2 OR CHLDECSOL2, ....... .,34390 59 
SYllllETRIC SYSTEK OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT llATRIX HAS BEEN DECOllPOSED BY DECSYll2 OR DECSOLSYll2. .. ....... 34292 307 
OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL BOUllDARY-IJALUE PROBLEll l BY llEANS OF A STABILIZED RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD1 I .. 33066 295 
OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS < INITIAL VALUE PROBLEll li BY EXTRAPOLATION1 APPLIED TO LOW ORDER RESULTS1 A HIGH .. 33180 153 
Pa~e 10 
II OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EOOllHllllS < INITIAL lllilUE PROlllEH ) BY llEllNS OF A 1ST1 2ND OR 3RD ORDER, EXPONENTIONl\LLY FI .. 33070 !~ 
11 OF 1ST ORDER DIFFEREllHAL EllUllTIOllS ( IIHHlil \/AllJE PRDBlEli l IW MEANS OF A 1ST, 21ID OR 3RD ORDER ONE-STEP TAYLOR IU .. 33040 1, 
II OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAi.. E!llJATIONS ( rnmAL llALUE PROllLEli ) BY llEAllS OF A 3RD ORDER. EXPOllEtlTIALLY FITTED. SEllHKP .. 33160 l~ 
II OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EtlUATIIJllS ( U!Ini\l VlllllE PllOBLEH l BY llEl\llS OF A 3RD ORDER MULTISTEP liETllODi THIS llETHOD C .. 33191 2'. 
II OF 2HD ORDER DIFFERENTIAl EOUATIIJllS < INITIAL 111\LUE PROllLEH l BY MEANS OF 11 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUHi\ llETHOD, ........ , .. 33013 I: 
II OF 1ST ORDER DIFFEREl!TIAl ElllJATIONS I INITIAL llllLIJE PROBLEM l BY llEAllS OF II 5TH ORDER RUllGE-KUTTA llETHOD, ........... 33033 1· 
II OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EOUllTIONS < INITIAL llALUE PROBLEll ) BY llEANS OF A STH ORDER RUllGE-KUTTA IUHOOi THE ARC lEN .. 33018 1· 
II Of lST ORDER DIFFERENTIAi. ElllJATIONS ( mmil \11\1.UE l'R!lBlEll ) BY llEllNS OF A STH ORDER RUllGE-KUTTl'1 HETHODi THE INTEGRA .. 33017 1· 
II OF 2ND ORDER DIFFEREllTilll E!llJATIIJNS I INITIAL 111\LUE f'ROBLEll l BY HEAllS OF A STH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD; THIS METHOD .. 33015 t: 
II OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS < INITillL lJAlllE PROBLEM l BY l'IEAllS OF AN EXPOllENTIALLY FITTED, 3RD ORDER RUNGE-KU .. 33120 11 
II OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAi. E!lllt'ITIIJllS I INITIAL llllLUE PROBl.EH ) BY HEANS OF All IHPLICIT, EXPONENTillllY FITTED 1ST ORDER .. 33131 !, 
II OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIONS < IllITIAL l/ALUE .PROBLEH l BY llEANS OF AN IllPLICIT1 EXPONENTIALLY FITTED !ST ORDER .. 33132 2'. 
II OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAi. EOUATIONS I INITIAL VALUE PROllLEll l BY KEAMS OF A STABILIZED RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD WITH LIKITE .. 33061 1: 
II OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL ElllJATIOllS ! IIUTillL 111\LUE l'ROBLEll l BY llEllllS OF A IJllRiilBLE ORDER KULTISTEP HETHOD ADAllS-llOU .. 33080 1: 
II OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL ElllJATIONS ( INITIAL IJALUE PROBLEM l BY MEANS OF A VARIABLE ORDER TAYLOR HETHODi THIS HETHOD •• 33050 11 
II OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL llALIJE PROl'JLEll l BY llEANS OF THE IHPLICIT KIDPOINT RULE !!ITH SMOOTHING A •• 33135 2: 
DETERMINED SYSTEll OF LINEl\R EtlUATIONSr HULTIPLYIHG THE RillHT-HAND SIDE BY THE PSEUDO-INVERSE OF THE GIVEN MATRIX. ..· ... 34280 , 
DETERllillED SYSTEll OF LINEllR ElllJATillllS1 llULTil'LYING THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE BY THE PSEUDO-IllllERSE OF THE GIVEN MATRIX. .. , .. 34282 1 
LIJES A SYSTEll OF 11011-LillEAR EQUATIONS OF llHICll THE JACOBIAN ( BEING A BAND MATRIX l IS GillEN. ,., .............. , .. , .... 34430 2: 
LllES II SYSTEll OF NOll-LillEAR EllUllTIDl!S OF YHICH THE JACOBIAN IS A BAND llATRIX, ................................ , ........ 34431 2· 
D SOLYES I\ SYSTEM OF UllEAR EDUATIOllS1 THE MATRIX BEING DECOllPOSED BY DECBND. .. .... , .. , ................ , .... ,. .. , ..... 34071 : 
Ell OF1ST ORDER DIFFERENTillL ElllJATIONSi THE IJNKN!JllN VARIABLES KAY l\f'PEAR NOIHIIURLY BOTH Ilf THE DIFFERENTIAL EllUATIONS .. 34444 2: 
l SOLIJES A SYSTEll OF llllEAR EQUATIONS llHOSE ORDER IS Sllllll RELATIVE TO THE NUllBER OF BINARY DIGITS IN THE NUMBER REPRES .. 34301 · 
RllillED ,SYSTEll OF llOll-LillEllR ElllJATIOllS llITll 111\RllllllRDT'S llETHOD. .. • ,. ..... , .......... , .................................. 34440 2: 
RllillED SYSTEM OF NON-LillEllR ElllJATIONS llITH THE GllUSS-NEWTON METHOD, ............... , ........ , ........ , .... , ...... , ..... 34441 2 
ES THE ROOTS OF A !llJADRl\TIC EllllATIOll llITH COllPLEX COEFFICIENTS. .. ., , ....... ., .... , .. ., ................................ 34345 1: 
E EIGENIJECTORS OF A COllPLEX EllUILIBRllTED < llY EOILBRCOH l llATRIX INTO THE EIGEllllECTORS OF THE ORIGINAL MATRIX. .. ...... 34362 
EOILBllCllK E!llJillBRATES A COMPLEX llATRIX, ............................................................ 3436! ' 
EOILBR EOOIUDRATES II MATRIX BY llEANS OF I\ DIAGONAL SIMILARITY TRAHSFORllATIOll, .......... , .... • ... 34173 ' 
ERllEUI CALCUU\TES A ROUGH UPPERBIJUND FOR THE ERROR IN THE SOLUTION OF A SYSTEll OF LINEAR EQ.,34241 
llPUTES THE ERROR FUNCTION ( ERF l AND COllPLEllENTARY ERROR FUNCTION < ERFC ) FOR A REAL ARGUHENT, ...................... 35021 2: 
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JACOBNBNDF CALCULATES THE JACOBIAN MATRIX OF AN N-DIHENSIONAL FUNCTIOH OF N VARIABLES, IF T. ,34439 213 
JACOBNKF CALCULATES THE JACOBIAN MATRIX OF All N-DlllENSIONAL FUNCTION OF M VARIABLES USING F .. 34438 213 
JACOBNNF CALCULATES THE J~COBIAN MATRIX OF AN N-DIMENSIONAL FUNCTION OF N VARIABLES USING F .. 34437 213 
JFRAC CALCULATES A TERll!lll\TING CONTINUED FRACTION. .. ...................................... 35083 41 
>AE AND WEIGHTS FOR GAUSS- LAGRANGE QUADRATURE. • ..... t H •• ~ ........... I 11 ••• f I.ff ..... t ........ I .. f I It. 11. I. I. I •••• I .31427 291 
CALCULATES THE ZEROS OF A LAGUERRE POLYNOMIAL. HttltttlttHHlltlflfllltltllllfllfltlftfflfflfllttltHttllllftlttttt31371 211 
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L WITH REAL COEFFICIENlS BY LAGUERRE'S METHOD, ... t'. t t .. t t t t t t ~ .. t tit t' •• It .... f .. t •• ~ t ... ~i .. t ~ t. t t f. t t t.' t t t. t f.~* t *.i. i * ... 34501 
LCULATES THE iIDDIJlUS OF THE lllflllEST ELEMENT OF A l!ATlUX l!l!ll 1lEUIJ£RS THE INDICES Of THE HllXIMAl ElElitllT, , ,, "" .. ,..,,31069 
GIANT DELIVERS THE LARGEST REPRESENTABLE REAL i'IUllBER. , , ,. ... , , , , , , ...... , , , , , , , .. , , , , , .. , .. , •• , .... , • , ••• , ".30004 
s OF THE MTRIX OF A LINEAR LEAST SOOARES PROBUJi, tHffHt6•fttflHHHHtHtHH~t~Ht~OfttffffifJ•1~ttHt~iltHt~•··34134 
FFICIENT MATRIX Of A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM~ t t HI' t t tt H. t H. t It t tt 3 tit i. I.' I. H t t. t. t t. ~ ~; t I .. Ii ft ft. H t t i It f •• 34136 
SOORTDECSOL S!ll.VES A LINEl\R LEAST SQUllRES PROBLEM lW HOOSEHOlDER TRIANGULARIZATION WITH COLUMN INTERCHANGES AND CALCULA .. 34135 
LSllSOI.. SOLVES A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEH IF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY LSQORT!JEC, ......... 34131 
- DECOKPOSITION OF A llt!El\R LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM !!ITH UllEl\R CONSTRAINTS. .. .......................................... 34137 
LSOREFSOL SOLVES A lillEilR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM WITH LINEAR CONSTRAINTS, IF THE MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY lS9DECO •• 34138 
MARGUARDT CALCULATES THE LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF AN OVERDETERMil!ED SYSTEM OF HON-LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH llARGUARDT'S .. 34440 
GSSNElffOll CALCULATES THE LEAST SllUARES SOLUTION OF AN OVERDETERMIHED SYSTEll OF NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH THE GAUSs-M •• 34441 
LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM WITH LINEAR CONSTRAINTS~ t t; ~ff~. It} t It tt. t 6. t H 11 ~It H & I tt tt. f. H f tf 11 •• f'. t ... I ft t ••• I' tf. H .-34137 
LEAST SllUARES PROBLEM WITH LINEAR CONSTRAINTS, IF THE MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY LSGDECOllP, ....................... 34138 
GSSSOL SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS. • ~If.ff •• f. t ft t t It If. ff •••••••• ff t ••• 11 t' t'. t It t. ~· tf I I., tl t &11 t It. If i ••• 34232 
AN OVERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EDUATIONS. tt••1•t•t••••••••tt•ttt•••H1•tt1••••••••H•••ttH•tt•tt••••••tt•••tt••••34281 
N Uf"DERDETERMIM£D SYSTEM OF LINEAR EOOATIW4St H t t t 1 ~~if t H n • t t H f H t 1t 1 tt tu i u f tt t n t 11t t • t' 1eH1111iftHtt1, tt t • t • 134283 F THE llATRIX OF A SYSTEM OF LillEAA EOOATIONS AND CALCULATES AN UPPERBOUND FOR THE RELATIVE ERROR IN THE SOLUTION OF THA •• 34242 
SSSOLERB SOL\IES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR E!!UATI!lNS AND CALCULATES A ROUGH UPl'ERllOUND FDR THE RELATIVE ERROR IN TI!£ CALCULATED •• 34243 
IJES A TRIDIAGOllAl SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIOllS AND PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION \llTHOUT PIVOTING, , ............. 34425 
VES A TRIDIAGOHj\l SYSTEll OF LINEAR EQUATIONS AND PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR DECOilPOSITION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING. .. , .. , ... 34428 
ETRIC TRIDIAGOl!AL SYSTEM OF W!EllR EQUATIONS AND PERFORMS THE TRIDIAGOllAL DECOMPOSITION. .. .. , ............. , ........... 34422 
SSIHSOL SOLVES I\ SYSTEll OF Ul!El\R E!lllATIONS AND THE SOLUTION IS IMPROVED ITERATIVELY. .. , ................ , •• ...... , ... 34251 
S THE HOiIDGEllEOUS SYSTEl'l OF Lll!EAR E!lUl\TIOMS A * X = 0 llND X' t A = 01 llHERE 'A' DENOTES A MATRIX AND 'X' A VECTOR; ( T, .34284 mm~ SYMMETRIC SYSTEll OF LINEAR EllUATIONS BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT METHOD; THE COEFFICIENT KATRIX SHOULD l.lE GIVEN c .. 34393 
EFINITE SYlillETRIC SYSTEll OF LINEAR EtlUATIONS BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT METHOD; THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX SHOULD BE GIVEN J .. 34392 
ECSOLllMD S!lllJES A SYSTEll OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY Gl\IJSSIAN ELIMINATION llHH PARTIAL PIVOTING IF TllE COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS. ,34322 
OLllES ll SYlillETRIC SYSTEll OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY SYMMETRIC DECOMPOSITION. .. ............................................ 34293 
EFINITE SYllHETRIC SYSTEM Of LINEAR E!llJATIOllS BY THE HETHOD Of COllJUGllTE GRADIENTS. , ............... , ............ , .. , ... 34220 
CHLSOL1 SOLVES A SYSTEl1 OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BWJ DECOllPOSED BY CHLDEC1 OR CHLDECSOL1. ..34391 
CHLSOL2 SOLVES A SYSTEH OF UllEAR EOOATIONS IF TllE COCFFICirnT llllTRIX HAS BEEM DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC2 OR CIUECSOL2. , .34390 OLIJES A SYMllETRIC SYSTEll OF LINEAR EOUl\TIOl!S IF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY DECSYll2 OR DECSOl5YM2, ,.34292 
AH OIJERDETERllit!ED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EllUATIONS• llULHl'LYING THE RIGHT-HA/ID SIDE BY THE PSEUDO-INVERSE Of THE GIVEN llllTRIX .. 34280 
II UNDERDETERffUlED SYSTEll OF LINEAR EOUATI!JNS• 11UlHPLY!NG TllE RIGHT-HAND SIDE BY THE PSEUDO-INVERSE OF THE GIVEN ttATRIX .. 34282 S THE HOHll6EllEOUS SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS OF E!.IUATIOllS A $ X = 0 AllD X' t A = o, WHERE 'A' DENOTES A MATRIX AND 'X' .. 34285 SOLBMD SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EIJUATIOMS, THE MATRIX BEING DECO~POSED BY DECBl!D. .. ................... , ......... , .. 34071 
ETRIC TRIDIAGOllAL SYSTEM OF Ul!EAR E!llJATIONS, THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION llEillG GIIJEN. .. .. ., , .... , .. , .... , ........... 34421 
VES A TRIDIAG!JNAL SYSTEK OF LINEAR EOOAHONS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN. .. ................... , .......... 34424 
IJES A TRIDillGflHj\l SYSTEii llF LINEAR EOUliTIONS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN. , .............. , .... , ...... , .... 34427 
TISOLERB SOLVES A SYSTEli Of LINEAR EOUliTIONS; THIS SOLUTION IS IMPROVED ITERATIVELY AND AN UPPERBOUND FOR THE ERROR Ill , .34254 
SOL SOLVES THE SYSTEll OF LINEAR EllUATIOllS WHOSE tlATRIX HAS BEEN TRii\NGULARl Y DECOMPOSED SY DEC. .. ....... , .... , ..... 34051 
SOLELH SOLi/ES A SYSTEll OF lillEAR EQUATIONS llHOSE KATRIX HAS BEEll TRIANGUllllllY DECOMPOSED BY GSSELM OR !lSSERB. .. ..... 3406! 
ITISOl SOLVES A SYSTEli OF LINEAR EOOATIONS ~HOSE MATRIX HAS BEEN TRIA!lGULARlY DECOMPOSED BY GSSEUl OR GSSERB. THIS S0 .. 34250 
TISOLERB SOLVES A SYSTEll OF LINEAR EQUATIONS llHOSE MATRIX HAS TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED BY GSSllRii THIS SOLUTION IS !KPR0 .. 34253 
THE SOLUTIOll Of A SYSTEM OF LillEAR EQUATHlllS llHOSE MATRIX IS TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED BY GSSELK. .. ... ,. ...... , ., .. ., ... 34241 
DECSOL SOLVES A SYSm OF UilEAR EOOATIONS WHOSE ORDER IS SMALL RELATIVE TO THE NUMBER OF BINARY DIGITS rn THE llUHBER •• 34301 
CHARDSOll SOLVES A SYSTEI! OF UNEAR EQUATIONS WITH l'OSHillE REAL EIGEllVALUES < ELLIPTIC llOIJNDARY VALUE PROBLEM l llY KEAN •• 33170 : MillATION SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH POSITIVE REAL EIGENVALUES ( ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM ) BY MEAH •• 33171 · 
RCHAllGES OF THE MATRIX OF A LINEAR I.EAST SQUARES l'ROBLEll. .. ......... ,,. ..... ,,., ................................... ., .34134 
Tl!E COEFFICIEl!T llATRIX OF A LINEAR LEAST SllUAAES PllOBlEH. • ........ , .... , .............................................. 34136 : 
LSllORTDECS!ll Sfil.VES A lll!EAR LEAST SOUAAES f'RllBLEll BY ll!JllSEHOlDER TRlANGUlARIZATIOll lllTH C!ll.UMN INTERCHANGES AND , .34135 
LSOSOL SOLVES A lll!EliR LEAST S!lUARES PROBLEM IF THE CfJEFFICIElff MATRIX HAS DEEN DECOMPOSED BY LSQORTDEC. ..34131 
THE QR- DEClllil'OSIHOll OF ii Ut!EAR LEl\ST SQUARES PROBlEH l!Hll l!llEAR CONSTRAIIHS. ., .... ., ...... , ,. .................... 34137 ; 
lS!!REFSOL SOLVES A LINEAR LEAST SOOARES l'ROBLEIJ !!!Tll LINEAR CONSTRAINTS, IF THE MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOHPOSED BY •• 34138 ; 
POSITIVE DEFINITE SYlllURIC LillEl\R SYSTEll Allll PERFORllS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMl'OSIHON BY CHOLESKY' S METHOD, ............. 34333 
POSITI\IE DEFINITE SYllHETRIC LINEAR SYSTE!l, THE TRIANGULAR llECOllPOSITION BEING GIVEN. .. ,. ....................... , ...... 34332 
FEHRKSYli SllllJES A UNEll!l T!l!l-POINT BOllNDARY-VAUJ£ PROBLEM FOR A FIJURTH ORDER SELF-ADJOrnT DIFFERENHAI. mum .. 33303 : 
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FEHLAGSKEll SOLIJES A LINEAR TWO-POINT llOUNDARY-1!1\UlE !'llOlllEl\ FOR A SEC(Jl!D OODER DIFFERENTIAL El'IUATIOH BY A RITZ- .. 33302 263 
FEllLAGSYll SOLVES A UHEAR Tllll-l'OIIH OOUllDARY-IJALUE PROBLEM FOO A SECOM!l ORDER SRF-llDJ1lillT DIFFERENTIAL E!lUl\TI .. 33300 261 
FEllLAG SOLVES A LINEAR Tllll-POINT BOONDMY-Vi\LUE PROBW1 FGR A SECOND ORDER SELF-1\DJOIIH DIFFERENTIAL EGUATI .. 33301 261 
FEllLAG SOLIJES 11 LINEAR TllO-POIIH BllUHDl\RY-IJAlUE PROBLEM HJR A SECOND ORDER SELF-/.lIIJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EnUATI .. 33171 225 
FEHLAGSYll SOLIJES A LINEAR TllO-POIHT OOUNDilllMALUE PROBLEM FOR A SECOND ORDER SElF-ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EOUATI .. 33171 225 
FEllHERKSYll SOLVES A LINEAR TllO-P!!HH B!JOOMP.Y-IJliLUE l'RO!lWl FOR ll FOURTH ORDER SELF-AI1JOINT DIFFERENTIAL EOUATI .. 33171 225 
FEllLAGSPHER SOLVES A LINEAR TllO-POillT llOUllDMY-VALUE PROBLEM FOR A SECOND ORDER SELF-ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EOUATI .. 33171 225 
FEHLAGSPHER SOLIJES A LINEAR 1110-POIHl OOUNDARY-V$\l..U£ PROBLEM FIJR A SECOND ORDER SELF-AIIJOINT DIFFERENlIAL EllUATI .. 33308 261 
LillEllIH HIN!IHZES A FUllCHIJN OF SEVERllL VARIABLES 1N A GIVEN DIRECTION. , .. , .. , .. , .... , .... 34210 139 
LINIGEIWJS SOLVES i\!l AlllONOllOlJS SYSTEK Of 1ST ORDER DIFFEREllTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE , .33132 221 
LINIGER2 SOLVES AN AIJTONOMOIJS SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EGUATIOllS ( INITIAL VALUE PR .. 33131 165 
LINTFllPOL TRANSFORMS A Pl.lLYWOM!Al IN X INTO A f'!JLYNOllIAL IN Y <Y = A*X + Bl. .............. 31250 43 
LNGADD ADDS TllO DOUBLE PRECISION Nllt!llERS. ,. ... , .. , ....... , • , • , , ............ , ........ , , .. , .31105 271 
LNGDIIJ DIVIDES TOO 00!.IBlE PRECISION lllliil'JERS. • , •• , , , , • , • , • , ..... , , .. , .. , , ... , ..... , ...... , .31108 271 
UIGFULMAT\JEC CALCUlATES BY llOIJBLE PRECISION l\RITHMETIC THE PRODUCT A * Br WHERE II IS A GIVE •• mos 285 
LNGFULSYMllliTIJEC CALCULATES BY DOOllLE PRECISION ARITHIUIC THE PROll\lCT A t II• WHERE A IS A s •. 31507 285 
LNGFULTAMIJEC CALCULATES BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC THE PRODUCT A' * Br WHERE A' IS THE •• 31506 285 
LllGINTADD COMPUTES THE SUK Of LONG HONNEGATIVE INTEGERS, ........ , ...... , .. , ............... 31200 201 
LNGIMTDIIJIDE COll!'UTES THE flUOTIEl!T l!HH REMAINDER Of l!!NG NOllNEGATIVE INTEGERS, ...... , .... 31203 201 
LllBillTlllJI.. T COllPUTES THE PRODUCT OF LONG NllNilEBAHVE HITEGERS. .. .. , .... , .............. , .... 31202 201 
UIGINTPOllER COMPUTES ln$POOER1 WHERE U IS I\ LONG tlONllEGAT!VE INTEGER AND POWER IS THE POSIT •• 31204 201 
LNGINTSUBTRACT C011PUTES THE DIFFERENCE OF l!!NG NOMHEGl\TIVE INTEGERS, ...................... 31201 201 
LHGllllIBAT CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF II ROW OF A VECTOR AND A COLUMN VECTOR BY DOUBLE .. 34413 285 
UlGtlATTAll ClilCULl'ITES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF nm ROii VECTORS BY DOUBLE PRECISION l\RITHliETIC. 34415 285 
LNGllATIJEC CALCULIHES THE SCl'ILAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR AllD A ROM VECTOR BY DOUBLE PRECISION AR .. 34411 285 
LNGllUL l!llLTil'LIES 1110 llllUBLE PRECISION NUMBERS. • , , ........ , ..... , .... , .. , , , , , .. , , , .... , , , .31107 271 
LNGl'Oll COtlf'UTES THE OOUDLE PRECISION POWER OF !i DOUBLE PRECISION NUMBER, ........... , ...... 31110 271 
LNGREATODECI CONVERTS A lllJUlllE PRECISION N\JllllER TO ITS DECIHAL REPRESENTATION. , .......... , 31100 289 
LNGRESVEC CALCULATES BY DOUBLE PREmION /.lRITHllETIC THE RESIDUAL VECTOR A ¥ B t X * c, llHER •• 31508 285 
LN6SCAPRD1 CALCULATES THE SCALAA PRODUCT OF nm IJECTORS GIVEN IN ONE-DillENSIOHAL ARRAYS. WH .. 34417 285 
LNGSEOVEC CALCULATES THE SCl'ILAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS GIVEN IN ONE-DIHENSIONAL ARRAYS, llHE .. 34416 285 
LNGSllll SUBTRACTS TllO llOUBLE !'RECISIOll Nllt!BERS. .. .................... , ..................... 31106 271 
LllGSYHHATVEC CALCULllTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR GIVEN IN A OllE-DIHENSI!JNAL ARRAY AllD, .34418 285 
LHGSYllRES\IEC CALCULATES BY DllUlllE PRECISION ARITHMETIC THE RESIDUAL VECTOR A i B + X * Cr W .. 31509 285 
Ll!GTAHHAT CALCULi\TES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TMO COLUllN VECTORS BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHHETI .. 34414 285 
LNGTllllVEC CALCULAiES THE SClilAR PRODUCT OF fl liECT!!R Allll A C!JlUllN VECTOR BY DIJUBLE PRECISION •• 34412 285 
LNGVECIJEC CALCULMES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TllO \JECTORS BY DOUBLE lrnTGH ARITHMETIC, ....... 34410 285 
LOGllNEPLUSX EIJl'ILUl'ITES THE LOGARITHllIC FUNCTIOll LIHHXl, • , , , ,. • ., ........ , .... , , ...... , .. , .. , , .. , , , , , .... , , .... , ..... 35130 315 
11111'1 CALCULATES THE NATURAL LOGARITHll OF THE Glll!llA FUNCTION FOO l'OSIHllE ARGUllElHS. .. .......... , ................ , ..... 35062 187 
LOG GAll!iA CALCULATES TllE NATUlllil LOGARITHM OF THE GAMlll\ FUNCTION FOR POSITIVE ARGUMENTS. , .35062 187 
UlGOllEPLUSX BMLUl\lES Tl!E LOGARITHIHC F!JllCHON LNU+xl. ,,,, .......... ; .................... 35130 31S 
TES ll*il'OllERt llHERE U IS A LONS lffl!INEGATillE INTEGER AHD POWER IS THE POSIHVE ( SINGLE-LENGTH l EXPONENT, ............ 31204 201 
INTADD COllPUTES THE SUll OF LONS MOllNEGATIIJE INTEGERS. , .. , , , , ... , , , , ... , .. , , , .... , , , , , , , , .. , , .... , , ....... , , .......... 31200 201 
COllPIJTES THE DIFFERENCE OF LONG NONNEGAHVE IiHESERS. , , , , .. , , .. , ...... , , ........ , .... , .......... , ., ... , , .. , , .. , ...... 31201 201 
U COHl'UTES THE PRODUCT OF LONG NOHNEGl'ITIVE INTEGERS, .. , .. , , ........ , ...... , , , ... , , ... , .. , ...... , , ..... , ....... , , .... 31202 201 
QUOTIENT llITH REllAIIIDER OF LOOG NONNEGATIVE INTEGERS. , ... , .... , •• , ., ....... , , • , .. , ............. , , .. , ...... , .... , ..... 31203 201 
LSllDECOMP COMPUTES THE OR- DECOMPOSITION OF A LINEAR LEAST StlUl\RES PROBLEM llITH LINEAR CONS .. 34137 309 
LSllDGLINIJ CALCULATES THE DIA!lON~l ELEllENTS OF THE H'l\IERSE OF ll'llr llHERE H IS THE COEFFICIEH .. 34132 63 
LSOIHV CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF THE MATRIX s•s, WHERE s IS THE COEFFICIENT llATRIX OF A LIN .. 34136 207 
LSOORTDEC DELIVERS THE HOIJSEll!JlllER TRil\llGUl.ARIZATION WITH COLUllN INTERCHANGES OF THE llATRIX .. 34134 63 
LSQORTDECSOL SOLVES ll UNEliR LEAST SGUAAES PROBLEM BY HOUSEHOLDER TRIANGULARIZATION WITH CO •• 34135 65 
LSOP.EFSOL SIJLIJES A UliEllR LEAST SflUilRES PROBLEM WITH LINEAR CONSTRAINTS• IF THE MATRIX HAS , .34138 309 
LS!ISOL SOL\JES l'I LillEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM IF THE COEFFICIENT llATRIX HAS BEEM DECOMPOSED , .34131 65 
LUPZERORTP!!l Cl!lCIJlATES A lllll!llER OF !lllJACENT UPPER OR UJWER ZEROS OF AN ORTHOGONAL P!!LYNOMI .. 31363 211 
llARGUAADT CALCUIJ\TES THE LEAST SOUl\llES SOUJTHlN OF AN O\/ERDETERMINED SYSTEH OF NON-LillEAR E .. 34440 219 
MATllllT l= SCALAR PRODUCT OF A Rll!l VECTOR llND A COLUll!l \!ECTOR, ............................. 34013 7 
kwicir.dex Pase 10 
TES THE INFINITY- NORM Of A MATRIX. tH H t Ht t I ....... ~~ t t ttH .... ~. Ht f Hf t H t .. H'. tt .... H ... HH.' H •• t t H f ~ .. t t ••• 31064 .21 
CAlClH..ATES THE 1- HORH OF A MATRIX. H H t 9 t Ii ..... f .. & .. f+t .... Iii ... fH t •• HU+HUf •• t. t I ft fH ft~ ~H ff f tit. 0 t .. t tH f .31068 2· 
DUPKAT COPIES A MATRIX INTO ANOTHER MATRIX. tH f ... Hf .. H •• Ht .. HI .... It t 11 ... HHt. tttt ... 11 HI t ... t ft t li31035 
PRD PREllULTIPLIES A COMPLEX llllTRIX llITH I\ COlll'lEX llOUSEHll!.ll£R 111\TRIX, ........ , .... , ..... , .. , ,. , .. ,. ................ , .. 34356 
IHIHAT INITIALIZES fl MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT. t H •• t I ..... t+' •• I tt t t. ' ... H .. t ..... tt t t' ....... t. H ... I. tt t .. t t tt31011 
HATTA!! I= SCALAR PRODllCT OF ll ROil VECTOR AND A ROii VECTOR. • ........ , ...... , .... , ..... ,. , .. 34015 
HATVEC l= SCALAR PRODllCT OF A ROii VECTOR AND A VECTOR, ...... , ...... , ...... , ....... , .... , .. 34011 
llAXEUIROll Al)DS A CONST{l!IT TIHES A ROii VECTOR TO A ROii IJECTOR1 HAXELKROll:=THE SUBSCRIPT OF A .. 34025 
ROY VECTOR TO A ROii IJECTOlh llAXELllROlll =THE SUBSCRIPT OF AN ELEllEMT OF THE NEW ROY VECTOR WHICH IS OF llAXIMUM ABSOLUTE IJ .. 34025 
llBASE DELIVERS THE BASE OF THE ARITHMETIC OF THE COOPUTOR, ....... , .... , ........ , .......... 30001 2: 
llERGESORT DELIVERS A PERllUTATION OF INDICES CORRESPONDING TO SORTING THE ELEMENTS OF A GIVE •• 36405 2~ 
llillIN llINIKIZES A FIJllCHON Of O!IE VARIABLE IN A GIVEll INTERVAL, .. , .... , .... , .. , ............. , ... 34433 2; 
llIIHNDER llIHIHIZES A FIJllCTION OF ONE VARIABLE IN A GIVEN ItlTERVAl, USING VALUES OF THE FUNCTION AND , , 34435 2: 
RMK111Ill llINillIZES A FUllCTIOll OF SEVERAL VARIABLES. ,. ......... , .... , .......... , .................... 34214 I 
FLEllIN KINillIZES A FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES, , ...... , .................................. , ..... 34215 I 
PRAXIS llIIHIHZES A FIJllCTION OF SEIJERAL VARIABLES, ........................ , ....................... 34432 2~ 
lINEIHN IUNIIUZES A FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES IN A GIVEN DIRECTION. .. ................ ,. .. , .... 34210 1~ 
llININDER llillIKIZES A FIJllCTION OF ONE VARIABLE rn A IJI\JEN INTERVAL• USING VALUES OF THE FUNC .. 34435 2l 
llININ tlillillIZES A FIJllCTIOH OF ONE VARIABLE IN I\ GIVEN INTERVAL. ........ , ....... , .. , ....... 34433 2~ 
llINHAXPOL CALCULATES THE COEFFICIENTS or THE POLYNOMIAL THAT APPROXIMATES II fUNCTIOlh GIVEN •• 36022 11 
BESS Il CALCULATES THE llODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND Of ORDER ONE. ........ , .... , ,. .. , .. , .............. 35171 2~ 
NEXI' BESS I1 CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION OF THEIST KIND OF ORDER ON£i THE RESllLT IS MULTIPLIED BY EXP(-ABS( ,.35176 2~ 
BESS IO CALCULATES THE llODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIOll OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER ZERO. .. .. , ...... , ......... , ............. 35170 2: 
llEXI' Bl;SS JG CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE1ST KIND OF ORDER ZERO; THE RESULT IS KULTIPLIED BY EXl'!-ABS .. 35175 2: 
BESS IAPLUSll CALClll.ATES THE llODIFIED BESSEL fUllCTIONS OF THElST KIND OF ORDER MHr H=Q,.,,,MHAX , A>=O AND ARGUMENT X>= .. 35190 2: 
BESS IAPLUSN CALCULATES THE MODIFIED llESSEl FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER A+l!i N=01 .. ,,NKAX , A>=O AND ARGUMEllT X> .. 35193 2: 
BESS I CALCULATES THE HODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS Of THE !ST KIND OF ORDER L < L = o, .. ,,N l. ..................... 35172 2: 
ONEXP BESS I CALCULATES THE llODIFIED BESSEL FUllCTIOllS OF THEIST KIND OF ORDER L ( L = o, ,.,,N H THE RESULT IS KULTIPLI .. 35177 2~ 
BESS KA01 CALCUL1HES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THEJRD KIND OF ORDER A AND Mli A>=01 AND ARGUMENT X1 X>O, ... 35191 25 
XP BESS KAOl CALCULATES THE llODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER A AND Atlr A>=O AND ARGUMENT x. no. MUL .. 35194 2~ 
BESS KAPLUSll CALCULATES THE llODIFIED BESSEL FUllCTIOllS OF THE3RD KillD OF ORDER AtNi N=O,, .. 1NHAX , A>=Oi AND ARGUllEHT X> .. 35192 2~ 
BESS KAPLllSll CALCULATES THE KODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS Of THE 3Rll KIND OF ORDER A+Ni N=O, .. , , Nl!AX , A>=O AND ARGUKEllT X>., 35195 2~ 
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ROllPERll PERHllTES TllE ELEKEHTS Of A GIIJEN ROii OF A llATRIX Af:CORDillG TO A GIVEN PERHllTATION O. ,36403 297 
'ES THE INFINITY- HORH Of A ROM VECTOR. HH•ft~tltHHHt~••HttttttHftttftfftttlttllHltttHttttHftttlHltttttltltt31062 241 
:Al..CUlATES THE 1- NORK OF A ROO VECTOR. ff&HttffHtttHHfitltHft$tfHt~••ttt1ftUtfttlflltlllHlfOfttttHHtHtttt1t31066 241 
"KAT := SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR AND A COLUMN VECTOR. ~ ... H. l f. ff ....... ' It ... t t .................... t .. ' .. 'I .... 34013 7 
iCALAR PRODUCT Of A COlll'l.EX ROii IJECT!lR AND A COlll'l.EX VECTOR, , .. , " ...... ,. ...... , .... , .... , ................. , ........ , 34354 23 
TTAK ::: SCALAR PRODUCT Of A ROW VECTOR AND A RO~ VECTORt ~·~•t*ii"&t6lHtHtH&&~~~Htt~+tl~ttt•&t•••t~H•~•·lfH~H&Ht~34015 
TVEC := SCALAR PRODOCT OF A rum VECTOR AND A VECTOR~ ~~i.~.~.~ H H ~ ~ f H. & H t H j ~ ~ J *H. i H f u f e H H & f H ~ 6. ~ u e. tt. ~ t ~ & ~ ~34011 
RO!ICST 111.!LTIPUES A Cllill'tEX ROY \IECTOO BY i\ CO!ll'LEX UBER. , .. ., .. ., ....... ,. ..................... , .... , ........... ,. .34353 
ROUCSl HUlJiftJES A ROW lJEClOR BY A CfJNSTANTe &o~efe~&H~~a*~*~fH~t•t~tHHitHt&titfHltt&Q~~f@i~HHl•t~tftt311J2 
I\ COl!STAllT 111.!LTIPUED BY A ROW IJECTOR INTO R ROii IJECIOR. .. ...................................... ' .. H ................ 31021 
DUP\JECROU COPIES {\ ROW \JECllJR IITTO A VECTORe t & tt 1~H1 u t ~ & & ~ 1H1 * & H ~ f He t •tu H H 6 H • t 1 ~ H t tt t t & H t i 1t~~Ht131031 
S THE SCALM l'llOllOCT Of TOO ROO VECTORS BY DOODLE PRECISHJN l\RITHTIC, ....... ., .. , ., .......... , ........ ., ...... ., .... 344!5 28 
ROii _AllllS A CIJllSTllllT HHl:S ii R!IU llECT!Jl TO A CllliJl!ll I/ECTOR. .. , .. ., • ., ...... ., .............. , .... ,. ... ., ....... , ........ 34029 
ROW ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO A ROO VECTGRt HHHHtHiO!HH&HHHHtHltHHtHtHtttHfHHltlHHHH34024 
ROii ADDS ll COllSTAl!T HllES 11 ROW \!ECTOR TO A ROii VECTOR, llAXELMROWMHE SllllSCRIPT Of AN ELEMENT OF THE NEii ROii VECTOR llH. ,34()25 
ROW ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A ROY VECTOR TO A VECTOR& Ht t et~~~ 1t~il1' ~ t Hiott t H Ht H t & ~ ~ u ~ t H tt t ~ 111-1~t•HH1 • t ~ t t H ~ t34026 
ION BY HEMS Of A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KlITTtl METHOD~ }&i ~;g{l~t~&ll~H~&Ht~t&~llH~HfHHHf~ltfHttlt~••tttttHtftlf!f~tJll33010 14 
H ) BY ME/\HS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD§ & t~ f tt i ~ tt. t. 11 t• t' t & 111 It t ~·~ & .,. , , •• f tt t t. t. t I tt t ••• ~ •• t *If. i I b t tft ~ .33012 17 
ff) BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUOO£-f\UTTA HETHOD. ~H~HtHt,t1aHttttttt~t1HtHet1111t&tHttHtttHttttfftHftfttt~tt1t33013 17 
K ) BY HEMS OF A 51'H ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METOOlh *ft. H ~ tH Hitt IH ~. f ~. ~ t ft t t It HI t' .. f. Hi i HI t H t ~tiff i H f tl it. & t. H ,33033 14 
DEili EXP!lllE!lTHllli\lLY FITTED Rll!ffi£-·KUHA HETl!!JDi AUTOllAHC STEl'SIZE CONTROL • , , , ••••• , , , • , • , , , , , • , , •• , , , • , , ••••• , , , , , , .33070 15 ) BY HEMS Of A STlillIUZED RUl!GE-KUTTR HETI!illh rn i'ARHCUlAR SUITABLE FOR SYSTEMS llRISING FROll nm ................... 33066 29 
ii l BY llElll!S Of A 5Tll ORDER RIJMGE-1\UTTA llETHllDi THE l!RC LENGTH IS INTRODUCED AS AN INTEGRATION VARIAllLEi THE I ' ........ 33018 14 
II l BY llEAl!S Of A 5Tll OllllER Rll!lllE-KUTTfl METH!JDi THE IHTEGRATI!l!l IS TERllIMATED AS SOON AS A CONDITIOll ON X£0l,. ..... ., .33017 14 
ION BY llEAllS llF A 5TH ORDER Rllll!lHUTTA llrnlOlli THE INTEGRATI!ll! IS TERIHMllTED AS SOO!I AS A COMD!TION Oil X AND y, l!HICH .. 33016 14 
IAllY FITTED. SEllI-IIJPLICH RIJllGE-KUHI\ METHOD• mm METHOD .... ' ............ ' ......................... ' .............. 33160 15 
NEllTIALlY FITTElh 3Rll IJIUlER R!lllGE-l\llHI\ llHHOD; nns llHll!lD CAN BE USED TO ........................................... 33120 16 
II l BY llEAl!S Of A STH ORDER RUlltlHIJTT ll HETI!!.ID; THIS llETHOD CAN flllLY BE USED IF THE RIGHT llll!ID SIDE OF THE DIFF ....... 33015 17 
l llY !1EAllS Of A STABILIZED RUNGE-KUHi! llETHOll llITll lllmED STORAGE REllUIREllENTS, ......... ,. ,. ... , ,. ............... , .. 33061 15 
T MllA T : " SCALAA rnooocr Of A f.OlUllll VECTOR AND A COLUMN VECTOR. • ....... " .......................... 34014 
H!i'l\IEC != SCALI\!! P!!ODUCT OF A ClllUllll VECTOR Al!!l A VECTOR. .. .. " .. ,", ........... , ... ., ...... , ...... ,34012 
COHMAT\/EC CRLCIJU\TES THE SCALAR PRODIJCT OF A CO!ll'LEX llOll VECTOR AND A C!JKPLEX VECTOR. , ", .. ., ........ , ......... ., .,34354 
lNGMTllAT CAl.CULATES Tl1£ SCAlllll i'!!OllllCT Of A ROil Of ll IJECTIJR llllD A COliJl!ll \/ECTOR B'I DOUI!LE PRECISION ARITHKETIC. , , .34413 28 
MT!lllT l= SCALAR PR!lllOCT Of A li:Oll llECTllll AND ll COLUMN \/ECTOR. .. ............................... ., .... 34013 
iU!TlM l= SCALAR PmJD!lCT Of ll ROY VECTOR AND I\ Rllll \/ECTOR. .. .... ., , .... ,. ........ " ...... • .. , ..... .,34015 
llATIJEC l= SCALll!l P!lO!lUCT IJF A ROil VECTOR AND A \IECT!lll. .. .......... , ., ........... , ............ , .... .,34011 
UIGTAliVEC CALCULATES THE SCALAR l'ROOOCT OF ll IJECTOR MID A COLIJllN I/ECTOR BY DOUBLE PRECISION AAITHllETIC. .. .. , ....... 34412 28 
SYllllAMC l= SCALAA PRODUCT OF I\ VECTOR AHD 11 ROii Of A SYKllETRIC MATRIX, llHIJSE UPPERTR!AHGLE IS GIVEll CO, .34018 
lMIJHATVEC CALCl.l!.ATES THE SCALAR !'ROllOCl llF A VECTOR lllID A ROM \/ECTOR DY OOUU PRECISION AAinll!filC. • .. ., .......... 34411 28 
\IEC\/EC l= SCALAR PROIJUCT OF A VECTOR AllD A VECTOR. • ...... ,. ................... , ...... " ..... •" ..... 34010 
lllGSYIWITIJEC CALClll.l\TES THE SCALAR l'RO!lllCT OF ll \/ECTOR Gii/Eii IN ll IJNE-DillEllSI!ll!Al l\RRl\Y AND A ROM OF I\ SYlllURIC HATRIX .. 344!S 28 
ll!GTMllAT CALCULATES rnE SCALAR l'ROOOCT llF TllO COLUH!l VECTORS BY OOUll!.E PRECISION ARITHllETIC. .. ................... ,34414 28~ 
ll!GllATTAll CRLCUlflTES THE SCALM! PRl!llOCT Of Tll!I ROii l/ECTIJRS BY llllUBlE Pl!ECISION ARHH!lmc. .. ....................... 34415 20: 
llllllJECVEC CALCllll\TES THE SCALM PROUT Of TllO VECTORS DY OOUBLE LENTGH ARITHKETIC. .. .............................. 34410 W 
SEQ\/EC := SCALAR PllllllOCT IJF T!Jll VECTORS Gl\!Ell rn Ol!E-DiliENSIONlil. ARRAYS, HRE THE 111.!TIJAL SPACINGS DE. ,34016 
LNGSEll\.IEC CALCULATES THE SCALAR P,RllllUCT OF Hiil \IECHlRS GI\IEH IM ONHlillENSIOHl\l ARRAYS, llHERE THE liUTIJAl SPACillGS BE •• 34416 28: 
SCAl'RD1 != SCALAR PR!JOOCT !If nro IJ£CTllRS Sl\IEM IM !lllE-DillEl!SHllW. ARRAYS. WHERE THE SPACINGS OF BOTH V .. 34017 
LNGSCRPRDi CALCULATES THE SCIM..11!! l'R!lllllCT IJf Tl!O IJECTfillS GIVEN rn ONE-Dil1EllSillNAL ARRAYS, !lllERE THE Sl'llCINGS OF BOTH lJ .. 34417 28: 
SCAf'Rll1 := SCl'll.ll!l l'RilDOCT OF TllO IJECTIJRS Gii/Di Hl ON'E-DHlENSIOllAl ARRAYS1 MRE THE SPACHIG .. 34017 
SCLCO!! l!OOllllUZES THE C!IUJl!NS OF I\ COIJPLEX Ml'ITRIX. .. ............... , ....... , .. , ...... ., ., ,34360 2' 
Pl!OJIL.Eli FOO t'l SECOf!D !l!lllER SEU-ADJOIIH DIFFERENTIAL Ef.!Ul\TION BY A RITZ- GALEl!J(Ill llETHO!l. .. ...... , ........ , ...... , .. ,33300 26: 
l'ROJIL.EH FOR A SECOl!ll ORDER Slli-ADJOrnT DIFFEREl!TIRL Ef.!Ul\TWN BY A RITZ- GALERKIN 11ETHIJDi THE COEFFICIENT OF Y' IS SUP .. 33301 26 
Pllllllll! FOO 11 FOORTH lmllER SELF-lillJDHIT llIFFERENTIRL E!llJATillll MITH llIRICllLET BOUNlJA!!Y COODIHIJl!S BY A RITZ- 61\1.ERKIN H .. 33303 W 
PROBl.Eli FOR A SECOl!D ORDER SRF-llDJOINT DlffERENHRL rnumo11 MITH Si'l!EIUCAl COO!llHNilTES BY A RHZ-GALERKIN METHOD. ..33308 26: 
SElZER!lRTl'Ol CALCULATES A MIJllBER Of ADJACENT ZEROS OF AH ORTllOGOllAL POLYNOiiIAL ........... 31364 21: 
RllER• EXPOllENTIALLY FITTED, SEIH-IlfUCH RIJl«iE-KIJHA HETHOD; THIS llETHOD , , , , , , , • , , , , , •• , • , , •• •, •• , •,, ••• • • •.,,,, •, •• 33160 15' 
JHT£RPOLATION USING A STURM S[fil(~. ~ o HH H &H HHHH H t t ~ ~ 1 uu t ~et H uu f ~ tt H~ tt t n 1 ft & t tu H • Ht ~ t • tt f ~ & • • t • t; 134151 11'. 
112 CALCULATES All ( Ill! SM l EIGEll\IALIJES llf ii SYM!UlHC MATRIX IJSHIG UllEAR IllTERl'OlAHOll Of A FUllCTIOll DERIVED FRllli A, ,33171 22! 
111 CALCl.l!.ATES l\ll ( IJll SOl!t l EIGEllWILUES llF 11 SYl'i!URIC MATRIX USING l.HIEAA IITTEl!POl.ATIIJN OF ll FUNCTION DERI\IED FROH A .. 33171 22! 
SEG\IEC := SClltAA PllOllOCT OF TWO IJECTOllS GIIJEI! IN !JNE-DIMEMS!OHAL ARRAYS, WHERE THE MUTUAL S .. 34016 
OLSER EVALUATES A CH£BYSHEV SERIE:Si ~ H HH &~ ~H t H ~Hu} ~ hH H ~"' 1 ~ ~ u t Hitt t tt t tt t t ~ H t H t ~ t ~ t ff tt t • H t n ~ • t t ~ t t .. 31046 2~ 
SIMSER EVALUATES A SINE SERIES, t t t. t. t. t •• If t t f •• t ft •••• t t •• If t I 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••• I I. t ••• I ••• f •••• I I. t •• 11 •• 31090 203 
COSSER EVALUATES A COSINE SERIES, t f ttHt t ft I+ f HI tt t f9 ... t t .. t ft t t It tft ............ t I. f. t ........ t ........... ff ft ••• 31091 203 
~ousERt EVALUATES A FOURIER SERIES. • i ..... ~ ....... ~ .................................................................. ,31093 203 
'OUSER2 EVALUATES A FOURIER SERIES. • t ••• f ••• t t •• t t ••• t f I I. f I •• '. t. I. I •••• I. It ••• I •••• I I. It t ••• I •• 11 I I. t I. t f •• t It I •• I I .31094 203 
~VALUATES A COMPLEX FOURIER SERIES. • t. t H t •••• t .. H ff H •• & ............ I. t t I. I .. I .... I I I ... ft ......... I. I ... I •• t' ...... 31096 203 
:VALUATES A COKPLEX FOURIER SERIES. t t I. H ... I •• t 'H ... '. I I •• t I I I. I I. f tt I I. I ... I. I I I. f •• I. I. I. I .... I I I I.' I ..... I ... I ••• 31097 203 
"EGRAL OF A GIVEN CHEBYSHEV SERIES, t t1 ••• 11 H. I •• I J. 11ft ...... 111 I 11 ... I ... I ........................... I ... t t t I ft •• I I .31248 205 
JllORTPOL EVALUATES A FINITE SERIES EXPRESSED IN ORTHOGONAL POLYNOHIALS, 6IVEll BY A SET OF RECURRENCE COEFFICIENTS, .... 31047 293 
tTPOLSYH EIJALUATES A FINITE SERIES EXPRESSED IN ORTHOGONAL POL YNOIHALS1 GIVEN BY A SET OF RECURRENCE COEFFICIENTS. .. .. 31058 293 
FOUSER EVALUATES A FOURIER SERIES llITH EtlUAL SINE AND COSINE COEFFICIENTS. .. ......................................... 31092 203 
cVALUATES A COllPLEX FOURIER SERIES WITH REAL COEFFICIENTS. , , , .. , , , .. , , , , .... , , .. , , , , .. , .. , .. , , , , .... , ......... , .. , , , .. 31095 203 
lllOllIAL FROll POWER Sllll INTO SHIFTED CHE8YSllE\/ SUH FORll1 .............. ""' .. , ........ , ................................ 31053 43 
tANSFORllS A POLYNOllIAL FROM SHIFTED CHEBYSllEV SUH FORM INTO POWER SUi! FORM, , .......................................... 31054 43 
SHTCHSPOL TRANSFORMS A POLYNOMIAL FROll SHIFTED CHEBYSHEV SUM FORM INTO POWER Sllll FORll. .. .. 31054 43 
fRIX BY llEANS OF A DIAGONAL SillILARITY TRAllSFORllATION, , , , , , .. , , .. , , , , , , , , .. , ...... , , , , , .. , , , .... , , , , , .... , , , , , , , , , .. , ,34173 97 
l A HERllITIAN KATRIX INTO A SillILAR REAL SYllHETRIC TRIDIAGOllAL MATRIX. .. .... , .... , ...... , .......... , .. , ........... , ... 34363 105 
j'.\l SYllltETRIC HATRIX INTO A SIHILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE BY llEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER'S TRANSFORMATION, , .......... , ...... , ...... 34140 101 
cAL SYl!KETRIC MATRIX INTO A SlllILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE BY MEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER'S TRANSFORllATION, .. , ...... , .. , ............ 34143 101 
illNAL TRANSFORHr!TIOH IllTO A SillILAR UNITARY UPPER- HESSENBERG MATRIX WITH A REAL NONME ........ , .. , .... , .... , .......... 34366 107 
TRANSFORllS A MATRIX INTO A SillILAR UPPER- HESSENllERG MATRIX BY 11EANS OF WILKINSON'S TRANSFORHATIOll, .. , ...... , .... , ... 34170 103 
IAL Hr!TRIX IJHICH IS UNITARY SIMILAR llITH A GIIJEN HERMITIAN MATRIX, .. , .......... , ....... , ...... , ........ , .............. 34364 105 
SillCOSF6 IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE SINE AND COSINE INTEGRALS, .. , .... , ......... , ... 35085 185 
SillCOSrnT CALCULATES THE SINE INTEGRAL SHXl AND THE COSINE INTEGRAL CI(X), ............... 35084 185 
[llH COMPUTES THE HYPERBOLIC SINE FOR A REAL AR6UllENT X. .. .............. ""' ...... , .,, .. , ....................... , ..... 35111 181 
JTES THE IllVERSE HYPERBOLIC SINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X. .. , ...... , ............................................... , ..... 35114 181 
SINCOSINT CALCULATES THE SINE INTEGRAL SHX> AND THE COSINE INTEGRAL CI<Xl. .. , .............. , ................. , .... 35084 185 
SINSER EVALUATES A SINE SERIES, ... I •• It ... I .... If f tt •• I .......................... ' I ....... I It I .... t ...... ' ••• 31090 203 
SOLOIJR CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES DECOl:IPOSITIOH AND SOLVES AN OVERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, .... 34281 67 
SOLUND CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES DECOllPOSITION AND SOLIJES AH UNDERDETERllINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EllUATIONS, ... 34283 69 
>NGVALDECBID CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES DECOllPDSITION OF A MATRIX OF WHICH THE BIDIAGONAL AND THE PRE- AND POSTIIULT .. 34271 125 
lRISNGVALDEC CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES DECOMPOSITION U * S i V', WITH U AND V ORTHOGONAL AND S POSITIVE DIAGONAL, 34273 127 
lRISNGVALllID CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES OF A BIDIAGONAL tlATRIX. .. ..................... """' ..................... 34270 125 
llRISNGVAL CALCULATES THE SUlGULAR VALUES OF A GIVEN MATRIX. , ....... "", ........................ , .. , ...... , .... , ... 34272 127 
SillH COMPUTES THE HYPERBOLIC SINE FOR A REAL ARGUllENT X. .. .. , ...... , .. , .... , ...... , ...... , 35111 181 
SINSER EVALUATES A SINE SERIES. • I ...... I. It ............ I .......... I •• I .. 11 I I .... I I .... ft •• 31090 203 
DllARF DELIVERS THE Sl!ALLEST I IN ABSOLUTE IJALUE l REPRESENTABLE REAL NUMBER, .......... , .. , ........ , .... , ..... 30003 275 
SNDREHEZ EXCHANGES AT KOST 11+1 NUMBERS llITH NUMBERS OUT OF A REFERENCE sm IT IS AH AUXILI .. 36021 197 
SOLBND SOLIJES A SYSTEM Of LINEAR EllUATIONS1 THE MATRIX BEING DECOMPOSED BY DECllND. , ....... 34071 79 
SOLELM SOLVES A SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS WHOSE MATRIX HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY DECOHPOSED BY .. 34061 49 
SOLOIJR CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES DECOllPOSITIOll AND SDLIJES AN OVERDETERMINED SYSTEll OF .. 34281 67 
SOL SOLVES THE SYSTEll OF LINEAR EllUATIOHS llllOSE MATRIX HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY DECOllPOSED llY .. 34051 49 
SOLSVDDVR SOLVES AN OIJERDETERtlIMED SYSTEll OF LINEAR EtlUATIONSt llULTIPLYIHG THE RIGHT-HAND S .. 34280 67 
SDLSVDUllD SOLVES AN UNDERDETERllINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EllUATIONSr MULTIPLYING THE RIGHT-HAND .. 34282 69 
SDLSYM2 SOLIJES A SYllllETRIC SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DE, .34292 307 
SOLSYHTRI SOLVES A SYllltETRIC TRIDlllGONAL SYSTEM OF LINEAR EGUATIONS1 THE TRIANGULAR DECOMP0 .. 34421 93 
SOLTRIPIIJ SOLVES A TRIDIAGONl\l SYSTEM Of LINEAR EOUATIONS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION BEIN .. 34427 83 
SOLTRI SOLVES A TRIDillGONAL SYSTEll OF LINEAR EOUATIONS THE TRIANGULAR DECOllPOSITION BEING G •• 34424 83 
SOLUND CALCULATES THE SINGULAR 1!1\1.UES DECOMPOSITION AND SOLIJES AN UNDERDETERMINED SYSTEll OF, .34283 69 
NONLINFEHLAGSKEW SOLVES A llOHLINEAR TWO-POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM FOR A SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EllUATI0 .. 33171 225 
RK3 SOLVES A SINGLE 211D ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EOUATION I INITillL VALUE PROBLEM l BY MEANS OF A 5TH, ,33014 175 
Of INDICES CORRESPONDING TO SORTING THE ELEMENTS OF A GIVEN IJECTOR INTO NON-DECREASING ORDER, , .... , .................. , 36405 297 
SPHER BESS I CALCULATES THE IIDDIFIED SPHERICAL BESSEL FUllCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND: ItKt.Sml .. 35152 247 
SPHER BESS J CALCULATES THE SPHERICAL BESSR FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND: J[K+.5JlmSORHPI/, ,35150 247 
SPHER BESS K Cl\lCULATES THE MODIFIED SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND: KClt.5HXl .. 35153 247 
SPHER BESS Y CALCULATES THE SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND! YCK+.5l(X)*SllRHPI/ .. 35151 247 
S I CALCULATES THE llODIFIED SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE iST KIND! HKt.5J<XliSORT<PI/12*Xll • K=O• .. , 1N , WHERE H .. 35152 247 
l'a!le 26 
SPllEll BESS J Ci\lCIUTES TIJE S!'!lERICl!l BESSE!. FllllCTUl!lS Of n!E 1Si KIND: Jrnt,5JOO$S!lRHPI/!2¥Xl h K=O, .. ,,N , WHERE JC. ,35150 24 
s I CALCllllHES THE lill!Hm!l Sl'llE!UCAI. !lESSE1 rnwcnoos OF THE ml rnro lllJlHPIED BY EXP<-rn HKt.5l!Xl$SORHPI/!28)())3 .. 35i54 24 
s K CALCllUITES THE ll!IDIHED SPIJER[C/11 BESSEL FUllCTHJ?lS OF T!IE 3RD KrnD: m+.5HJOSSORT!PI/(2UX)), I=o ..... N ' WHERE KC .. 35153 24 
s K CALCIUTES TllE MllllIFIED SP!lmCl\l DESSEI. FUl!CHlll!S l:lF TllE Jil:D Knill HUlHPLIE!l BY EXPHXl: m+.smiiSORT!PI/(2*10l .. 35155 24 
S!'!lER BESS y CALClllllTES THE SPHERI!:Af. BESSEL FllllCHONS (lf Ti£ 3RD Krnll: '([K1,5](X>*SORHPI/(2SX)), K=o ..... N ' WHERE H .. 351~' 24 
COllSllRT CAlClll.11 lES TllE S!llll\RE ROOT OF I\ 00111'1.U llUMllER, ...... , .... , ....... ,. ................ , .... , .. , .. , .. ,. .... , 34343 3 
START IS All il!JXIUMY P!llJCEllllRE HI BESSELFUl!CHIJN PROCEDURES. .. ,. ........ , ,. , .......... , .,35195 24 
tfETHOD CAN JJE USED TO S[MJJ£ STIFF' S t •~• ® @t ft tt & @ & t t f o ~@ & t t t ~tot t ~& ~t t t& 11 a~~ t t t ft- i+t t &~t t f i & ttt fJI ot tt & ••• tt tt& t ttt ttl t 133050 16 
ER lllFFEREllHlll Ell!li'lTIOllS ( rnmlil. \hlLIJE P~OlllEll ) BY ilEANS OF A 3RD ORIO MUl.TISTEP METH!llli THIS HETllOD CAN BE USER D .. 33050 16 
INEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STURM SEQUENCE~ ~·~tt~fHf1Ht~HHttllt'H0ttHll~t~H!itUtH~'HHtt&l&OttfltttHttttitttHtl3415111 
f A fUNCTUiN DERIVED FROM A STURM SEmJEHC[~ & t t & t H t Hi uu ~ ~1> o au 1u1 & t n & & H H ~ f o & t t ft H t' t t t e H HU t Htt H tt tot nt o t34153 11 
f A FUNCTION D£RJV£D fROO A STURN S[Qt.JENCE11 t & H ~ H 9 ~ H t n t H § Ht@ ~ t t et o He 1 t t t t t e ~ t 11 t & t t Ht t 11 tat ett & ut t tt tt tto tut t t t341'55 11 
U«lSUB SUBTRACTS TIJO DOIJIJLE PRECISION llllllBERS. , .. , .. , , , .. , , , , , , , , , ...... , , , , .. , , , , ,., "",, ... , .. 31106 27 
lll'Sllll SllDTAACTS Tl!O SlmllE PRECISION l!UllBERS T!I A DOIJ!llE PRECISION l.IIFFEREllCE, ,. ., '" ........ , .. :11102 27 
SUllPOSSERIES PERFOOllS THE SIJlllll\U!llf Ill' A !!f"XllHE SERIES !JITI! POS!HVE MOllOTONICAllY DECREASING TERMS USING THE IJAM 11 .. 32020 13 
EllllER PERl'OllllS THE Slllllll\HllH Of Ml llUElllll\HllG Xl!fll!HE SERIES, "' .... , ............ , .. ,.,, .. ", .. , .... ", .. .,32010 13 
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30001 275 MBASE DELIVERS THE BASE OF THE ARITHMETIC OF THE COMPUTER, 
30002 275 ARREB DELIVERS THE ARITHMETIC ERROR BOUND OF THE COMPUTER, 
Pase 1 
30003 275 DWARF DELIVERS THE SMALLEST < IN ABSOLUTE VALUE > REPRESENTABLE REAL NUHBER, 
30004 275 GIANT DELIVERS THE LARGEST REPRESENTABLE REAL NUHBER, 
30005 275 INTCAP DELIVERS THE INTEGER CAPACITY. 
30006 273 PI DELIVERS A FULL PRECISION APPROXIMATION TO PI= 3,14,,, 
30007 273 E DELIVERS A FULL PRECISION APPROXIMATION TOE= 2.718,,, 
30008 275 OVERFLOW TESTS WHETHER A VALUE IS AN OVERFLOW VALUE. 
30009 275 UNDERFLOW TESTS WHETHER A VALUE IS AN UNDERFLOW VALUE, 
31010 1 INIVEC INITIALIZES A VECTOR WITH A CONSTANT, 
31011 1 INIHAT INITIALIZES A HATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
31012 1 INIHATD INITIALIZES A <CO>DIAGONAL OF A HATRIX. 
31013 1 INISYHD INITIALIZES A <CO>DIAGONAL OF A SYHHETRIC HATRIX• WHOSE UPPERTRIANGLE 
IS STORED COLUHNWISE IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
31014 1 INISYHROW INITIALIZES A ROW OF A SYMMETRIC HATRIX, WHOSE UPPERTRIANGLE IS 
STORED COLUHNWISE IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY. 
31020 5 HULVEC STORES A CONSTANT MULTIPLIED BY A VECTOR INTO A VECTOR, 
31021 5 MULROW STORES A CONSTANT MULTIPLIED BY A ROW VECTOR INTO A ROW VECTOR, 
31022 5 MULCOL STORES A CONSTANT MULTIPLIED BY A COLUHN VECTOR INTO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
31030 3 DUPVEC COPIES A VECTOR INTO ANOTHER VECTOR, 
31031 3 DUPVECROW COPIES A ROW VECTOR INTO A VECTOR, 
31032 3 DUPROWVEC COPIES A VECTOR INTO A ROW VECTOR, 
31033 3 DUPVECCOL COPIES A COLUHN VECTOR INTO A VECTOR, 
31034 3 DUPCOLVEC COPIES A VECTOR INTO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
31035 3 DUPMAT COPIES A HATRIX INTO ANOTHER HATRIX. 
31040 245 POL EVALUATES A POLYNOMIAL. 
31042 229 CHEPOL EVALUATES A CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIAL, 
31043 229 ALLCHEPOL EVALUATES ALL CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIALS UP TO A CERTAIN DEGREE, 
31044 293 ORTPOL EVALUATES THE VALUE OF AN N-DEGREE ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIAL• GIVEN BY A SET 
OF RECURRENCE COEFFICIENTS. 
31045 293 ALLORTPOL EVALU~TES THE VALUE OF ALL ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS UP TO A GIVEN 
DEGREE• GIVEN A SET OF RECURRENCE COEFFICIENTS, 
31046 229 CHEPOLSER EVALUATES A CHEBYSHEV SERIES. 
31046 229 CHEPOLSUM EVALUATES A FINITE SUM OF CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIALS, 
31047 293 SUMORTPOL EVALUATES A FINITE SERIES EXPRESSED IN ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS, GIVEN 
BY A SET OF RECURRENCE COEFFICIENTS. 
31048 293 ORTPOLSYM EVALUATES THE VALUE OF AN N-DEGREE ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIAL, GIVEN BY A 
SET OF RECURRENCE COEFFICIENTS, 
31049 293 ALLORTPOLSYM EVALUATES THE VALUE OF ALL ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS UP TO A GIVEN 
DEGREE, GIVEN A SET OF RECURRENCE COEFFICIENTS, 
31050 43 NEWGRN TRANSFORMS A POLYNOMIAL FROH NEWTON SUM INTO POWER SUM FORM, 
31051 43 POLCHS TRANSFORMS A POLYNOMIAL FROM POWER SUH INTO CHEBYSHEV.SUM FORK. 
31052 43 CHSPOL TRANSFORMS A POLYNOMIAL FROM CHEBYSHEV SUM INTO POWER SUK FORM, 
31053 43 POLSHTCHS TRANSFORMS A POLYNOMIAL FROM POWER SUH INTO SHIFTED CHEBYSHEV SUK 
FORK. 
31054 43 SHTCHSPOL TRANSFORMS A POLYNOMIAL FROK SHIFTED CHEBYSHEV SUM FORM INTO POWER 
SUH FORK. 
31055 43 GRNNEW TRANSFORMS A POLYNOMIAL FROK POWER SUK INTO NEWTON SUH FORH, 
31058 293 SUKORTPOLSYH EVALUATES A FINITE SERIES EXPRESSED IN ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS, 
GIVEN BY A SET OF RECURRENCE COEFFICIENTS, 
31059 229 ODDCHEPOLSUH EVALUATES A FINITE SUH OF CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIALS OF ODD DEGREE, 
31061 241 INFNRHVEC CALCULATES THE INFINITY- NORH OF A VECTOR, 
31062 241 INFNRHROW CALCULATES THE INFINITY- NORM OF A ROW VECTOR, 
31063 241 INFNRHCOL CALCULATES THE INFINITY- NORM OF A COLUMN VECTOR. 
31064 241 INFNRHMAT CALCULATES THE INFINITY- NORK OF A HATRIX, 
31065 241 ONENRMVEC CALCULATES THE 1- NORH OF A VECTOR, 
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31066 241 ONENRMROW CALCULATES THE 1- NORM OF A ROW VECTOR, 
31067 241 ONENRMCOL CALCULATES THE 1- NORM OF A COLUMN VECTOR, 
31068 241 ONENRMMAT CALCULATES THE 1- NORM OF A MATRIX. 
31069 241 ABSMAXMAT CALCULATES THE MODULUS OF THE LARGEST ELEMENT OF A MATRIX AND 
DELIVERS THE INDICES OF THE MAXIMAL ELEMENT, 
Pase 2 
31070 269 HSHVECMAT PREMULTIPLIES A MATRIX BY A HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX1 THE VECTOR DEFINING 
THIS HSH MATRIX BEING GIVEN IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY. 
31071 269 HSHCOLMAT PREMULTIPLIES A MATRIX BY A HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX• THE VECTOR DEFINING 
THIS HSH MATRIX BEING GIVEN AS A COLUMN IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
31072 269 HSHROWMAT PREMULTIPLIES A MATRIX BY A HOUSEHOLDER MATRIXr THE VECTOR DEFINING 
THIS HSH MATRIX BEING GIVEN AS A ROW IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
31073 269 HSHVECTAM POSTMULTIPLIES A MATRIX BY A HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING 
THIS HSH MATRIX BEING GIVEN IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY. 
31074 269 HSHCOLTAM POSTMULTIPLIES A MATRIX BY A HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING 
THIS HSH MATRIX BEING GIVEN AS A COLUMN IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
31075 269 HSHROWTAM POSTMULTIPLIES A MATRIX BY A HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING 
THIS HSH MATRIX BEING GIVEN AS A ROW IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
31090 203 SINSER EVALUATES A SINE SERIES, 
31091 203 COSSER EVALUATES A COSINE SERIES, 
31092 203 FOUSER EVALUATES A FOURIER SERIES WITH EQUAL SINE AND COSINE COEFFICIENTS. 
31093 203 FOUSER1 EVALUATES A FOURIER SERIES. 
31094 203 FOUSER2 EVALUATES A FOURIER SERIES, 
31095 203 COMFOUSER EVALUATES A COMPLEX FOURIER SERIES WITH REAL COEFFICIENTS, 
31096 ?03 COMFOUSER1 EVALUATES A COMPLEX FOURIER SERIES, 
31097 203 COMFOUSER2 EVALUATES A COMPLEX FOURIER SERIES. 
31100 289 LNGREATODECI CONVERTS A DOUBLE PRECISION NUMBER TO ITS DECIMAL 
REPRESENTATION, 
31101 271 DPADD ADDS TWO SINGLE PRECISION NUMBERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION SUM, 
31102 271 DPSUB SUBTRACTS TWO SINGLE PRECISION NUMBERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION 
DIFFERENCE. 
31103 271 DPMUL MULTIPLIES TWO SINGLE PRECISION NUMBERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION PRODUCT, 31104 271 DPDIV DIVIDES TW-0 SINGLE PRECISION NUMBERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION QUOTIENT. 
31105 271 LNGADD ADDS TWO DOUBLE PRECISION NUMBERS, 
31106 271 LNGSUB SUBTRACTS TWO DOUBLE PRECISION NUMBERS. 
31107 271 LNGMUL MULTIPLIES TWO DOUBLE PRECISION NUMBERS, 
31108 271 LNGDIV DIVIDES TWO DOUBLE PRECISION NUMBERS. 
31109 271 DPPOW COMPUTES THE DOUBLE PRECISION POWER OF A SINGLE PRECISION NUMBER, 
31110 271 LNGPOW COMPUTES THE DOUBLE PRECISION POWER OF A DOUBLE PRECISION NUMBER, 
31131 5 COLCST MULTIPLIES A COLUMN VECTOR BY A CONSTANT, 
31132 5 ROWCST MULTIPLIES A ROW VECTOR BY A CONSTANT. 
31200 201 LNGINTADD COMPUTES THE SUM OF LONG NONNEGATIVE INTEGERS, 
31201 201 LNGINTSUBTRACT COMPUTES THE DIFFERENCE OF LONG NONNEGATIVE INTEGERS. 
31202 201 LNGINTMULT COMPUTES THE PRODUCT OF LONG NONNEGATIVE INTEGERS, 
31203 201 LNGINTDIVIDE COMPUTES THE QUOTIENT WITH REMAINDER OF LONG NONNEGATIVE 
INTEGERS. 
31204 201 LNGINTPOWER COMPUTES U**POWER, WHERE U IS A LONG NONNEGATIVE INTEGER AND POWER IS THE POSITIVE ( SINGLE-LENGTH ) EXPONENT, 
31241 245 TAYPOL EVALUATES THE FIRST K TERMS OF A TAYLOR SERIES, 
31242 245 NORDERPOL EVALUATES THE FIRST K NORMALIZED DERIVATIVES OF A POLYNOMIAL I.E. J-TH DERIVATIVE/(J FACTORIAL) )1 J=011,,,,,K <= DEGREE, 
31243 245 DERPOL EVALUATES THE FIRST K DERIVATIVES OF A POLYNOMIAL. 31248 205 INTCHS COMPUTES THE INDEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A GIVEN CHEBYSHEV SERIES, 
31250 43 LINTFMPOL TRANSFORMS A POLYNOMIAL IN X INTO A POLYNOMIAL IN Y <Y = A*X + Bl, 
31252 313 GSSWTSSYM CALCULATES THE GAUSSIAN WEIGHTS OF A WEIGHT FUNCTION1 THE RECURRENCE 
COEFFICIENTS BEING GIVEN, 
31253 313 GSSWTS CALCULATES THE GAUSSIAN WEIGHTS OF A WEIGHT FUNCTION• THE RECURRENCE 
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COEFFICIENTS BEING GIVEN. 
31254 313 RECCOF CALCULATES RECURRENCE COEFFICIENTS OF AN ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIAL1 A WEIGHT 
FUNCTION BEING GIVEN. 
31362 211 ALLZERORTPOL CALCULATES ALL ZEROS OF AN ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIAL. 
31363 211 LUPZERORTPOL CALCULATES A NUMBER OF ADJACENT UPPER OR LOWER ZEROS OF AN 
ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIAL. 







ALLJACZER CALCULATES THE ZEROS OF A JACOBIAN POLYNOMIAL. 
ALLLAGZER CALCULATES THE ZEROS OF A LAGUERRE POLYNOMIAL, 
GSSJACWGHTS COMPUTES THE ABSCISSAE AND WEIGHTS FOR GAUSS- JACOBI QUADRATURE. 
GSSLAGWGHTS COMPUTES THE ABSCISSAE AND WEIGHTS FOR GAUSS- LAGRANGE 
QUADRATURE, 
FULMATVEC CALCULATES THE PRODUCT A * B1 WHERE A IS A GIVEN MATRIX AND B IS A 
VECTOR. 
31501 15 FULTAMVEC CALCULATES THE PRODUCT A' * B• WHERE A' IS THE TRANSPOSED OF THE 
MATRIX A AND B IS A VECTOR, 
31502 15 FULSYMMATVEC CALCULATES THE PRODUCT A * B1 WHERE A IS A SYMMETRIC MATRIX• WHOSE 
UPPERTRIANGLE IS STORED COLUMNWISE IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY AND B IS A 
VECTOR. 
31503 15 RESVEC CALCULATES THE RESIDUAL VECTOR A * B t X * C1 WHERE A IS A GIVEN MATRIX• 
B AND C ARE VECTORS AND X IS A SCALAR. 
31504 15 SYMRESVEC CALCULATES THE RESIDUAL VECTOR A * B t X * c, WHERE A IS A SYMMETRIC 
MATRIX, WHOSE UPPERTRIANGLE IS STORED COLUMNWISE IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY• B 
AND C ARE VECTORS AND X IS A SCALAR, 
31505 285 LNGFULMATVEC CALCULATES BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC THE PRODUCT A * B, WHERE 
A IS A GIVEN MATRIX AND B IS A VECTOR, 
31506 285 LNGFULTAMVEC CALCULATES BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC THE PRODUCT A' * B, 
WHERE A' IS THE TRANSPOSED OF THE MATRIX A AND B IS A VECTOR. 
31507 285 LNGFULSYMMATVEC CALCULATES BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC THE PRODUCT A * a, 
WHERE A IS A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, WHOSE UPPERTRIANGLE IS STORED COLUMNWISE IN A 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL ~RRAY AND B IS A VECTOR, 
31508 285 LNGRESVEC CALCULATES BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC THE RESIDUAL VECTOR A * B t 
X * Cr WHERE A IS A GIVEN MATRIX1 B AND C ARE VECTORS AND X IS A SCALAR, 
31509 285 LNGSYMRESVEC CALCULATES BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC THE RESIDUAL VECTOR A * 
B t X * C1 WHERE A IS A SYMMETRIC MATRIXr WHOSE UPPERTRIANGLE IS STORED 
COLUMNWISE IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, B AND C ARE VECTORS AND X IS A SCALAR. 
32010 131 EULER PERFORMS THE SUMMATION OF AN ALTERNATING INFINITE SERIES, 
32020 131 SUMPOSSERIES PERFORMS THE SUMMATION OF A INFINITE SERIES WITH POSITIVE 
MONOTONICALLY DECREASING TERMS USING THE VAN WIJNGAARDEN TRANSFORMATION. 
32051 135 INTEGRAL CALCULATES THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A 
FINITE OR INFINITE INTERVAL OR OVER A NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE INTERVALS, 
32070 133 QADRAT COMPUTES THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A 
FINITE INTERVAL. 
32075 257 TRICUB COMPUTES THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A FUNCTION OF TWO VARIABLES OVER A 
TRIANGULAR DOMAIN, 
33010 141 RKl SOLVES A SINGLE lST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER 
RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD, 
33012 171 RK2 INTEGRATES A SINGLE 2ND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION < INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM ) BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD, 
33013 173 RK2N SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 2ND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EUUATIONS < INITIAL VALUE 
PROBLEM l BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD, 
33014 175 RK3 SOLVES A SINGLE 2ND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION < INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM l 
BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD; THIS METHOD CAN ONLY BE USED IF THE 
RIGHT HAND SIDE OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION DOES NOT DEPEND ON Y', 
33015 177 RK3N SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 2ND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EUUATIONS < INITIAL VALUE 
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PROBLEM > BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD; THIS METHOD CAN ONLY BE 
USED IF THE RIGHT HAND SIDE OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS DOES NOT DEPEND ON 
Y' • 
33016 145 RK4A SOLVES A SINGLE 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER 
RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD; THE INTEGRATION IS TERMINATED AS SOON AS A CONDITION ON X 
AND Yr WHICH IS SUPPLIED BY THE USERr IS SATISFIED, 
33017 147 RK4NA SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS < INITIAL VALUE 
PROBLEM > BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD; THE INTEGRATION IS 
TERMINATED AS SOON AS A CONDITION ON XCOJ ••••• xcNJ , SUPPLIED BY THE USER. IS 
SATISFIED, 
33018 149 RK5NA SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS < INITIAL VALUE 
PROBLEM > BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD; THE ARC LENGTH IS 
INTRODUCED AS AN INTEGRATION VARIABLE; THE INTEGRATION IS TERMINATED AS SOON AS 
A CONDITION ON XCOJ,,,,,XCNl , SUPPLIED BY THE USER, IS SATISFIED, 
33033 143 RKE SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS < INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 
> BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD, 
33040 167 MODIFIED TAYLOR SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL 
VALUE PROBLEM > BY MEANS OF A 1STr 2ND OR 3RD ORDER ONE-STEP TAYLOR METHOD; 
THIS METHOD CAN BE USED TO SOLVE LARGE AND SPARSE SYSTEMS, PROVIDED HIGHER 
ORDER DERIVATIVES CAN EASILY BE OBTAINED, 
33050 169 EXPONENTIALLY FITTED TAYLOR SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
< INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM > BY MEANS OF A VARIABLE ORDER TAYLOR METHOD; THIS 
METHOD tAN BE USED TO SOLVE STIFF SYSTEMSr WITH KNOWN EIGEN VALUE SPECTRUM• 
, PROVIDED HIGHER ORDER DERIVATIVES CAN EASILY BE OBTAINED, 
33061 155 ARK SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS < INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 
) BY MEANS OF A STABILIZED RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD WITH LIMITED STORAGE 
REQUIREMENTS, 
33066 295 ARKMAT SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL 
BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM > BY MEANS OF A STABILIZED RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD, IN 
PARTICULAR SUITABLE FOR SYSTEMS ARISING FROM TWO-DIMENSIONAL TIME-DEPENDENT 
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
33070 157 EFRK SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE 
PROBLEM > BY MEANS OF A 1STr 2ND OR 3RD ORDERr EXPONENTIONALLY FITTED 
RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD; AUTOMATIC STEPSIZE CONTROL IS NOT PROVIDED; THIS METHOD CAN 
BE USED TO SOLVE STIFF SYSTEMS WITH KNOWN EIGENVALUE SPECTRUM, 
33080 151 HULTISTEP SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS < INITIAL VALUE 
PROBLEM > BY MEANS OF A VARIABLE ORDER HULTISTEP METHOD ADAMS-HOULTON, 
ADAMS-BASHFORTH OR GEAR'S METHOD; THE ORDER OF ACCURACY IS AUTOMATIC, UP TO STH 
ORDERi THIS METHOD IS SUITABLE FOR STIFF SYSTEMS, 
33120 161 EFERK SOLVES AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS < INITIAL 
VALUE PROBLEM > BY MEANS OF AN EXPONENTIALLY FITTEDr 3RD ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA 
METHOD; THIS METHOD CAN BE USED TO SOLVE STIFF SYSTEMS WITH KNOWN EIGENVALUE 
SPECTRUM, 
33131 165 LINIGER2 SOLVES AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS < 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM > BY MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED 1ST ORDER 
ONE-STEP METHOD; AUTOMATIC STEP-SIZE CONTROL IS NOT PROVIDED; THIS METHOD CAN 
BE USED TO SOLVE STIFF SYSTEMS, 
33132 221 LINIGER1VS SOLVES AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS < 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM > BY MEANS OF AN IMPLICITr EXPONENTIALLY FITTED 1ST ORDER 
ONE-STEP METHODiTHIS METHOD CAN BE USED TO SOLVE STIFF SYSTEMS, 
33135 231 IMPEX SOLVES AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS < INITIAL 
VALUE PROBLEM > BY MEANS OF THE IMPLICIT MIDPOINT RULE WITH SMOOTHING AND 
EXTRAPOLATION; THIS METHOD IS SUITABLE FOR THE INTEGRATION OF STIFF 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
33160 159 EFSIRK SOLVES AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM > BY MEANS OF A 3RD ORDER, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, 
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SEHI-IHPLICIT RUNGE-KUTTA HETHODi THIS HETHOD CAN BE USED TO SOLVE STIFF 
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33170 225 RICHARDSON SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH POSITIVE REAL EIGENVALUES 
ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM ) BY HEANS OF A NON-STATIONARY 2ND ORDER 
ITERATIVE HETHOD. 
33171 225 ELIHINATION SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH POSITIVE REAL EIGENVALUES 
( ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEH ) BY HEANS OF A NON-STATIONARY 2ND ORDER 
ITERATIVE HETHOD1 WHICH IS AN ACCELERATION OF RICHARDSON'S HETHOD. 
33160 153 DIFFSYS SOLVES A SYSTEH OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS < INITIAL VALUE 
PROBLEH li BY EXTRAPOLATION1 APPLIED TO LOW ORDER RESULTS, A HIGH ORDER OF 
ACCURACY IS OBTAINED; THIS HETHOD IS SUITABLE FOR SHOOTH PROBLEHS WHEN HIGH 
ACCURACY IS REQUIRED. 
33191 223 GHS SOLVES AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEH OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL 
VALUE PROBLEM ) BY HEANS OF A 3RD ORDER HULTISTEP HETHODi THIS HETHOD CAN BE 
USED TO SOLVE STIFF SYSTEHS. 
33300 261 FEMLAGSYH SOLVES A LINEAR TWO-POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEH FOR A SECOND ORDER 
SELF-ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY A RITZ- GALERKIN HETHOD, 
33301 261 FEHLAG SOLVES A LINEAR TWO-POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEH FOR A SECOND ORDER 
SELF-ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY A RITZ- GALERKIN HETHODi THE COEFFICIENT 
OF Y' IS SUPPOSED TO BE UNITY. 
33302 263 FEHLAGSKEW SOLVES A LINEAR TWO-POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEH FOR A SECOND ORDER 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY A RITZ- GALERKIN HETHOD, 
33303 265 FEHHERHSYH SOLVES A LINEAR TWO-POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEH FOR A FOURTH ORDER 
SELF-ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION WITH DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS BY A 
RITZ- GALERKIN HETHOD, 
33306 261 FEHLAGSPHER SOLVES A LINEAR TWO-POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEH FOR A SECOND ORDER 
SELF-ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION WITH SPHERICAL COORDINATES BY A 
RITZ-GALERKIN HETHOD. 





SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION WITH SPHERICAL COORDINATES BY A 
RITZ-GALERKIN HETHOD AND NEWTON ITERATION, 
7 VECVEC := SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR AND A VECTOR, 
7 HATVEC := SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR AND A VECTOR, 
7 TAHVEC := SCALAR PRODUCT OF A COLUHN VECTOR AND A VECTOR. 
7 MATMAT := SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR AND A COLUHN VECTOR, 
7 TAMHAT := SCALAR PRODUCT OF A COLUHN VECTOR AND A COLUHN VECTOR, 
7 MATTAH := SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR AND A ROW VECTOR. 
34014 
34015 
34016 7 SEQVEC := SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS GIVEN IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYSr WHERE 
THE MUTUAL SPACINGS BETWEEN THE INDICES OF THE lST VECTOR CHANGE LINEARLY. 
34017 7 SCAPRD1 := SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS GIVEN IN ONE-DIHENSIONAL ARRAYS, WHERE 
THE SPACINGS OF BOTH VECTORS ARE CONSTANT. 
34016 7 SYHMATVEC := SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR AND A ROW OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, WHOSE 
UPPERTRIANGLE IS GIVEN COLUHNWISE IN A ONE-DIHENSIONAL ARRAY, 
34020 9 ELHVEC ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 




9 ELMCOLVEC ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
9 ELHCOL ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A COLUHN VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR. 
9 ELMROW ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR. 
34025 9 MAXELMROW ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR1 HAXELMROW:=THE 
SUBSCRIPT OF AN ELEMENT OF THE NEW ROW VECTOR WHICH IS OF MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE 
VALUE. 
34026 9 ELHVECROW ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
34027 9 ELMROWVEC ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR. 
34026 9 ELHROWCOL ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A COLUMN VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
34029 9 ELHCOLROW ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO A COLUHN VECTOR, 
34030 11 ICHVEC INTERCHANGES TWO VECTORS GIVEN IN ARRAY ArL:Ul AND ARRAY A[SHIFT t L 
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SHIFT + UJ, 
34031 11 ICHCOL INTERCHANGES TWO COLUMNS OF A MATRIX. 
34032 11 ICHROW INTERCHANGES TWO ROWS OF MATRIX. 
34033 11 ICHROWCOL INTERCHANGES A ROW AND A COLUMN OF A MATRIX. 
Pase 6 
34034 11 ICHSEQVEC INTERCHANGES A ROW AND A COLUMN OF AN UPPERTRIANGULAR MATRIX, WHICH 
IS STORED COLUMNWISE IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
34035 11 ICHSEQ INTERCHANGES TWO COLUMNS OF AN UPPERTRIANGULAR MATRIX, WHICH IS STORED 
COLUMNWISE IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY. 
34040 13 ROTCOL REPLACES TWO COLUMN VECTORS x AND y BY TWO VECTORS ex t SY AND CY -
sx. 
34041 13 ROTROW REPLACES TWO ROW VECTORS x AND y BY TWO VECTORS ex + SY AND CY - sx. 
34051 49 SOL SOLVES THE SYSTEM OF LINEAR. EQUATIONS WHOSE MATRIX HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY 
DECOMPOSED BY DEC. 
34053 51 INV CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX THAT HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED BY 
DEC. 
34061 49 SOLELM SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHOSE MATRIX HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY 
DECOMPOSED BY GSSELM OR GSSERB. 
34071 79 SOLBND SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS• THE MATRIX BEING DECOMPOSED BY 
DECBND. 
34131 65 LSGSOL SOLVES A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM IF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN 
DECOMPOSED BY LSQORTDEC. 
34132 63 LSGDGLlNV CALCULATES THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF THE INVERSE OF M'M1 WHERE M IS 
THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM, 
34134 .63 LSQORTDEC DELIVERS THE HOUSEHOLDER TRIANGULARIZATION WITH COLUMN INTERCHANGES 
OF THE MATRIX OF A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM. 
34135 65 LSGORTDECSOL SOLVES A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM BY HOUSEHOLDER 
TRIANGULARIZATION WITH COLUMN INTERCHANGES AND CALCULATES THE DIAGONAL OF THE 
INVERSE OF M'M, WHERE M IS THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX. 
34136 207 LSQINV CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF THE MATRIX S'S• WHERE S IS THE COEFFICIENT 
MATRIX OF A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM. 
34137 309 LSQDECOMP COMPUTES THE GR- DECOMPOSITION OF A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM WITH 
LINEAR CONSTRAINTS, 
34138 309 LSGREFSOL SOLVES A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM WITH LINEAR CONSTRAINTS, IF THE 
MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY LSGDECOMP, 
34140 101 TFMSYMTRI2 TRANSFORMS A REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE BY 
MEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER'S TRANSFORMATION. 
34141 101 BAKSYMTRI2 PERFORMS THE BACK TRANSFORMATION CORRESPONDING TO TFMSYMTRI2. 
34142 101 TFMPREVEC IN COMBINATION WITH TFMSYMTRI2 CALCULATES THE TRANSFORMING MATRIX. 
34143 101 TFMSYMTRI1 TRANSFORMS A REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE BY 
MEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER'S TRANSFORMATION. 
34144 101 BAKSYMTRI1 PERFORMS THE BACK TRANSFORMATION CORRESPONDING TO TFMSYMTRil, 
34150 215 ZEROIN FINDS ( IN A GIVEN INTERVAL > A ZERO OF A FUNCTION OF .ONE VARIABLE, 
34151 111 VALSYMTRI CALCULATES ALL1 OR SOME CONSECUTIVE, EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC 
TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY MEANS OF LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
34152 111 VECSYMTRI CALCULATES EIGENVECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY MEANS OF 
INVERSE ITERATION, 
34153 113 EIGVALSYM2 CALCULATES ALL < OR SOME ) EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX USING 
LINEAR INTERPOLATION OF A FUNCTION DERIVED FROM A STURM SEQUENCE, 
34154 113 EIGSYM2 CALCULATES EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS BY MEANS OF INVERSE 
ITERATION. 
34155 113 EIGVALSYMl CALCULATES ALL < OR SOME l EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX USING 
LINEAR INTERPOLATION OF A FUNCTION DERIVED FROM A STURM SEQUENCE. 
34156 113 EIGSYM1 CALCULATES EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS BY MEANS OF INVERSE 
ITERATION. 
34160 111 QRIVALSYMTRI CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY 
MEANS OF QR ITERATION. 
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34161 111 QRISYMTRI CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC 
TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY MEANS OF QR ITERATION, 
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34162 113 QRIVALSYM2 CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX BY MEANS OF QR 
ITERATION. 
34163 113 QRISYM CALCULATES ALL EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX BY 
MEANS OF QR ITERATION. 
34164 113 QRIVALSYM1 CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX BY MEANS OF QR 
ITERATION, 
34170 103 TFMREAHES TRANSFORMS A MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR UPPER- HESSENBERG MATRIX BY MEANS 
OF WILKINSON'S TRANSFORMATION, 
34171 103 BAKREAHES1 PERFORMS THE BACK TRANSFORMATION ON A VECTOR > CORRESPONDING TO 
TFMREAHES, 
34172 103 BAKREAHES2 PERFORMS THE BACK TRANSFORMATION ON COLUMNS > CORRESPONDING TO 
TFMREAHES, 
34173 97 EQILBR EQUILIBRATES A MATRIX BY MEANS OF A DIAGONAL SIMILARITY 
TRANSFORMATION, 
34174 97 BAKLBR PERFORMS THE BACK TRANSFORMATION CORRESPONDING TO EQILBR. 
34180 115 REAVALQRI CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER- HESSENBERG MATRIXr 
PROVIDED TKAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL• BY MEANS OF SINGLE QR ITERATION, 
34181 115 REAVECHES CALCULATES AN EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING TO A GIVEN REAL EIGENVALUE OF 
A REAL UPPER- HESSENBERG MATRIX BY MEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION, 
34182 117 REAEIGVAL CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A MATRIXr PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES 
ARE REAL, 
34183, 17 REASCL NORMALIZES THE COLUMNS OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
34184 117 REAEIG1 CALCULATES THE EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF A MATRIX• PROVIDED THAT 
THEY ARE ALL REAL, 
34186 115 REAQRI CALCULATES ALL EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL UPPER- HESSENBERG 
MATRIX• PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REALr BY MEANS OF SINGLE QR 
ITERATION, 
34187 117 REAEIG3 CALCULATES THE EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF A MATRIX• PROVIDED THAT 
THEY ARE ALL REAL, 
34190 115 COMVALQRI CALCULATES THE REAL AND COMPLEX EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER-
HESSENBERG MATRIX BY MEANS OF DOUBLE QR ITERATION, 
34191 115 COMVECHES CALCULATES THE EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING TO A GIVEN COMPLEX 
EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER- HESSENBERG MATRIX BY MEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION, 
34192 117 COMEIGVAL CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A MATRIX, 
34193 29 COMSCL NORMALIZES REAL AND COMPLEX EIGENVECTORS, 
34194 117 COMEIG1 CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A MATRIX, 
34210 139 LINEMIN MINIMIZES A FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES IN A GIVEN DIRECTION. 
34211 139 RNKlUPD ADDS A RANK-1 MATRIX TO A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, 
34212 139 DAVUPD ADDS A RANK-2 MATRIX TO A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, 
34213 139 FLEUPD ADDS A RANK-2 MATRIX TO A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, 
34214 19 RNKlMIN MINIMIZES A FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES, 
34215 19 FLEMIN MINIMIZES A FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES, 
34220 95 CONJ GRAD SOLVES A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY 
THE METHOD OF CONJUGATE GRADIENTS, 
34231 45 GSSELM PERFORMS A TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION WITH A COMBINATION OF PARTIAL AND 
COMPLETE PIVOTING, 
34232 49 GSSSOL SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
34235 51 INV1 CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX THAT HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED 
BY GSSELM OR GSSERB,THE 1-NORM OF THE INVERSE MATRIX MIGHT ALSO BE 
CALCULATED. 
34236 51 GSSINV CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX, 
34240 45 ONENRMINV CALCULATES THE 1- NORM OF THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX WHOSE TRIANGULARLY 
DECOMPOSED FORM IS DELIVERED BY GSSELM. 
34241 45 ERBELM CALCULATES A ROUGH UPPERBOUND FOR THE ERROR IN THE SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM 
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OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHOSE MATRIX IS TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED BY GSSELM. 
34242 45 GSSERB PERFORMS A TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSTION OF THE MATRIX OF A SYSTEM OF LINEAR 
EQUATIONS AND CALCULATES AN UPPERBOUND FOR THE RELATIVE ERROR IN THE SOLUTION 
OF THAT SYSTEM, 
34243 49 GSSSOLERB SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS AND CALCULATES A ROUGH UPPERBOUND 
FOR THE RELATIVE ERROR IN THE CALCULATED SOLUTION. 
34244 51 GSSINVERB CALCULATES THE ·INVERSE OF A MATRIX AND 1- NORM, AN UPPERBOUND FOR THE 
ERROR IN THE INVERSE MATRIX IS ALSO GIVEN, 
34250 53 ITISOL SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHOSE MATRIX HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY 
DECOMPOSED BY GSSELM OR GSSERB. THIS SOLUTION IS IMPROVED ITERATIVELY, 
34251 53 GSSITISOL SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS AND THE SOLUTION IS IMPROVED 
ITERATIVELY. 
34252 45 GSSNRI PERFORMS A TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION AND CALCULATES THE 1- NORM OF THE 
INVERSE MATRIX. 
34253 53 ITISOLERB SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHOSE MATRIX HAS TRIANGULARLY 
DECOMPOSED BY GSSNRil THIS SOLUTION IS IMPROVED ITERATIVELY AN UPPERBOUND FOR 
THE ERROR IN THE SOLUTION IS CALCULATED, 
34254 53 GSSITISOLERB SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS; THIS SOLUTION IS IMPROVED 
ITERATIVELY AND AN UPPERBOUND FOR THE ERROR IN THE SOLUTION IS CALCULATED, 
34260 109 HSHREABID TRANSFORMS A MATRIX TO BIDIAGONAL FORM, BY PREMULTIPLYING AND 
POSTMULTIPLYING WITH ORTHOGONAL MATRICES, 
34261 109 PSTTFMMAT CALCULATES THE POSTMULTIPLYING MATRIX FROM THE DATA GENERATED BY 
HSHREABID, 
34262 109 PRETFMMAT CALCULATES THE PREMULTIPLYING MATRIX FROM THE DATA GENERATED BY 
HSHREABID. 
34270 125 QRISNGVALBID CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES OF A BIDIAGONAL MATRIX, 
34271 125 QRISNGVALDECBID CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES DECOMPOSITION OF A MATRIX OF 
WHICH THE BIDIAGONAL AND THE PRE- AND POSTMULTIPLYING MATRICES ARE GIVEN. 
34272 127 QRISNGVAL CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES OF A GIVEN MATRIX, 
34273 127 QRISNGVALDEC CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES DECOMPOSITION U * S * V', WITH U 
AND V ORTHOGONAL AND S POSITIVE DIAGONAL. 
34280 67 SOLSVDOVR SOLVES AN OVERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, MULTIPLYING THE 
RIGHT-HAND SIDE BY THE PSEUDO-INVERSE OF THE GIVEN MATRIX. 
34281 67 SOLOVR CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES DECOMPOSITION AND SOLVES AN 
OVERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS. 
34282 69 SOLSVDUND SOLVES AN UNDERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, MULTIPLYING THE 
RIGHT-HAND SIDE BY THE PSEUDO-INVERSE OF THE GIVEN MATRIX. 
34283 69 SOLUND CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES DECOMPOSITION AND SOLVES AN 
UNDERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS. 
34284 71 HOMSOLSVD SOLVES THE HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS A * X = 0 AND X' * 
A = o, WHERE 'A' DENOTES A MATRIX AND 'X' A VECTORi < THE SINGULAR VALUE 
DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN ), 
34285 71 HOMSOL SOLVES THE HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS OF EQUATIONS A * X = 0 
AND X' * A = 01 WHERE 'A' DENOTES A MATRIX AND 'X' A VECTOR, 
34286 73 PSDINVSVD CALCULATES THE PSEUDO-INVERSE OF A MATRIXi C THE SINGULAR VALUE 
DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN ), 
34287 73 PSDINV CALCULATES THE PSEUDO-INVERSE OF A MATRIX, 
34291 303 DECSYM2 CALCULATES THE SYMMETRIC DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX. 
34292 307 SOLSYM2 SOLVES A SYMMETRIC SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY DECSYM2 OR DECSOLSYM2, 
34293 307 DECSOLSYM2 SOLVES A SYMMETRIC SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY SYMMETRIC 
DECOMPOSITION, 
34294 305 DETERMSYM2 CALCULATES THE DETERMINANT OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX1THE SYMMETRIC 
DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN. 
34300 45 DEC PERFORMS A TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING. 
34301 49 DECSOL SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHOSE ORDER IS SMALL RELATIVE TO THE 
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NUMBER OF BINARY DIGITS IN THE NUMBER REPRESENTATION, 
34302 Sl DECINV CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX WHOSE ORDER IS SMALL RELATIVE TO THE 
NUMBER OF BINARY DIGITS IN THE NUMBER REPRESENTATION. 
34303 47 DETERM CALCULATES THE DETERMINANT OF A TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED MATRIX. 
34310 55 CHLDEC2 CALCULATES THE CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC 
MATRIX WHOSE UPPER TRIANGLE IS GIVEN IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
34311 SS CHLDEC1 CALCULATES THE CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC 
MATRIX WHOSE UPPER TRIANGLE IS GIVEN COLUMNWISE IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
34312 S7 CHLDETERM2 CALCULATES OF THE DETERMINANT OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC 
MATRIX• THE CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
34313 S7 CHLDETERM1 CALCULATES THE DETERMINANT OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX, 
THE CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN COLUMNWISE IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY. 
34320 7S DECBND PERFORMS A TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A BAND MATRIX, USING PARTIAL 
PIVOTING, 
34321 77 DETERMBND CALCULATES THE DETERMINANT OF A BAND MATRIX, 
34322 79 DECSOLBND SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH 
PARTIAL PIVOTING IF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS IN BAND FORM AND IS STORED 
ROWWISE IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY. 
34330 as CHLDECBND PERFORMS THE CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC 
BAND MATRIX. 
34331 87 CHLDETERMBND CALCULATES THE DETERMINANT OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC BAND 
MATRIX. 
34332 89 CHLSOLBND SOLVES A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC LINEAR SYSTEM, THE TRIANGULAR 
DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN. 
34333 89 CHLDECSOLBND SOLVES A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC LINEAR SYSTEM AND PERFORMS 
THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION BY CHOLESKY'S METHOD. 
34340 35 COMABS CALCULATES THE MODULUS OF A COMPLEX NUMBER, 
34341 37 COMMUL CALCULATES THE PRODUCT OF TWO COMPLEX NUMBERS, 
34342 37 COMDIV CALCULATES THE QUOTIENT OF TWO COMPLEX NUMBERS. 
34343 3S COMSQRT CALCULATES THE SQUARE ROOT OF A COMPLEX NUMBER, 
34344 3S CARPOL TRANSFORMS THE CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF A COMPLEX NUMBER INTO POLAR 
COORDINATES, 
3434S 129 COMKWD CALCULATES THE ROOTS OF A QUADRATIC EQUATION WITH COMPLEX 
COEFFICIENTS. 
343S2 21 COMCOLCST MULTIPLIES A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR BY A COMPLEX NUMBER, 
343S3 21 COMROWCST MULTIPLIES A COMPLEX ROW VECTOR BY A COMPLEX NUMBER, 
34354 23 COMMATVEC CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A COMPLEX ROW VECTOR AND A COMPLEX 
VECTOR, 
343S5 23 HSHCOMCOL TRANSFORMS A COMPLEX VECTOR INTO A VECTOR PROPORTIONAL TO A UNIT 
VECTOR, 
343S6 23 HSHCOMPRD PREMULTIPLIES A COMPLEX MATRIX WITH A COMPLEX HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX. 
343S7 287 ROTCOMCOL REPLACES TWO COMPLEX COLUMN VECTORS x AND y BY TWO COMPLEX VECTORS ex 
t SY AND CV - SX. 
343S8 287 ROTCOMROW REPLACES TWO COMPLEX ROW VECTORS x AND y BY TWO COMPLEX VECTORS ex + 
SY AND CY - SX, 
343S9 31 COMEUCNRM CALCULATES THE EUCLIDEAN NORM OF A COMPLEX MATRIX WITH LW LOWER 
CODIAGONALS, 
34360 29 SCLCOM NORMALIZES THE COLUMNS OF A COMPLEX MATRIX, 
34361 99 EGILBRCOM EQUILIBRATES A COMPLEX MATRIX. 
34362 99 BAKLBRCOM TRANSFORMS THE EIGENVECTORS OF A COMPLEX EQUILIBRATED < BY EQILBRCOM 
) MATRIX INTO THE EIGENVECTORS OF THE ORIGINAL MATRIX. 
34363 105 HSHHRMTRI TRANSFORMS A HERMITIAN MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR REAL SYMMETRIC 
TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX. 
34364 10S HSHHRMTRIVAL DELIVERS THE MAIN DIAGONAL ELEMENTS AND THE SQUARES OF THE 
CODIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF A HERMITIAN TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX WHICH IS UNITARY SIMILAR 
WITH A GIVEN HERMITIAN MATRIX. 
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34365 105 BAKHRMTRI PERFORMS THE BACK TRANSFORMATION CORRESPONDING TO HSHHRMTRI, 
34366 107 HSHCOMHES TRANSFORMS A COMPLEX MATRIX BY MEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER'S TRANSFORMATION 
FOLLOWED BY A COMPLEX DIAGONAL TRANSFORMATION INTO A SIMILAR UNITARY UPPER-
HESSENBERG MATRIX WITH A REAL NONNEGATIVE SUBDIAGONAL. 
34367 107 BAKCOMHES PERFORMS THE BACK TRANSFORMATION CORRESPONDING TO HSHCOMHES. 
34368 119 EIGVALHRM CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
34369 119 EIGHRM CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A COMPLEX HERMITIAN 
MATRIX, 
34370 119 GRIVALHRM CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX HERMITIAN MATRIX. 
34371 119 GRIHRM CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A COMPLEX HERMITIAN 
MATRIX. 
34372 121 VALGRICOM CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX UPPER- HESSENBERG MATRIX WITH 
A REAL SUBDIAGONAL. 
34373 121 GRICOM CALCULATES THE EIGENVECTORS AND THE EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX UPPER-
HESSENBERG MATRIX. 
34374 123 EIGVALCOM CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX MATRIX. 
34375 123 EIGCOM CALCULATES THE EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX MATRIX, 
34376 25 ELMCOMVECCOL ADDS A COMPLEX NUMBER TIMES A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR TO A COMPLEX 
VECTOR. 
34377 25 ELMCOMCOL ADDS A COMPLEX NUMBER TIMES A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR TO A COMPLEX 
COLUMN VECTOR. 
34378 25 ELMCOMROWVEC ADDS A COMPLEX NUMBER TIMES A COMPLEX VECTOR TO A COMPLEX ROW 
VECTOR, 
34390 ,59 CHLSOL2 SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN 
DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC2 OR CHLDECSOL2. 
34391 59 CHLSOL1 SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN 
DECOMPOSED BY CHLDECi OR CHLDECSOL1. 
34392 59 CHLDECSOL2 SOLVES A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY 
CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT METHOD; THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX SHOULD BE GIVEN IN THE 
UPPERTRIANGLE OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
34393 59 CHLDECSOL1 SOLVES A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY 
CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT METHOD; THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX SHOULD BE GIVEN 
COLUMNWISE IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY. 
34400 61 CHLINV2 CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX• IF THE 
MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC2 OR CHLDECSOL2. 
34401 61 CHLINV1 CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX, IF THE 
MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDECl OR CHLDECSOL1. 
34402 61 CHLDECINV2 CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX BY 
CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT METHODi THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX GIVEN COLUMNWISE IN A 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
34403 61 CHLDECINV1 CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX BY 
CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT METHODi THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX GIVEN COLUMNWISE IN A 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
34410 285 LNGVECVEC CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS BY DOUBLE LENTGH 
ARITHMETIC, 
34411 285 LNGMATVEC CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR AND A ROW VECTOR BY DOUBLE 
PRECISION ARITHMETIC. 
34412 285 LNGTAMVEC CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR AND A COLUMN VECTOR BY 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC, 
34413 285 LNGMATMAT CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW OF A VECTOR AND A COLUMN 
VECTOR BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC. 
34414 285 LNGTAMMAT CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO COLUMN VECTORS BY DOUBLE 
PRECISION ARITHMETIC. 
34415 285 LNGMATTAM CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO ROW VECTORS BY DOUBLE PRECISION 
ARITHMETIC, 
34416 285 LNGSEQVEC CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS GIVEN IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL 
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ARRAYS, WHERE THE MUTUAL SPACINGS BETWEEN THE INDICES OF THE 1ST VECTOR CHANGE 
LINEARLY, BY DOUBLE LENGTH ARITHMETIC. 
34417 285 LNGSCAPRD1 CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS GIVEN IN 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS, WHERE THE SPACINGS OF BOTH VECTORS ARE CONSTANTr BY 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC, 
34418 285 LNGSYHHATVEC CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR GIVEN IN A 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY AND A ROW OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, WHOSE UPPER TRIANGLE IS 
STORED COLUHNWISE IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY• BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC, 
34420 91 DECSYMTRI PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL 
MATRIX. 
34421 93 SOLSYHTRI SOLVES A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE 
TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN. 
34422 93 DECSOLSYHTRI SOLVES A SYHHETRIC:TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS AND 
PERFORMS THE TRIDIAGONAL DECOMPOSITION. 
34423 81 DECTRI PERFORMS A TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX, 
34424 83 SOLTRI 'soLVES A TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS THE TRIANGULAR 
DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN. 
34425 83 DECSOLTRI SOLVES A TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS AND PERFORMS THE 
TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION WITHOUT PIVOTING. 
34426 81 DECTRIPIV PERFORMS A TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A TRIDIAGONAL HATRIXr USING 
PARTIAL PIVOTING. 
34427 83 SOLTRIPIV SOLVES A TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS THE TRIANGULAR 
DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN. 
34428 ,83 DECSOLTRIPIV SOLVES A TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS AND PERFORMS THE 
TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
34430 217 QUANEWBND SOLVES A SYSTEM OF NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS OF WHICH THE JACOBIAN ( BEING 
A BAND MATRIX > IS GIVEN. 
34431 217 QUANEWBND1 SOLVES A SYSTEM OF NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS OF WHICH THE JACOBIAN IS A 
BAND MATRIX. 
34432 239 PRAXIS MINIMIZES A FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES. 
34433 235 HININ MINIMIZES A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE IN A GIVEN INTERVAL. 
34435 237 HININDER MINIMIZES A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE IN A GIVEN INTERVALr USING VALUES 
OF THE FUNCTION AND OF ITS DERIVATIVE. 
34436 215 ZEROINRAT FINDS < IN A GIVEN INTERVAL > A ZERO OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE. 
34437 213 JACOBNNF CALCULATES THE JACOBIAN MATRIX OF AN N-DIHENSIONAL FUNCTION OF N 
VARIABLES USING FORWARD DIFFERENCES. 
34438 213 JACOBNHF CALCULATES THE JACOBIAN MATRIX OF AN N-DIHENSIONAL FUNCTION OF H 
VARIABLES USING FORWARD DIFFERENCES. 
34439 213 JACOBNBNDF CALCULATES THE JACOBIAN MATRIX OF AN N-DIHENSIONAL FUNCTION OF N 
VARIABLES, IF THE JACOBIAN IS KNOWN TO BE A BAND MATRIX, 
34440 219 MARQUARDT CALCULATES THE LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF AN OVERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF 
NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH HARQUARDT'S METHOD, 
34441 219 GSSNEWTON CALCULATES THE LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF AN OVERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF 
NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH THE GAUSS-NEWTON METHOD. 
34444 259 PEIDE ESTIMATES UNKNOWN PARAMETERS IN A SYSTEM OF1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS; THE UNKNOWN VARIABLES HAY APPEAR NON-LINEARLY BOTH IN THE 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND ITS INITIAL VALUES; A SET OF OBSERVED VALUES OF SOME 
COMPONENTS OF THE SOLUTION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS HUST BE GIVEN. 
34453 233 ZEROINDER FINDS < IN A GIVEN INTERVAL > A ZERO OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE 
USING VALUES OF THE FUNCTION AND OF ITS DERIVATIVE. 
34500 209 POLZEROS CALCULATES ALL ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL WITH REAL COEFFICIENTS. 
34501 311 ZERPOL CALCULATES ALL ROOTS < ZEROS> OF A POLYNOMIAL WITH REAL COEFFICIENTS BY 
LAGUERRE'S METHOD. 
34502 311 BOUNDS CALCULATES THE ERROR IN APPROXIMATED ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL WITH REAL 
COEFFICIENTS. 
34600 267 QZIVAL COMPUTES GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES BY MEANS OF OZ-ITERATION. 
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34601 267 QZI COMPUTES GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS BY MEANS OF QZ-ITERATION. 
34602 267 HSHDECMUL IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES, 
34603 267 HESTGL3 IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED 
EIGENVALUES. 
34604 267 HESTGL2 IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES, 
34605 267 HSH2COL IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED 
EIGENVALUES. 
34606 267 HSH3COL IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED 
EIGENVALUES, 
34607 267 HSH2ROW3 IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES, 
34608 267 HSH2ROW2 IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES, 
34609 267 HSH3ROW3 IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED 
EIGENVALUES, 
34610 267 HSH3ROW2 IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES. 
34611 287 CHSH2 FINDS A COMPLEX ROTATION MATRIX. 
Pase 12 
35021 227 ERRORFUNCTION COMPUTES THE ERROR FUNCTION < ERF l AND COMPLEMENTARY ERROR FUNCTION < ERFC ) FOR A REAL ARGUMENT. 
35022 227 NONEXPERFC COMPUTES ERFC<X> I EXP!XIX>. 
35023 227 INVERSE ERROR FUNCTION CALCULATES THE INVERSE ERROR FUNCTION Y = INVERF<X>. 35027 227 FRESNEL CALCULATES THE FRESNEL INTEGRALS C<X> AND S<X>. 
35028 227 FG IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF FRESNEL INTEGRALS. 35030 187 INCOMGAM COMPUTES THE INCOMPLETE GAMMA FUNCTIONS, 35050 187 INCBETA COMPUTES THE INCOMPLETE BETA-FUNCTION I<X,P1Q); 0 <= X <= 1, P > 01 Q > 
o. 
35051 187 IBPPLUSN COMPUTES INCOMPLETE BETA-FUNCTION RATIOS I(X,PtN1Ql FOR N = 0 NMAX1 0 <= X <= 11 P > 01 Q > O, 
35052 187 IBQPLUSN COMPUTES INCOMPLETE BETA-FUNCTION RATIOS I<X1P,QtNl FOR N NMAX, 0 <= X <= 1, P > 01 Q > O. 35053 187 IXQFIX IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF INCOMPLETE 
BESSELFUNCTIONS, 
35054 187 IXPFIX IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF INCOMPLETE BESSELFUNCTIONS, 
35055 187 FORWARD IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF INCOMPLETE 
BESSELFUNCTIONS. 





35060 187 RECIP GAMMA CALCULATES THE RECIPROCAL OF THE GAMMA FUNCTION FOR ARGUMENTS IN THE RANGE [,5,1,5Ji MOREOVER ODD AND EVEN PARTS ARE DELIVERED. 35061 187 GAMMA CALCULATES THE GAMMA FUNCTION, 
35062 187 LOG GAMMA CALCULATES THE NATURAL LOGARITHM OF THE GAMMA FUNCTION FOR POSITIVE ARGUMENTS, 
35080 183 EI CALCULATES THE EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL , 
35081 183 EI ALPHA CALCULATES A SEQUENCE OF INTEGRALS OF THE FORM INTEGRAL 
<EXP<-XITllTllN DTl1 FROM T=1 TO T=INFINITY. 
35083 41 JFRAC CALCULATES A TERMINATING CONTINUED FRACTION, 35084 185 SINCOSINT CALCULATES THE SINE INTEGRAL SI<X> AND THE COSINE INTEGRAL CI<X>. 35085 185 SINCOSFG IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE SINE AND COSINE INTEGRALS, 35086 183 ENX COMPUTES A SEQUENCE OF EXPONENTIAL INTEGRALS E<N•X> = THE INTEGRAL FROM 
TO INFINITY OF EXP<-X I Tl/ TllN DT. 35087 183 NONEXP ENX COMPUTES A SEQUENCE OF INTEGRALS EXP<X> I E<N1X), 
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35111 181 SINH COMPUTES THE HYPERBOLIC SINE FOR A REAL ARGUHENT X, 
35112 181 COSH COMPUTES THE HYPERBOLIC COSINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X, 
35113 181 TANH COMPUTES THE HYPERBOLIC TANGENT FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X, 
35114 181 ARCSINH COHPUTES THE INVERSE HYPERBOLIC SINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X. 
35115 181 ARCCOSH COMPUTES THE INVERSE HYPERBOLIC COSINE FOR A REAL ARGUHENT X, 
35116 181 ARCTANH COHPUTES THE INVERSE HYPERBOLIC TANGENT FOR A REAL ARGUKENT X. 
35120 179 TAN COMPUTES THE TANGENT FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X. 
35121_ 179 ARCSIN COKPUTES THE ARCSINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X. 
35122 179 ARCCOS COMPUTES THE ARCCOSINE FOR A REAL ARGUKENT X. 
35130 315 LOGONEPLUSX EVALUATES THE LOGARITHMIC FUNCTION LN<1tXl. 
35140 243 AIRY EVALUATES THE AIRY FUNCTIONS AI<Z> AND BI<Z> AND THEIR DERIVATIVES, 
Pase 13 
35145 243 AIRYZEROS COHPUTES THE ZEROS AND ASSOCIATED VALUES OF THE AIRY FUNCTIONS AI<Z> 
AND BI<Z> AND THEIR DERIVATIVES~ 
35150 247 SPHER BESS J CALCULATES THE SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KINDi 
J[Kt.5l<Xl*SORT<Pil<2*X>>• K=O,,,,,N , WHERE J[Kt.5l<X> DENOTES THE BESSEL 
FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER Kt.5. 
35151 247 SPHER BESS Y CALCULATES THE SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KINDi 
Y[Kt.5l<X>*SORT<Pil<2*X>>• K=O,,,,,N , WHERE Y[Kt.5l<X> DENOTES THE BESSEL 
FUNCTION OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER K+.5. 
35152 247 SPHER BESS I CALCULATES THE MODIFIED SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST 
KINDi I[Kt.5l<Xl*SORT<Pil<2*X>>• K=O,,,,,N r WHERE I[Kt.5l<X> DENOTES THE 
HODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER K+.5, 
35153 247 SPHER BESS K CALCULATES THE HODIFIED SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD 
KINDi K[It.5l(Xl*SORT<Pil<2*X>>• I=o ••••• N , WHERE K[It.5l<X> DENOTES THE 
MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER I+.5, 
35154 247 NONEXP SPHER BESS I CALCULATES THE MODIFIED SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 
1ST KIND HULTIPIED BY EXP<-X>I I[Kt.5l(Xl*SORT<Pil<2*Xll*EXP<-X>• K=o,,,,,N , 
WHERE ICK+.5l<X> DENOTES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER 
Kt.5. 
35155 247 NONEXP SPHER BESS K CALCULATES THE MODIFIED SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 
3RD KIND KULTIPLIED BY EXP<+Xll KCit.5l(Xl*SORT<Pil<2*Xll*EXP<+Xl ' I=O,,,,,N ' 
WHERE KCI+.5l<Xl' DENOTES THE HODIFIED BESSEL OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER I+.5, 
35160 253 BESS JO CALCULATES THE ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE lST KIND OF ORDER 
ZERO. 
35161 253 BESS J1 CALCULATES THE ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER ONE. 
35162 253 BESS J CALCULATES THE ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER L ( L 
= o,,,,,N ), 
35163 253 BESS Y01 CALCULATES THE ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 2ND KIND ORDER ZERO 
AND ONE WITH ARGUHENT x; X > O, 
35164 253 BESS Y CALCULATES THE ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 2ND KIND OF ORDER L < L 
= o,,,,,N ) WITH ARGUMENT X• X> O. 
35165 253 BESS PQO IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COHPUTATION OF THE ORDINARY BESSEL 
FUNCTIONS OF ORDER ZERO FOR LARGE VALUES OF THEIR ARGUMENT, 
35166 253 BESS P01 IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE ORDINARY BESSEL 
FUNCTIONS OF ORDER ONE FOR LARGE VALUES OF THEIR ARGUHENT, 
35170 255 BESS IO CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER 
ZERO. 
35171 255 BESS I1 CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER ONE, 
35172 255 BESS I CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER L < L 
= o,,,,,N ), 
35173 255 BESS K01 CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDERS 
ZERO AND ONE WITH ARGUMENT X1 X > O, 
35174 255 BESS K CALCULATES THE HODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER L < L 
= o,,,,,N > WITH ARGUMENT Xr X > O. 
35175 255 NONEXP BESS IO CALCULATES THE HODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER 
ZEROi THE RESULT IS HULTIPLIED BY EXP<-ABS<X>>. 
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35176 255 NONEXP BESS It CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER 
ONE; THE RESULT IS MULTIPLIED BY EXP<-ABS<X>> 
35177 255 NONEXP BESS I CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER 
L ( L = o •••• ,N >; THE RESULT IS MULTIPLIED BY EXP<-ABS<X>>. 
35178 255 NONEXP BESS K01 CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF 
ORDER ZERO AND ONE WITH ARGUMENT x, X>O; THE RESULT IS MULTIPLIED BY EXP<X>. 
35179 255 NONEXP BESS K CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER 
L C L = 01 ••• ,N > WITH ARGUMENT X1 X>Oi THE RESULT IS MULTIPLIED BY EXP<X>. 
35180 249 BESS JAPLUSN CALCULATES THE BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER A+K < 
O<=K<=N1 O<=A<l ), 
35181 249 BESS YAOl CALCULATES THE BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 2ND KIND ( ALSO CALLED 
NEUMANN'S FUNCTIONS > OF ORDER A AND At1 ( A>=O > AND ARGUMENT X>O, 
35182 249 BESS YAPLUSN CALCULATES THE BES~EL FUNCTIONS OF THE 2ND KIND OF ORDER AtN1 
N=O,,,,,NMAX 1 A>=Or AND ARGUMENT X>O, 
35183 249 BESS PQAOl IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE BESSEL 
FUNCTIONS FOR LARGE VALUES OF THEIR ARGUMENT. 
35184 249 BESSZEROS CALCULATES ZEROS OF A BESSELFUNCTION <OF 1ST OR 2ND KIND> AND OF ITS 
DERIVATIVE, 
35185 249 START IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE IN BESSELFUNCTION PROCEDURES. 
35190 251 BESS IAPLUSN CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER 
A+N, N=O,,,,,NMAX , A>=O AND ARGUMENT X>=O. 
35191 251 BESS KA01 CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER A 
AND At11 A>=01 AND ARGUMENT X• X>O, 
35192 ~51 BESS KAPLUSN CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER 
A+N, N=Or ••• ,NMAX , A>=01 AND ARGUMENT X>O, 
35193 251 NONEXP BESS IAPLUSN CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF 
ORDER A+N, N=O,,.,,NMAX , A>=O AND ARGUMENT X>=O• MULTIPLIED BY EXP<-X>, 
35194 251 NONEXP BESS KA01 CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF 
ORDER A AND Atlr A>=O AND ARGUMENT Xr X>O• MULTIPLIED BY THE FACTOR EXP<Xl. 
35195 251 NONEXP BESS KAPLUSN CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF 
ORDER AtN1 N=O•••••NMAX , A>=O AND ARGUMENT X>O MULTIPLIED BY THE FACTOR 
EXPCX>. 
36010 195 NEWTON CALCULATES THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE NEWTON POLYNOMIAL THROUGH GIVEN 
INTERPOLATION POINTS AND CORRESPONDING FUNCTION VALUES. 
36020 197 INI SELECTS A <SUBlSET OF INTEGERS OUT OF A GIVEN SET OF INTEGERS; IT IS AN 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR MINMAXPOL, 
36021 197 SNDREMEZ EXCHANGES AT MOST N+l NUMBERS WITH NUMBERS OUT OF A REFERENCE SETi IT 
IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR MINMAXPOL. 
36022 197 MINMAXPOL CALCULATES THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL THAT APPROXIMATES A 
FUNCTION1 GIVEN FOR DISCRETE ARGUMENTS, SUCH THAT THE INFINITY NORM OF THE 
ERROR VECTOR IS MINIMISED, 
36401 301 SYMEIGINP IMPROVES AN APPROXIMATION OF A REAL SYMMETRIC EIGENSYSTEM AND 
CALCULATES ERROR BOUNDS FOR THE EIGENVALUES. 
36402 299 ORTHOG OTHOGONALIZES SOME ADJACENT MATRIX COLUMNS ACCORDING TO THE MODIFIED 
GRAM-SMIDT METHOD, 
36403 297 ROWPERM PERMUTES THE ELEMENTS OF A GIVEN ROW OF A MATRIX ACCORDING TO A GIVEN 
PERMUTATION OF INDICES. 
36404 297 VECPERM PERMUTES THE ELEMENTS OF A GIVEN VECTOR ACCORDING TO A GIVEN 
PERMUTATION OF INDICES. 
36405 297 MERGESORT DELIVERS A PERMUTATION OF INDICES CORRESPONDING TO SORTING THE 
ELEMENTS OF A GIVEN VECTOR INTO NON-DECREASING ORDER. 
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